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ABSTRACT 
This dissertatien describes the results ef a research preject which was 
undertaken at Leughbereugh University ef Technelegy. 
/ 
The basic ebjectives ef the research preject were: 
I. To. investigate the management elements required fer erganising the 
develepment ef an Ecenemic Data Bank (EDB), with particular emphasis 
en the requirements ef a develeping natien. 
2. To. investigate the secielegical, pelitical and technical implicatiens 
asseciated with erganising the develepment ef an EDB in a develeping 
natien. 
A theeretical framewerk Was established fer this study. This was dene 
after an extensive search and review ef literature was perfermed in the 
areas ef data and data base management systems, management infermatien 
systems, and cemputer technelegy in general. 
The eutceme ef the theeretical phase ef this study was the translatien 
ef the research ebjectives into. relevant issues. These issues were 
utilised as a base in cenducting the field study in a develeping natien. 
The develeping natien selected fer this research was the Hashemite 
Kingdem ef Jerdan. 
The field study included tl,O survey instruments: persenal interviews, 
and questiennaire. The purpese ef the persenal interviews was to. 
interview selected tep level pelicy makers and efficials in Jerdan. 
The purpose ef the questiennaire Ims to. ebtain relevant infermatien frem 
i 
ii 
a large number of Jordanian officials, both in the public and private 
sectors. 
The field survey was conducted and the results were documented and 
analysed. Based on this analysis, conclusions were drawn regarding the 
issues. 
Recommendations were made on the basis of the theoretical and empirical 
phases of this study. These recommendations included those related 
directly to the issues developed in the theoretical phase, and those 
related to the approach to EDB development in Jordan. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Statementof'the'Ptoblem 
In virtually all developing nations, as well as in many developed 
ones, socio-economic data and information are either unavailable, 
unstructured, inaccurate, or untimely. Especially in developing 
countries, where there is a more rapidly changing social, political, 
and industrial environment, there exists a constant need for accurate, 
up-to-date, and well structured information for planners and decision 
makers to use for far reaching decisions. Inevitably, in this sort 
of situation, there is an inherent lack of organisation in the data 
collecting and storage processes, and difficulties in defining'data 
requirements and structure. Hence, although it is evident that some 
type of data bank would be a necessity, there are going to be problems 
in defining its managerial and organisational requirements. 
These problems are aggravated by the rapid advancement in the 
technology of data bases and the lack of any great length of 
experience in the field. In particular, although there have been 
attempts at building data bases for economic purposes, there is as 
yet little published in the area, and apparently little success to date. 
The development of a nationwide Economic Data Bank (EDB) would bring 
with it further problems which will have to be examined in advance. 
This wi1.1 embrace such issues as the necessity for legiSlation, the 
social and political impact, and the need for adequate security. 
2 
Before any. great investment Df limited national resources were 
incurred, it WDuld be necessary to ensure the integration of the 
system into the administratiDn pf the country, the effectiveness 
Df the service to supply infDrmation to the planners and decision 
makers, and the acceptance of its principles and operation by the 
public at large. 
Unless adequate preparatiDn is carried out, the development of an 
EDB for a country may result in a pODr level of achievement of the 
planned objectives at a high cost Df national resources in terms of 
manpower, time, and revenue. Organising and managing the development 
of an EDB is a complex and intricate process'with a multitude of 
problems which have to be dealt with effectively. A tremendDus 
amount of research and analysis 'is required in order to combat 
these problems, and avoid serious c~nsequences. 
1.2. Objectives and Methodology of the ReSearch 
This study has two basic interrelated objectives: 
1. To investigate the management elements required for organising 
the development of an EDB, with particular emphasis on the 
requirements of a developing nation. 
2. To investigate the sociolDgical, political, and technical 
implications associated with organising the development of 
an EDB in a developing nation. 
The research methods employed include: 
1. A thorough and exhaustive library search of literature which is 
3 
considered relevant to this study. Further search of pertinent 
literature was undertaken in the selecte.d developing nation, 
the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. This search was performed in 
order to obtain historical, social, political, and economic 
data and information on Jordan. The main sources of the data 
and information obtained were: 
a. Central Bank of Jordan: Statistical Bulletins. 
b. Department of Statistics: Statistical Yearbooks. 
c. Ministry of Culture and Information: pamphlets and booklets 
on the historical, sociological, political, and economic 
aspects of Jordan. 
d. National Planning Council: the Seven Year Prograunne for 
Economic Development 1964-1970, the Three Year Development 
Plan 1973-1975, and the Five Year Plan 1976-1980. 
e. Royal Scientific Society, Economics Department: Economic 
Development Indicators of Jordan 1975. 
2. An extensive review of literature and analysis of the concepts 
involved. 
3. A field survey was performed in the selected developing nation, 
Jordan. Its purpose was to obtain certain information from a 
large number of Jordanian officials, both in the pUblic and 
private sectors, who have reasonable awareness and knowledge in 
the subject matter. This information is utilized in evaluating 
the management elements and implications associated with organ-
ising the development of an EDB in Jordan. 
Two instruments were used i.n the field survey: 
a. Personal Intervic"s 
b. Questionnaire 
4 
Topics of discussion were developed for the personal interviews, 
and the interviewing procedure was tested. The personal. 
interviews were held with a large number of top level officials 
in Jordan, both in the public and private sectors. The majority 
of those interviewed were at the policy making level. Their 
selection was made with the assistance of His Royal Highness 
Crown Prince Hassan Bin Talal and the Director of the Eco!lomics 
Department, Royal Scientific Society, who was assigned by His 
Royal Highness to assist in this effort. This is in addition 
to the assistance provided by former colleagues and friends. 
The questionnaire was developed, tested, and then distributed 
in Jordan. The main distribution method was that of direct 
personal contact. Only a small number of the questionnaires 
were sent by mail. The categories of officials cove.red were: 
I. Policy Makers 
2. Managers 
3. Staff 
4. Consultant/Advisers/Planners 
5. Educators/Researchers 
6. Businessmen 
4. Tabulation and analysis of the results of the questi~nnaire and 
personal interviews. Non-parametric statistics are used in the 
analysis of the results of the questionnaire. Chi-square tests 
are made in order to determine if the responses to the 
questionnaire are significantly different for the categories 
of respondents. 
5. Conclusions which are based on the conceptual analysis and the 
empirical results of the field survey. 
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1.3. Scope and Limitations 
The scope of this research was confined to the investigation of the 
management elements and implications associated with organising the 
development of an EDB, with particular emphasis on the requirements 
of a developing nation. The study focuses on the managerial and 
organisational, rather than the technical, requirements of developing 
an EDB. The technical development in data base technology has 
advanced extremely fast, while little has been done in the managerial 
and organisational aspects of data base applications. 
The study was limited to the investigation of the basic managerial 
and organisational issues associated with the development of an 
EDB at a macro, rather than micro, level. An in-depth study of any 
of these issues would be an entire project in itself and would 
require additional time and funds. Furthermore, it would, at any 
rate, require some such study as the present ore as a necessary 
prerequisi te. 
The conclusions drawn in the study are subject to the general limit-
ations of the field survey approach. These limitations include: 
I. Interview Limitations: Most of the interviewees were at the 
policy making level in either the public or the private sectors 
of Jordan. Their time was extremely valuable. This situation 
affected the lengths of interviews and the depth to ',hich the 
topics of discussion could be covered. Rough notes "ere taken 
during the interviCl,g and mos tly documented at their conclusion 
in order to minimise the loss of information. Acceptance of 
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the use of mechanical devices for documentation was doubtful. 
The level of awareness of the interviewees in the subject 
matter varied, but waS generally high. Their response may 
have not reflected the actual situation, but how they 
perceived it. 
The number of interviewees was higher than planned. Interviewing 
more officials would require additional time and funds. 
2. Questionnaire Limitations: The most significant limitation in 
this area is the language barrier. Although most of the 
respondents have a reasonable level of understanding the English 
language, there was a large variance in proficiency. An Arabic 
version of the questionnaire was provided to assist the 
respondents but, no matter how excellent the translation is, it 
is extremely difficult to capture the precise meanings. In 
addition, the Arabic language does not handle Some of the 
technical concepts well. 
In general, questions prepared may not properly convey the 
meaning intended by the researcher, and may not be perceived 
in the same way by various respondents. Although the questionnaire 
must cover the essential points, it must not be overly long. The 
questions must be designed to facilitate the answering process in 
order to improve the rate of response. Furthermore, the 
responses may not necessarily reflect the actual situation, but 
only how that situation is perceived by the respondent. 
The distribution of the questionnaires by mail in Jordan proved 
to be ineffective. Consequently, the questionnaire s 
were mainly distributed by direct personal contact. Several 
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colleagues and friends participated in this task. 
The selection of respondents, with a reasonable level of 
awareness in the subject matter was based on the personal 
judgement of the distributors following a detailed discussion 
and instructions in this regard. This requirement limited 
substantially the size of the population-from which the sample 
of respondents can be selected. 
3. Other Field Study Limitations: Due to the- highly complex nature 
of the technical implication issue, it was excluded from the 
field survey. 
The scope and limitations of this study should be taken into 
consideration in using its results. 
.. 
1.4. Orgariisation'oftheDissertation 
The remainder of this Chapter covers the definitions of pertinent 
terms to this study, and a survey of the literature which appears 
in the Bibliography. 
Chapter 11 provides the theoretical framework for the empirical 
phase of the study. The objectives of the research was translated 
into relevant issues for the field survey. 
Chapter 11 presents pertinent information about the developing 
nation, Jordan, which was selected for this study. This information 
includes some historical, sociological, political, economic, and 
economic planning aspects of Jordan. 
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Chapters IV and V cover the empirical phase of this study. 
Chapter IV discusses the planning of the field survey. In addition, 
it covers the development, testing, and implementation of the 
instruments in the field survey. Chapter V presents the combined 
results of the interviews and the questionnaire. These results 
are analysed and conclusions are drawn. 
In Chapter VI, the conclusions of the study are summarised and 
recommendations are provided regarding the research methodology, 
EDB development in Jordan,' EDB organisation, and DBMS software 
and selection. In addition, suggestions for future research are 
given on insights gained from this study. 
Eight appendices are referenced in the various chapters of this 
study. These appendices, as well as the list of references and 
bibliography, appear at the end of this dissertation. 
1.5. Definitions of Terms 
Data base technology is still in its early stages of development. 
A great deal of controversy exists, particularly in the associated 
terminology and definitions of terms. For an example, there is no 
universally accepted definition, or even spelling, of the term 
"data base" itself. Consequently, five pertinent definitions are 
presented and explained: 
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t. Socio-Economic Data 
2. Management Information Systems (MIS) 
3. Data Base and Data Bank 
4. Data Base Management Systems 
5. Economic Data Bank 
1.5.1. ·Socio-EconomicData: Before defining the total term, it is 
necessary to define the term "data". 
"Data" is commonly used in singular as well as plural form. The 
singular form is "datum" which is rarely used. The Webster' s 
Dictionary defines "datum" as a "fact given", and "data" as "things 
known and from which inferences may be deduced". In this study the 
term "data" will be generally used to mean facts relevant to a 
business organisation. 
The term "socio-economic data" is used in this study to mean social 
and economic facts from which inferences may be deduced: 
1.5.2. Management ·lnformatl6riSystems· (MIS): The Webster's Dictionary 
• 
defines the terms: "management" as na body of directors controlling 
a business"; "information" as "knowledge derived from ••• 
observation . . .. , especially from unorganised facts or data"; 
"system" as "assemblage of objects arranged after some distinct 
method, usually logical or scientific " These definitions are ... 
simple but include the essentials for the purpose of this study. 
In general, a management information system is a group of inter-
related components which are interconnected and linked in a 
particular manner, with the objective of providing useful facts to 
those responsible in an organi sation for the purpose they were intended. 
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An information system is normally a subsystem of a larger system. 
For an example, an organisation may have a manpower information 
system which is a subsystem of an economic information system. 
1.5.3. Data Base and Data 'Bank: Sundgren, in his book "The Theory 
of Data Bases", stated that "For many years 'data base' has been 
one of the buzz words in the data processing world. Although 
nobody really knows what a ·data base actually is, there are a lot 
of problems that are generally recognised as data base problems. 
Some of these problems have caused excited debates." (784) 
There are several definitions of the term which are not identical; 
The CODASYL Data Base Task Group report states that "a data base 
consists of all the record occurrences, set occurrences and areas 
which are controlled by specific schema A schema ••• is a 
complete description of a data base." (176). GUIDE-SHARE, in 
"Data Base System Requirements", defines a data base as "a named 
collection of units of physical data which are related to each 
other in a specified manner." (374). In Infotech International 
"Data Base Systems", Foord stated that a data base is "a collection 
of fields of data that are related in a meaningful way and can be 
accessed in different logical orders but are stored only once."(425). 
A data base is used in this study to mean a centralised collection 
of data stored in a nleaningful way to serve information requirements. 
A data bank is used to mean a group of data bases. 
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1.5.4. Data Base MartagementSystertul' (DBMS): The CODASYL Systems 
Committee, in a paper titled: Introduotion to "Feature Analysis of 
Generalized Data Base Management Systems". states that "Generalized 
data base management systems are developed and marked today under 
various generic names. Such applications as data management system, 
generalized information retrieval system, information management 
system, and file management system are the main terms in use. The 
more elementary systems search a sequential file having simple record 
structures and provide only rudimentary report formatting facilities. 
More elaborate systems handle several files via indexes or links and 
function in an on-line mode.'~ (180) • 
Collmeyer, in an article titled "Database Management in a MuUi-Aeeess 
Environment". defines a DBMS as a network of logical subsystems, 
where each of the subsystems performs a specific function consistent 
with its role in the network." ,(195). In an article titled "Building 
a Base for Data Base: A Management Perspeetive'~ Cuozzo and Kurtz 
define a DBMS as "a structured series of generalized system programs 
that act as a common interface point to intercept and satisfy data 
base information requests." (215). 
For the purpose of this study, a DBMS is defined as a computer software 
system that incorporates subsystems which provide facilities for the 
creation, maintenance, update, retrieval, and control of data bases. 
1.5.5. Economic Data Bank (EDB): The term "economic data bank" is not 
specifically defined in the literature researched thus far. 
Consequently, an attempt will be made to define the term. 
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For the purpose of this study an EDB is defined as a group of socio-
economic data bases with the objective of providing policy makers, 
planners, researchers, and scholars, pertinent socio-economic data 
and information needed to improve the performance of their tasks. 
1.6. Survey6fLitetature 
A thorough and exhaustive library search of relevant literature was 
performed. The 865 pieces of literature appearing in the bibliography 
are the relevant and interesting portion of what waS found. 
Virtually no literature was found on economic data banks. The 
available literature is, for the most part, software, technical, and 
computer oriented in the data bases, DBMS's, and other related areas. 
Due to the massiveness of the bibliography, it is classified into 
categories and sub-categories in order to simplify the coverage of 
its content. The examples provided on each category and sub-category 
are those which made relevant and material contribution to this study. 
The bibliography ,is divided into four maj or categories: 
I. Books 
2. Dissertations 
3. Conferences, Workshops, and Seminars 
4. Articles and Papers 
1.6. I. Books: There are few books which are available on data base 
management and data base systems. This is due mainly to the fact 
that computerised data bases have emerged in recent years. 
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The books category is divided into sub-categories' with examples on 
each. These sub'-"categories are: 
l. Data base management and data base systems: Date (224), House (412), 
Martin (518 and 519) , and Tsichritzis and Lochovsky (809). 
2. Ma~agement, and management information systems: Burca,(117), 
Churchman (166), Elmhurst (277 and 278), Goldschmidt (357), and 
Stewart (770 and 771). 
3. Data structure: Berztiss (71), Elson (279), Flores (320), 
Harrison (384), and Shave (724). 
4. Organisation and organisational planning: Emery (280), and Leavitt 
(483) • 
5. Economic structure and development: Barker (51), and Bos (91). 
1.6.2. "DisSertations: The literature search resulted in finding nine 
dissertations in the data base area. These dissertations are sub-
categorised as follows: 
l. Data base management systems: Kanfer (446), Pliner (631), and 
Powers (635). 
2. Data and file structures: Schafheit1in (680), Smith (748), 
Tay10r (793), and Thay (800). 
3. Technical and statistical: Kennedy (455) and Siler (743). 
1.6.3. 'Conferences, H6rkshopS and' Seminars: Several conferences, workshops 
and seminars, which are directly'related to the data base area, have 
taken place in the late 1960's and the 1970's. Each of these gatherings 
covered a wide range of topics centred around a specified theme. Each 
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topic may be covered by one or more individuals or work groups. 
Furthermore, the same subject may be discussed by one or more 
associations periodically. Consequently, the coverage of these 
gatherings will be limited to the sub-categorisation of the subjects 
\"ith examples on each. These ,sub-categories are: 
1. Data bases and their requirements, management, and direction: 
ACM SIGMOD (3 and 5), Bachman (43), Berg (65), Carlson ,(145), 
Codd,(190), GUIDE/SHARE (374), and Lupien (503). 
2. Data description, access, management and control: ACM SIGMOD 
(4 and 5), and Carmon ,'( 146). 
3. Data systems languages: CODASYL(173). 
4. Ethics and Data Banks: (Miller (548) 
1. 6.4. ' 'Articles and Papers : The articles and papers category is the 
largest in number. Several hundreds of relevant articles and papers, 
covering a variety of topics and issues, are included in the 
bibliography. Consequently, this category is divided into six sub-
categories with examples on each. These sub-categories are: 
1. Planning: long range, strategic, and general: Aines and Day (8), 
Anonymous (29), Blumenthal (84), Donovan (259), Fried (333), 
Ill1S0 (402), Infotech International Limited (425), McLean and 
Soden (532), and Pipe (622). 
2. Data base design and development: concepts, considerations, 
and characteristics: this sub-category is divided further into 
the following relevant areas of interest: 
a. Data base design concepts: CODASYL (180), Cousins (209), 
HNSO (402), Lyon (505), Naur (570), Pretzer (637) Samuclson (675), 
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Senko (716), and Sundgren (783, 784 and 785). 
b. Data management and structure: Canning (126 and 135), 
Cardenas(141), D'Imperio (252), 011e (589 and 590), Senko 
(712, 713 and 715) , Schneiderman (733), and Skronn (747). 
c. Relational data base concepts: Bracchi (97 and 98), Codd 
(184, 185, 186; 188 and 189), Date (225), Minker (552), and 
Stonebraker (776). 
d. Data base organisation: Aspinal and Bell (40), Canning, (132), 
Dearnley (240 and 241), 011e (591), Senko (714, .'717 and '719 ) .. 
Schneiderman (732), and Stocker (772). 
e. Data base performance: Boyse (96), Davenport (230), ,Dearnley 
(242). Ghosh and Tuel (347), Lesk (489), Lucas (499), Miyamoto 
(559), and Nakamura (567). 
f. Data base retrieval: Bloom (82), Elias (276), Hersey (399), 
Hsiad (413), Jones (438), Kraegeloh (472), 011e (593), 
Pollack (632), Siler (742), Calle (815), and Vickery (823). 
g. Data base recovery: Canning '(134), Davies (233), Edelberg 
(272), Grafton (365), and Tonik (807). 
h. Data base integrity: Curtice (218), Davenport (229) Eswaren 
(290), Everest (296), Fossum (325), Giannotti (350), and 
Wilkes (844). 
i. Data base audit and control: Bjork (75), Desalvio (248), 
Florentin (319), Ivanov (1,27), Jarvinen (435), and Reneau 
(650) • 
j. Data base standards: CODASYL(l72 and 176). mlso (403), 
Infotech International Limited (425), Steel (766), and 
United Nations (814). 
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k. Data base technical articles and papers: Andres '-(10), Barton 
and Lynch (53), Bjork (76), CODASYL(175), Co llmcye l' '(195) , 
Easton (270), Holland (409), Lowc (498), Marcus (516), 
Martin (521), Owens (600), Palmer (605), Parsons (6'11), Senko 
(711), Thiel (801), Waltz (827), and Ware (831). 
3. Data base software evaluation and selection: Adams (6), 
Anonymous (19), CODASYL '-(182 and 183), Diginnna (250), Dublin 
(261), Evans (294 and 295), Frank (328), Kuss (475), Palmer (606), 
Rodriguez (657), and Testa (799). 
4. Data base application and users experience: this sub-category 
is divided further into the following relevant areas of interest: 
a. Patient, hospital and medical care: Crocetti (212). Davies 
(234), Eyman (299), Gardiner (343). Jainz (429),' 
Mather (523). Race (642), Remond (649), Sauter (678), and 
Wolf and Vallee (853). 
b. Industrial: Anonymous (20), Bechler (58), Blanchad 
(78), Brown. (107). Coupe (208). Huhn (418), Mommertz (560), 
Nunamaker (581), Pyne (641). Reside (651), Roach (654), 
Seamens (707). Stross (779). Terry and Jones (798). and 
Tyran (813). 
c. Library and information science: Anonymous (28), Bergstroem 
(67), Hansen (382), Horner (411). Lynch (504), McLaughlin 
(531), Patrinostro (613), Pratt (636), Schipma (685), 
Schneider (690). Smith (71.9), Wyatt (855). and Yamamoto (857). 
d. Marine, geophysical, archeological. and natural resources: 
Chenhall,(l58). Luehrm,lU (500). Picciolo (621). Rinkel (653), 
Schneider (689). and Surican (787). 
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e. Research and educational: Anonymous (17 and 18), Counts (207), 
Gorth (361), Lochovsky (496), Makila (512), Sandewall.and 
Makila (677), and Vallee (817). 
f. Social and economic: Grose (372), Hirsch (401), Kurabaya 
(474), and Weldon (837). 
g. General users experience: Canning ·(122; 133, and 134), 
Davis (235), En-Tin (289), Foreman (323), Infosystems (424), 
and O'Donohue (583). 
5. Social, political and legislative issues: Bisco (73), Canning 
.(127), Connnittee on Government Operations (199), Connnittee on 
the Judiciary (200), Conway (202), Fellegi (305), Ferry (309), 
Foster (326), Hoffman (406-408), Jacob (428), Karhause (448), 
Kolle (470), Metzner (545), Olsson (597), Rose (659), Sager (673), 
Sherif (730), Smith (752), Snedeker (757), Sundgren (786), 
Thomas (802), Turn (811), Turn and Shapiro (812), Vantesse (820), 
Warner and Stone (832), and Westin (839). 
6. Data base: general issues: this sub-category is divided further 
into the following relevant area of interest: 
a. History, trend and evolution: Ashany (38), Bachman (44 and 45), 
Bruun (J 1 I), Canning (136), Dearnley (239), Flynn (32 I), Fry 
and Sibley (339), Kanter (447), Lo Cascio (495), McCarthy (526),_ 
McCusler (527), Nolan (579), Olle (587), Pelta (618), Poole 
(633), Roth (664), Rucker (670), and Schubert (697). 
b. positions of caution: Anonymous (15 and 27), Bowles (93), 
Canning (121 and 139), Carter (147), Hoffman (408), Mancinelli 
(5]1,), Maron (517), Patterson (616), Schussel (703), Traver 
(808), and Willimns (848). 
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c. General positions: Anonymous .(16 and 23), Arvas (34), Boylan 
(94), Brebach(lOO), Burgess "(l13), Canning (120; 123, 124, 
125, 128, 130, 13J; 137, and 138), Charney(156), Cooke (203), 
Crutcher (213), Davenport (231), Delonge (247), Engles (283), 
Ferguson (306), Gardner (344), Gibbons (351), Gilb (353), 
Gosden (363), Hanlon (381), Hunt (419), Jardine (433), Menkus 
(538), Minsky (554), Mottram (562), Mumford (563-565), Nij ssen 
(576), Nolan (580), Olle (585 and 592), Palmer (603), Plagman 
(6.25-629), Price (638), Radford (643), Romberg (658), Ruggles 
(671), Scott (706), Sessions (720), Severino (722), Simonson 
(745), Tebbs (796), and Yasaki (859). 
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CHAPTER II 
EDB MANAGERIAL AND ORGANISATIONAL ISSUES 
EDli MANAGERIAL AND ORGANISATIONAL ISSUES 
, 'INTRODUCTION 
The purpQse Qf this chapter is to. develop the EDB managerial and 
organisatiDnal issues. These issues serve as the bases fDr the field 
study. 
This chapter is divided into. fDur sectiDns; These sectiDns are: 
I. MIS' sand DBHS' s 
2. DBMS's: Managerial and OrganisatiDnal Issues 
3. EDB's: Managerial and Organisational Issues 
.4. SelectiQn of LDcatiDn fDr the Field Survey 
The chapter ends with a snmmary Qf the EDB managerial and organisational 
issues. 
2'.1. 'HIS's aridDBHS's 
"CQmput'ers arc gQing to. change the 1 i ves Qf men in unprecedented ways. 
MQre than the steam engine, electrical PQwer, nuclear energy, Dr any 
Dther revDlutionary inventiDn Qf industrialisatiDn; mQre than any 
priDr change in techniques, small Qr great; sDciety will be changed 
mQre perhaps than men will be able to. bear. Huch Df this change \,ill 
be fQr the betterment Df Qur lives, individually Dr cQllectively; 
pDtentially there cDuld be many changes fDr the \?Drse. At the very 
least, thDse "hD knD\' and car<= must strive to. CQme to. terms with the 
mm PQ"'~r and ameliDrate its effects. 11 (832). 
As cDmputers emerge frDm their years Df infancy, th ey are taking Qn 
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increasingly responsible work. Computer systems organisations, 
in their utilisation of computers, progressed from developing simple 
data processing and accounting applications to computerised MIS. 
These systems vastly changed our way of life and had a tremendous 
impact on many nations and organisations. 
Computer systems organisations faced severe challenges during the 
early years of designing and developing computerised MIS. Several 
computer applications, each designed and developed to fulfil a 
specific function, were tackled simultaneously by separate project 
teams. This caused extensive challenges in administration, coordination, 
.and controL Proj ect teams, in the maj ori ty of instances, designed 
and developed computer systems in isolation from one another. This 
approach, together with the lack of a file coordinating function, led 
to the proliferation of files and the duplication of much data ~lithin 
the computer complex. Although some regard was usually given to 
longer term requirements by project teams, most systems became 
obsolete within a few years of implementations. Hardware progression 
from first to second and third generation caused a huge impact on 
computer systems concepts and design. 
The computer systems developed in the first generation era were 
strictly application oriented. The data requirements for each system 
were established based on the need of each individual application, 
and files were organised to suit it. Consequently, as applications 
increased, data became duplicated in a \~hole series of files created 
for each application and,thereby, increasing the possibility of 
errors and misinterpretations. These problems were recognised by the 
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second generation users. Yet they found that it was not always 
possible to merge files even where these related to the same subject. 
As a consequence,they created common files serving.several applic-
ations. These. files no longer represented specific applications, 
but specific subject areas. This approach fell short of allowing 
complex interdisciplinary cross-referencing, and unique, identification 
and structuring of data which allows its effective accessing, 
maintenance, update, utilisation, and control. The third generation 
hardware flexibility and versatility caused serious problems to 
computer users. Anyone who lived through the conversion era from 
second to third generation "... can recall the pain of changing data 
files, programming languages, and the subsequent testing of those 
revised programs. It was a bitter experience at the time; however, 
the data processing industry focused its view on some basic 
inadequacies in documentation, standards, and technique uniformity 
within an installation." (638). They began to recognise that the 
data processing and computerised systems require in their design a 
" considerably higher degree of separation between the logical 
data (the data as perceived by the programmer) and the physical 
data (the data as it is stored in the system)." (209). 
Much attention was focused in the early 1960' S on the problems of 
computer systems administration, coordination, and control. Computer 
manufacturers, consulting firms, computer users organisations, and 
educational institutions began to offer courses and seminars in 
systems project management and control. The massive efforts exterted 
in this area led to a major improvement in managing, coordinating 
and controlling HIS. 
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By the mid 1960's, as more computer applications were developed 
and implemented, the proliferation of files and the duplicity 
data between systems reached an intolerable level. Thehardware 
evolution to third generation.removed several prior barriers and 
restriction and provided· more flexibility and versatility. Computer 
manufacturers, and software organisations faced the challenge, and 
started to work extremely hard at developing a new methodology and 
technology to combat these problems. They, along with the computer 
users, realised that extensive guidelines, standardisation and software 
development are mandatory for this new technology. As a 
consequence, the data base technology gained a tremendous momentum, 
and the L.ist Processing Task Force was formed in October 1965, as 
an off-shoot of CODASYL (Conference on Data Systems L.anguages). 
The first meeting held by the L.ist Processing Task Force was in 
March 1966, and in May 1967, the name of the group was changed to 
Data Base Task Group (DBTG). The first report released by the 
DBTG was in January 1968. It was distributed by the Association 
for Computing Machinery (ACM) Special Interest Groups. It was not 
given the wide circulation of the DBTG later reports. In October 
1969, the first formal submission was made to the parent committee, 
the CODASYL. Programming L.anguage Committee. One of the aims of 
submitting was to get worldwide reaction to its proposal. That 
report gained wide circulation and sold thousands of copies. Since 
then the DBTG became more formal and started to have voting rules and 
attempted to get some order into their business. The objectives of 
the DBTG in this work are to allow: 
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a. Interrelated data bases 
b. A variety of data structures without required redundancy, 
c. Sharing of data by multiple applications 
d. Biasing of data to mUltiple applications (optimisation of the 
whole rather than sUb-optimisation of the part) 
e. Control over strategy decisions (methods of data access and 
placement control) 
f. A description of the data base and the data base described to 
be interfaced by multiple processing languages. 
The DBTG continues to set and improve guidelines and standards for 
the data base technology. These, guidelines and standards have 
contributed substantially to computer manufacturers, software 
organisations and computer users in their DBMS development. 
Basically, the need for the DBMS technology grew rapidly as MIS 
applications increased in number and their data requirements became 
massive, complex and interrelated. Conventional files, and data 
~rganisation and structures were no longer viable in the MIS 
explosion era, where planners and decision makers " ••• tend to have 
the unpredefinable information needs." (592). 
2.2. DBMS's:Managerial and Organisational 'Issues 
"Data banks are not a new problem. Hamurabi kept an extensive clay 
tablet library of legal transactions several thousand years ago in 
Babylon. IVhat has happened with the advent of cOmputers is that the 
cost of operating such data banks has dropped by several orders of 
magnitude Data banks are inevitable and essential in a complex 
society. Our civilisation would quickly strangle in the flood of 
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paperwork if computerised files were eliminated. Although the 
potential for good inherent in data banks is very large, we are 
afraid that the potential for evil is infinite." (326). 
As the complexity of modern day life increases with astonishing 
rapidity, the complexity of the problems facing the planners, and 
policy and decision makers is increasing at a corresponding rapid 
rate. Traditional intuitive methods of planning and decision making 
are no longer adequate in. dealing wi th these complex problems. A 
tremendous amount of information is required to assist in planning 
and managing the complexities of societies and businesses. "The in-
adequacy of the present tools for providing this necessary information 
to assist in the decision making process is being felt here and. now. 
These tools simply have not developed to any reasonable level of 
completeness. It is the responsibility of the disciplines of 
management and information processing above all other to provide 
these valuable tools." (259). 
The problems facing the planners and decision makers, and .the data 
.required to perform the analyses are continually changing. The 
answers to these problems are needed in a short time frame. The 
'complexity of problems requires not just raw data, but sophisticated 
analyses, transformations, projections and displays. These needs, 
when translated into MIS, are requiring massive amount of data which 
must be highly organised and structured. 
Computer manufacturers, Bo£t"are organisations, and computer users 
focused their attention to meet this challenge. They turned to DBMS 
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development in the late 1960's for a solution. The DBTG provided 
guidelines and standards to assist in this effort. 
The term DBMS is currently in wide use identifying a software system 
to perform specific functions associated with the management of a 
data base. Several DBMS's have been developed and are in wide use 
all over the world. Information is provided on selected DBMS's 
software in Appendix H. Of course, the DBMS technology is still in 
the cradle. The experience and expertise in this technology remains 
extremely limited. 
Several organisations embarked on the utilisation of DBMS in a variety 
of applications by the late 1960's. In the early 1970's, their number 
increased tremendously in a very short period of time. Many organisations 
looked to DBMS as a panacea for their data processing and MIS problems. 
They adopted the technology without thorough planning, and plunged into 
disaster. Several authors cautioned from the premature use of DBMS, 
and were critical of the state of the art. Patterson, in his article 
"Data Base Hazards", remarked: "The DBMS has captured the imagination 
and sometimes the fantasy, of many influential figures in the data 
processing world. With a blinding, sensuous flash, DB~!S concepts have 
caught us up in fascination while sometimes obscuring the real, 
practical issues of data processing." (616). Schussel, in his article 
"When Not to Use a Data Base", stated: "While it is certain that the 
data base approach ,~ill become a standard in most shops, it is equally 
certain that many people have made the data base decision for the 
wrong reasons ••• " (703). A study made by Diebold Research Program on 
data base management indicated that the total integrated data base 
approach for many organisation " ••• has turned out to be a dramatic 
mistake. The concept involved a top-down design methodology embracing 
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every information need conceivable. This technique has fallen 
generally into disfavour as organisations found it difficult, if not 
impossible, to implement." "(5). 
One of the major findings, which,ms brought to light during the 
McKinsey - UCLA Conference ili 1974, that "There is a growing need 
for formal long-range information systems planning as systems become 
more complex; require longer to develop; utilise common data bases; 
invol ve mul tiple functions, departments, operating companies, and/or 
countries of the world; cost more money; and have greater competitive 
impact." (532). McLean and Soden, in their book "Strategia Planning 
for MIS", cautioned that if " ••• project development is not effect-
ively planned and managed, it does little good to speculate on where 
the organisation will be five to seven years in the future. More than 
likely, it will be an organisation with a new cast of characters!" 
(532) . 
Strategic planning is not only necessary to determine the need and 
benefits of a particular DBMS application, but its associated 
organisational, legislative, manpower, and training requirements; 
definition of its objective and specification of its scope; 
investigation of its implications from a social, political and 
technical viewpoint. Many authors in this general area have come out in 
support of these views in part or in total. The need and benefits 
of data base technology should be established prior to delving into 
its applications. 
In a paper titled "The Evaluation and Management of Computer-Based 
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Systems: An InterdisaipUna:ty Approaah". Hagwood, Land, Mumford 
and Reddington wrote that "The main findings of the working party 
were that very few computer-based systems have been subjected either 
to rigorous prior economic appraisal, or to monitoring after 
implementation, and that the main reasons for this are the lack of 
guidelines from experience, and agreed accounting standards, to aid 
in estimating costs, benefits and risks in the field. In particular, 
little attention has been paid to human factors in system design, 
and no techniques are available for assessing the value of information." 
(565). Gall, as a chairman of a working panel on user experience, 
wrote in his report, "What Expexoienae Has Taught Us". that the following 
pertinent question was distributed in the initial questionnaire to the 
members of the working group: "Is data base technology necessary for 
my organisation? Is there a break-even point in size, type or 
complexity of information processing needs? If so, how do I measure 
it? Is there a way to determine cost/benefit?" (65). 
Once the needs and benefits for a data base application is established 
then a strong organisation is needed to properly perform the associated 
planning, coordination, development, implementation, post audit, and 
control tasks. The type,structure,and shape of the organisation and 
any required regulations need to be defined. Some of the guidelines 
established by a Diebold Research Program study on data base 
management are: "Data base planning and coordination must be 
centralised for consistency of development efforts and cost-effectiveness 
control." and "Top management backing is the most importance factor in 
gaining acceptance of any data base proposal and implementation.!'(15). 
Magraw, in a keynote speech titled "A YXlnager's Viewpoint" stated 
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that one of the " ••• problems in managements Baliwick relates to 
organising for data base management. DBM turns out to be an expensive, 
academic exercise unless unequivocal statement of responsibility 
and a proper structure are established for the function ••• I cannot 
refrain from saying that unless there is a strong, central, total 
authority over data item' authorisation and definition and all related 
DBMS functions • ',' reporting relationships need careful attention 
these guidelines must speak,to the ,need for strong and visible 
management support for DBMS." (65). Trigg, as a chairman of a working 
panel on Government Regulation, in his report "Impaat of Government 
Regulations". wrote: "It is clear that implementation of a data 
management system has organisational implications.", "State and local 
governments should have standard privacy/security regulations if they 
have a requirement to exchange data.", and "With respect to organisation 
structure, those organisations whose prevailing management philosophy 
encourages centralisation of control will probably be more amenable to 
adopting the DBMS approach. Organisations which emphasise decentral-
isation of accountability should approach the DBMS decision wi th an 
awareness of the possible broader implications on its approach to 
management." (65). In an OECD (Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development) report ti tIed "Towards Central Government Computer 
PoUaies". it is stated that" ••• fragmentation of important features 
affecting ADP (Automated Data Processing) development has been the 
chief deterent to developing coherent plans in most countries. New 
coordinating authorities usually take the form of expanded jurisdiction 
to an existing Ministry or Department. The add-on nature of this 
development is not necessarily a disadvantage, if the needed tools 
to execute this authority are in their possession", and" a single 
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department should have overall responsibility for coordination (ADP) 
and house most central planning st,!ff." (403). In an OEeD Informatics 
Studies report titled "Computerized Data Banks in PuhUo Administration" 
it is stated that "Access to information can mean power, and 
automation often involves considerable changes in access patterns 
••• the problem of privacy can,be solved in two ways, namely by 
reducing drastically the collection of data about persons or by 
handling these data in a legal, organisational and technical framework 
which reduces the possibilities of misuse. The first way is practical 
only to a limited extent without grave consequences for the services 
rendered by public administration and for the planning needs of an 
industrialised society. The second way, however, is not just one of 
extended data security, ,but 'implies important reforms of public 
administration and its legal bases ••• " (802). 
The organisation, after its establishment, needs to formulate its 
DEMS objectives and define the scope of the work to be performed. 
In a keynote speech by Magraw titled "A Manager's Viewpoint", it was 
stated that "The first problem is that there needs to be a clear and 
highly specific understanding of the objectives of DBMS in any 
organisation ••• one simply does not fiddle around with the most 
precious of all raw materials of an organisation: its data. It is 
simply crucial that the target be clear." (65). Fried, in "Long 
Range Planning for EDP", stated that "It is impossible to develop 
a long range plan for DP (Data Processing) unless there is a specific 
long-range plan with stated goals and objectives for the corporation 
as a whole and for the individual users divisions" (333). In an 
article titled "Data Base Hazards", Patterson wrote, "The risk factor 
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can be substantially reduced by careful, intellieent planning 
and by using a phased implementation plan taking advantage of the 
concept of evolution." (6 J 6). 
In order for the organisation to have the necessary strength to 
perform the DBHS tasks, it .requires· highly qualified staff at all 
levels. This kind of staff is currently in short supply and is 
difficult to recruit. Tsichritzis and Lochovsky wrote in their 
book titled "Data Base Management Sysf;ems", that "The rapid growth 
in the usage of DBMS's have created a shortage of personnel trained 
. in the effective use of such sys terns. ". and "To achieve its goals, 
an information system requires a group of specialised persons. These 
persons formulate the request td the system and evaluate the 
results ••• " (809). In their book, "strategio PZanning foY' MIS", 
McLean and Soden indicated that one of the objectives in strategic 
planning should deal with "The type of management and staff to be 
developed." (532). 
Training is of vital importance for the'data base organisation. The 
technology is grO\~ing at a rapid rate and it is highly important that 
the staff at all levels be kept t,e11 informed. Gall, as a chairman 
of a working panel Oil userexperience wrote in his report "What 
Experienoe Has Taught Us", that "Education of those involved in the 
implementation of more effectively managed data base environments was 
discussed and felt to be sadly lacking ... Technological training is 
needed in data base design and its sYBtcms design implications. 
Education about the future directions that systems are likely to 
take, such as distributed proccsning. \·}ould he very helpful. Some 
", 
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college courses are now being of.f.ered, but most available training 
right now is in the form of. seminars given by private firms." (65). 
In a keynote speech titled "A Manager's Viewpoint", Magraw stated 
that one of the maj or areas of concern "... is DBM training, part-
icularly among the users. My understanding is that excellent training 
exists for computer professionals in DBM theory. I judge that there 
is insufficient training for them in the field of decision theory and 
systems and in man-computer dialogue." (65). In an OECD report 
titled "Towards CentreaZ Government Corrrputer PoZicies", it is stated 
that some of the data base policy issues in the "Managerial/Administrative" 
category are "Organisational restructuring, new procedures, manpower, 
training " (403). 
Data base applications have several implications particularly those 
in the sociological and political aspects. These aspects should be 
thoroughly examined and considered because of their far reaching 
affect. Metzner, in an article titled "Data Banks: FundaJnentaZ 
Considerations", stated that "Data banks should be considered not 
simply in technical terms, but of at least eq~al significance with 
respect to social, political and ethical issues" (545). In an 
article titled "Need for Greater WorZd Rationality", Pajestka wrote: 
"The world realities are never purely economic: they are economic, 
societal, and political. 11 (91). Aines and Day, in a paper titled 
"National Planning Of Information Serviees", stated that "National 
planning in an area such as information handling is still regarded 
l"ith· suspicion by some in the United States. Such activity is often 
considered the common practice of authoritarian or dictatorial 
states." (8). In an article titled "Data Base Hazards", Patterson 
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indicated that "A new political/technical function will have to be 
set up to support the DBMS." (616). Stewart, in a book titled, 
"HOUl Computers Affect· Management", stated that " ••• the staff man, 
whether he is a computer manager or a different type of. specialist, 
has to operate in the political climate of his particular organisation. 
Professional expertise is often not sufficient to be effective; a 
sensitivity to the politics of the organisation is usually also 
necessary." (770). Numford and associates, in a paper titled, "The 
Human Problems of Computer Introduction", stated that" ••• computer 
systems can be more effectively planned, designed and implemented if 
account is taken of the nature of the social environments in which 
they are to be introduced and.of the attitudes and needs of staff 
affected by them." (564). 
The technical implication is also an extremely critical one. It 
should be seriously investigated and considered. The characteristics 
of the software should be thoroughly examined. In a paper titled 
"Data Base Software: A Sceptical Viewpoint and Some Alternatives", 
cilb wrote that "The published literature about data base management 
systems is by now substantial, as is the informal (user copied) 
material. It is, therefore, surprising that there seem to be no 
examples of cost justificiation: none that compare generalised data 
base management systems with tailored, home made data base management 
systems, at least none that really will stand up to attack." (353). 
Tsichri tzis and Lochovsky, in their book "Data Base Management Systems" 
stated: "Generalised DBNS's evolved to facilitate data organisation 
and access. They serve as an interface between the user and the· 
physical copies of the data. Users specify what data they I,ant and 
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in what form. They do not need to specify where the data resides or 
how to get to them." (809). In an article titled "CUJ'rent and Future 
Troends in Data Base Management Syatema", 011e wrote "More recent 
capabilities which are justifiably required of a DBMS are integrity 
and privacy ••• the essence of a DBMS is an ability to structure 
data more flexibly than in conventional systems." (587). Patterson, 
in his article "Data Base lJazarods" stated: "The DBHS is a combination 
of staff, software and hardware functions responsible for providing 
access (storage and retrieval) to the DB. It is only that it is not 
a management information system (MIS). An HIS is an application 
program to the DBHS, and it coverts data provided by the DBMS into· 
information which the end user can interpret." (616). In an article 
titled "The Concepts and Implications of Data Base", Cousins states 
that "The basis of the data base approach to systems design is that 
there is a limit to the amount of meaningful data that can be collected 
about an organisation relative to the number of ways in which such 
data can be presented, analysed and summerised. Therefore, the 
emphasis is placed on the structuring of the data in the most logical 
manner within the computer to enable extraction in the various ways 
required." (209). 
2.3. EDB's: Managerial ·and Organisational Issues 
EDB's have been thought abouf and talked about much more than they 
have been developed and implemented. In addition, literature related 
to the strategic planning of developing EDB's is scarce. This 
situation brings to mind a remark made by Mark Twain about the 
weather: "Everyone talks about it, but nobody does anything. about 
it." The technology for developing EDB's is available now; the 
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problem lies in planning and managing the proj ect. 
The United Nations (UN) attempted to provide some international 
standards in the classification ,of economic activities. In this 
connection the UN Economic and Social Council adopted the original 
version of the International Standard Industrial Classification of 
All Economic Activities (ISIC) in 1948 (814). The basis for this 
action was the recognition of the need for international comparability 
of economic statistics. The ISlC was recommended for adoption as a 
national standard by all Member Governments. Several countries have 
utilised the ISIC as the basis for devising their industrial class-
ification scheme. Many international organisations, such as the 
International Labour Office, the Food and Agriculture Organisation, 
and the UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation, have 
utilised the ISle in the publishing and analysis of economic data 
and activities. User experience in ISle revealed the necessity for 
perfodic reviews of the structure and defini don of the ISle 
categories. To date, two reviews have been made, one in 1956-1958, and 
the other in 1965-1968. The ISle classification can be described as 
a hierarchical coding scheme which provides up to four levels of 
classifying economic activities. This classification does not reach 
the micro level of economic activity. It is recognised that the 
detail required in the classification of economic data differs from 
country to country. Differences in the degree of industrial 
development and in the organisation of economic activities may result 
in differences in the detail and way in which various countries find 
it necessary and feasible to classify economic data. The level of 
detail required for the purposes of international comparison of data 
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is generally less than that needed for national analysis. 
Several countries, developed and developing, have been engaged in 
EDB developmental activities. Although the general developmental 
objectives are similar,but their approaches to planning and devel-
opment varies. For examples: there are several economic data bases 
developed in the USA and England. The development was performed on 
a decentralised basis. Several organisations, both in the public 
and private sectors, have developedEDB's. Development of this kind 
has been performed centrally in Russia, France, and Sweden. The 
Information Centre in Russia is an independent governmental agency. 
In France, the agency reports to the office of the Prime Minister. 
The EDB activity in Sweden is an integral part of the National 
Central Bureau of Statistics. The areas of economic development 
differ from one country to another based on its national needs, 
resources, and priorities. In the USA, economic data base activity 
in several areas (e.g. services,agricu1ture, finance, taxation, 
credit, etc.) was developed. In other countries the development 
varied based on the limitation of resources. Several countries 
have recognised the need for legislation in this area. In 1973, 
Sweden was the first country in the world which passed a specific 
legislation in this area, the so-called Data Act, and established 
the Data Inspection Board. The legislation and the agency were the 
results of a very intensive public debate on ethics and policies in 
the area of data bases. Other legislative acts, which are related 
to this area, have been passed in the USA, and some other countries 
in the world. 
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One of the major proposals in the field of economic and social 
development which is appearing on the international scene is called 
DEVSIS (A Development Science Information System) (249). DEVSIS, 
as proposed, is a global system aiming at comprehensive coverage of 
economic and social development literature. It relies on the 
participation of national governments to obtain its inputs and on 
a central unit located within a UN organisation for processing and 
distribution. It is a mission-oriented system directed towards 
meeting the information needs of the development community. Its 
target users are: policy makers, planners, researchers and teachers, 
financiers, communicators, and those who provide them with information. 
The co-sponsors of the DEVSIS study are: The International Development 
Research Centre (IDRC), the International Labour Office (ILO), the 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). the 
UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs (ESA), the UN Development 
Programme (UNDP), and the UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation (UNESCO). DEVSIS was first proposed in January 1974. 
The proposal has been discussed in several international conferences 
and in a number of papers. A preliminary design of the system was 
prepared by the DEVSIS Study Team which worked in Geneva, Switzerland, 
during the period March - September 1975. This preliminary design 
was published in a book form by IDRC shortly aftenvards. 
The proposal promotes the development of international standards 
particularly in the areas of classification and coding. Some helpful 
standards were provided in the published material. Although the 
system can be of a tremendous benefit to all nations, it has its 
pitfalls. Its reliance Oil the natIons of the world for input 
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provides an opportunity for value .judgements to be made at the 
level of the national input/output units. The national authorities, 
in the excercise of their sovereign rights, may screen out or bias 
the data and information they provide. 
The sources of finance for thedevel6pment and implementation of 
DEVSIS were originally to COme from a combination of interested agencies 
. . 
that would contribute to a :fund to be placed at the dispos·alof the 
.agency that accepts to ma~age the system. Currently, attempts are 
being made to locate the sources of finance before any further 
development can be performed. 
Overall, EDB development has been extremely limited with little 
standardisation in approach. ·Furthermore, research and strat.egic 
planning in this area are still in the infancy stage. 
The planning and development of an EDB is a complex and gigantic 
undertaking for any nation. or organisation. It is extremely 
important to plan the entire bank but to develop it in pieces. The 
EDB includes several data bases and MIS's. The basic functions of 
the banks are: 
1. Data collection: The collection of timely and accurate socio-
economic data, using manual and/or automatic (teleprocessing) 
methods, for planning and decision making. 
2. Data preparation: The classification and coding of data based 
on a standardised hierarchical structure of coding for the EDB, 
and its preparation in a machine readable form for processing. 
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3. Data processing: The processing of socio-economic data for the 
purpose of maintaining and updating the EDB files. Data· is 
subjected to rigorous and extensive methods of edit and validation 
prior to the maintenance and update of the EDB files •. Rejected 
transactions are corrected· for reprocessing. 
4. Data interrogation and retrieval: The interrogation of the EDB 
files, and retrieval of soc:io"'economic data for planning and 
decision making. Data can be displayed in the required formats 
on various means of output devices, and can also be analysed by 
analytical and scientific methods. 
The functions listed above need not be done distinctly. For an 
example: Using a teleprocessing network connected to a central 
computer, which has the EDB files on-line, socio~economic data can 
be properly classified, coded, and entered at the source of input via 
a terminal. The data can be directly edited and validated; Erroneous 
data can be rejected for correction and re-entering. Correct data 
can be processed, and the EDB files maintained and updated. In· the 
meantime, while the above functions are in progress, interrogation of 
the EDB files, and retrieval and analysis of socio-economic data for 
planning and decision making can take place. The technology for 
operating in such a manner is available today. The basic limiting 
factor is the availability of resources. 
A parallel can no" be drmm between EDB's and an application of 
DBMS's and NIS's in a particular field. They are basically similar 
and, therefore, their managerial and organisational requirements and 
implications are similar. 
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Based on the preceding discussion, the objectives of this research are 
translated into meaningful issues, which serve as the bases for the 
investigation and study in the field survey. These issues are: 
I. The need for an EDB and its immediacy and benefits 
2. The organisational and legislative requiremQnts for an EDB 
3. The initial developmental objectives and scope of an EDB 
4. The manpower requirements for the development of an EDB 
5. The training requirements for the development of an EDB 
6. The sociological and political implications in developing an EDB 
7. The technical implications in developing an EDB 
The technical implication issue was excluded from the field survey 
in Jordan. This is due mainly to the highly technical and complex 
nature of the software involved. However, this implication along 
with DBMS software selection are discussed and relevant recommend-
ations are provided in Sections 6.3 and 6.5 of Chapter VI. 
Furthermore, pertinent information regarding some popular DBMS 
software packages is provided in Appendix H. It is well to remember 
in this regard the words of Appleton, which appeared in an article 
titled "What Data Base Isn't". He stated: "It seems that I,e have· 
become so obsessed with figuring out what data base is (what data 
base administrators do, or what type of data base management systems 
to buy) that we forgot the real roots of the concept. These roots 
do not lie in computer hardware and software technology." (33). 
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2..4.· Selection of I~ocation for the Field Survey 
The EDB issues, appearing in the previous section (2.3), are the 
same for developed and developing nations. The basic differences 
are in the magnitude and type of problems associated with each 
issue. For example~ the availability of resources, such as materials, 
money, ·manpower, and training facilities vary substantially between 
developed and developing nations. Furthermore, the political, 
sociological, and technical implications vary from one country to 
another. 
The developed nations have, to various degrees, the resources to 
experiment, research, develop, and implement socio-economic data 
bases. They have progressed substantiallY in bui lding the technology, 
developing the resources, and constructing some socio-economic data 
bases. 
The developing nations are totally dependent on the developed nations 
for the technology, imd to various degrees \,ith respect to the 
resources. They are in great need of socio-economic data and 
information to improve their planning and decision making, but they 
cannot afford the luxury of experimentation and extensive research. 
They deploy the reSources available to them for development, but 
much of it is wasted because of their limited technical ability and 
the small number of trained personnel. 
The above indicates that the problems and implications of EDB 
development in developing countries arc far more accute than those 
of the developed ones, and require a ereat deal of attention. 
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Consequently, it was decided to perform the field survey in a 
developing nation. 
Although there are some characteristic differences between develop-
ing countries, a great deal of similarity exists. For example: 
their resources are mostly unexploited, the development of manpower 
and training facilities are lacking especially in the technical areas, 
they rely heavily on trade, and depend in many instances on developed 
nations for technology and resources. Their socio-political structures 
are generally non-westernised and non-democratic to various degrees 
with apparent or hidden political instability. There are also strong 
ties within the tribal and family groups which influence the running 
of governments and industry. 
Many developing nations are attempting the development of socio-
economic data banks. Several are mainly concerned with the inform-
ation which is nationally produced in the field of socio-economic 
development. For examples: in Brazil, the IPEA (The Instituto do 
Planejamento Economico e Social) "is organising a reference center 
that will attempt to establish bibliographic control over all 
unpublished Brazilian economic literature and data" (249), in 
Morocco there has been " ••• a concerted effort (made) to control 
all literature generated within its borders. The Centre National 
de Documentation now has access to almost all material of economic 
and social significance that is produced in the country. But the 
Center has not yet found a way of making available to Moroccan 
users, informntion about Horocco that is published or printed 
elsewhere" (12), in India there are" •.• many important initiatives 
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in respect of the national socio-economic development information. 
Perhaps one of the more significant is that carried out at the 
Documentation Research and Training Center of the Indian Statistical 
Institute ••• " (249), and in Jamaica " ••• the Library of the 
Institute of Social and Economic Research (ISER), University of 
the West Indies (Mona) has maintained a documentation service for 
the benefit of researchers and government officials. Recently the 
Institute has proposed to expand this service, particularly for the 
benefit of decision-makers, and to create a 'Development-Output 
Evaluation and Research Service' (DORES) - primarily to synthesise 
the wide array of national documents, reports, surveys, speeches; 
to classify, analyse and interpret these materials; and to 
disseminate information in a variety of forms" (249). 
The developing nation which was selected for the field survey is 
Jordan. The Jordanian Government has exerted a great deal of effort 
in socio-economic planning since 1962. Several attempts have been 
made in recent years in the area of EDB development. This is 
highlighted in Chapter Ill, Section 2.5 on Jordan and EDB 
Development Status. 
Jordan has most of the characteristics associated with developing 
nations. It also has several additional problems such as the massive 
number of refugees, the war status with Israel, the occupation of 
the West Bank by Israel, and the political situation and balance of 
power ,~ith its Arab neighbours and in the region. These problems 
are discussed in Chapter IH in detail. 
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The selection of Jordan as the developing nation for performing 
the field survey is primarily due to the origin and location'of 
employment of the researcher. The information required can thus 
be better gathered there from the knowledgeable officials of the 
Jordanian Government and its associated agencies and corporations, 
businessmen in the private sector; researchers, and scholars. This 
information is vital to the field survey and its success. 
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. ·.SUMHARY 
This chapter provides the theoretical framework for the empirical phase . 
of this study. 
The chapter covers: the evolution of MIS's; the basic conditions and. 
elements which led to the development of DBMS's software; the evolution 
of DBMS's, and its managerial and organisational requirements and 
implications; some aspects of EDB's development; the basic functions 
of an EDB; EDB's management and organisati.onal requirements and 
implications; the selection of location for the field study. 
In this chapter, the objectives of this research are also translated iuto 
meaningful issues for the field survey. These issues serve as the bases 
for the investigation and study of the managerial and organisational 
requirements and implications of developing an EDB. 
CHAPTER III 
JORDAN AND EDB DEVELOPMENT 
, 
CHAPTER III 
JORDAN AND EDB DEVELOPMENT 
. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this chapter is to provide pertinent information, in a 
synopsis form, about the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan and its EDB 
development. 
. 
In the objectives of this research, which appeared in Chapter I, it was 
stated that this study is to be performed with a particular emphasis on 
the requirements of, and in relation to, a developing nation. Consequently, 
the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan was selected for this study. 
Jordan is a progressive developing nation, . determined to face the 
challenges it encountered since becoming a Kingdom. It continues to devote 
. great efforts to economic and social planning and development. 
This chapter is sectioned in order to aquaint the reader with Jordan from 
.various perspectives. These sections are: 
1. Jordan: A Historical Synopsis 
2. Jordan: A Sociological Synopsis 
3. Jordan: A Political Synopsis 
4. Jordan: An Economic and Economic Planning Synopsis 
5. Jordan and EDB Development Status 
A summary is provided at the end of this chapter. 
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3.1. Jordan: A Historical 'syrtopsis* 
Jordan comprises the former state of Transjordan, and the remaining 
part of Palestine after the establishment of Israel, with the 
exception of the GazaStrip. These two territories are separated 
by the Jordan River and the Rift Valley. This is the reason for their 
popular names of the "East'Bank" and "West Bank" of. Jordan. 
Geographically, it is surrounded by Syria in the north, Iraq in the 
northeast, Saudi Arabia in the south and the southeast, and Israel 
in the west. A map of Jordan is provided in Appendix A. 
"Jordan is an ancient country, possibly the oldest in the world. 
There is evidence for example, of man's existence in Jordan 200,000 
years ,ago in the desert oasis at Azraq. Since it pre-dates the 
recorded history of man, the importance to man's existence of this 
sole body of water within thousands of square miles of desert can 
never perhaps be known, but it must have been a life-giving oasis 
to Paleolithic man. If Jordan was indeed the cradle of mankind, it 
may also well have been the cradle of ci vilisation. In the Jordan 
Valley more than 10,000 years ago, many archaeologists believe, man 
gave up his endless roving as a hunter and settled down in his first 
community ... The excavated city of Jericho, on the West Bank, 
supports fuis belief. By 7000 B. C. the earliest level to have been 
excavated, man t1as leading a' complete communal life." (806). 
Several wars and invasions shaped and re-shaped the political destiny 
of the area for the past 3000 years. The boundaries of the various 
*A significant part of the information tms obtained from the llashemite 
Kingdom of Jordan, Ninistry of Culture and Information booklets. 
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tribal or political entities of natural Syria, which included Jordan, 
Palestine, and Syria, continued to change "ith each war or invasion. 
The area was occupied by the Assyrians, Babylonians, Persians, Greeks, 
and Romans. The Roman occupation started about 40 B.C. and a state 
of stability was established until the. fourth century, when the area 
became a Byzantine province. The· whole area came under Moslem rule 
when the Byzantines were defeated· at the Yarmuk battle in 636 A.D. 
The Islamic Empire changed hands several times. There were the 
Caliphs, Omayyads, Abbassides, Ayyubites, Mamelukes, and Turks. In 
between, there were the Crusaders who ruled from 1099 tQ·.1187. All 
these changes occurred from 636 A.D. to 1516 A.D., when the Ottoman 
Turks occupied Syria. 
In 1914 the Turks entered the First World Har against the Allies. 
Although the Moslem sentiment was high among the Arabs, many of 
their leaders became disenchanted with Turks entering the war. 
This Irought about retaliation from the Turks which left the Arabs 
with no choice but to revolt. 
The revolt was carried our by Sherif Hussein of Mecca in 1916 after 
a political agreement was reached with the British. This agreement 
included promises and pledges for the unity and independence of all 
the Arabs in Asia, excluding Aden. 
The war in Syria was virtually ended when the army of Amir Faisal 
(one of the sonS of Sherif llussein) entered Damascus in 1918. L(lter 
that year, Amir Faisal headed the Arab delegation to the Paris Peace 
Conference. The Amir held political discussions with the Allies for 
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the fulfillment of the pledges and promises made by the British to 
Sherif Hussein. The Allies insisted on their colonial claims in 
the region. They later held the San Remo Conference in 1920, which 
was also attended by Italy and Japan, and decided to place Transjordan, 
Palestine, and Iraq under British mandate, and Syria and Lebanon under 
French mandate. 
Transjordan remained without a central government untif 1921, when an 
.agreement was reached betweeu·Amir Abdu11ah (one of the sons of Sherif 
Hussein) and the British. The new central government faced several 
difficulties and uprisings. The sheikhs in the area resented its 
authority, and wanted to maintain their autonomous status. It was 
not untif 1925 when Transjordan was settled with the geographical 
boundaries being, what is now known as, the East Bank. This was 
followed by a period of stability in the area. 
In 1946, a new treaty was signed with the British. The treaty was 
ratified, and the Jordanian Cabinet and Legislative Assembly amended 
the law. The Emirate of Transjordan became a sovereign independent 
state known as the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. King Abdullah was 
proclaimed a constitutional monarch with all the executive and 
legislative powers vested in the King and his heirs. 
In 1947, the General Assembly of the United Nations voted for the 
partition of Palestine into an Arab and Jewish state, with international 
administration over Jerusalem. This was followed by a British 
declaration that it would withdraw its forces from Palestine on 
May 15th 1948. 
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The resolution of the United Nations for the establishment of a 
Jewish state was opposed by the Arabs. Consequently, when the 
British mandate !,nded, the Palestine War started. The Arabs.were 
weak and divided, and their armies were no match to that.of the 
Israelis. The war ended with Israel occupying most of Palestine. 
The area defended by the Jordan Army, which is now known as the West 
Bank, was unified with Jordan, and King Abdu11ah was acknowledged 
as the sovereign ruler of both Banks. 
A period of instability followed. King Abdullah was assassinated in 
1951, and Crown Prince Talal was proclaimed as a constitutional 
monarch. The poor health of King Talal caused his relief f:r:om duties, 
and Crown Prince Hussein was proclaimed as a constitutional monarch 
in 1952. A Regency Council ruled the country until King Hussein 
attained the age ot 18 in 1953, and formally acceded to the throne. 
King Hussein was faced with a multitude of problems: the state of 
war wi th Israel, the Palestinian refugees, and the neighbouring Arab 
countries closing their borders with Jordan, severing all communications, 
are some examples. These problems hindered the economic and social 
progress in Jordan. The 1967 Arab-Israeli war dealt a devastating 
blow to any progress made. The war ended with the Israeli occupation 
of the Hest Bank, wrecking the economy of Jordan as well as its 
national morale. 
The problems of Jordan reached the apex when it plunged into a civil 
war with the Palestinian conullando movement in September 1970. This 
war ended I,ith the defeat of the commando movement in Jordan and the 
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emergence of a new era. 
Jordan was not directly involved in the 1973 Arab-Israeli war and, 
therefore, it was not affected substantially by it. 
In spite of all the problems and difficulties which plagued Jordan, 
it continued to progress with unwavering determination. 
3.2. Jordan: A Socio1ogicalSYriopsis* 
The only census of the population of Jordan was conducted in 1961. 
The census indicated that the population was approximately 1.7 million 
with"a- slight excess of males over females. It also revealed that 
, " 
about 52% of the total popUlation is eighteen years of age or under, 
and"" the labour force constituted only 23% of the total popUlation. 
It further revealed that about 44% of the population lived in fully 
urban areas, over 50% in mainly rural areas, and approximately 6% 
in scattered tents (Bedouins). 
Jordan's popUlation has been growing fairly rapidly in the last two 
decades. It increased from about" 1.2 million in 1950 to over 2.3 
million in 1970, and approximately 2.9 million in 1977. Although 
no exact rate of growth is available, the high fertility rates derived 
from the census data, and an adjustment of the incomplete vital 
statistics, particularly of deaths, indicate that the rate is about 
*Statistica1 figui:es were obtained mainly from: The llashemite Kingdom 
of Jordan, Department of Statistics - Statistical Yearbooks, and the 
Ministry of Culture and Information booklets. 
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3.2% per annum. This is the result of a high fertility rate of 6.8 
children per woman, a birth rate of about 4.8%, and a death rate of 
approximately 1.6%. 
In 19.71, it was estimated that about 60% of the population in Jordan 
lived in fully urban areas, 37% in rural areas, and 3% in scattered 
tents. The urban population has been increasing continually during 
recent years, particularly in the greater Amman area (the capital of 
Jordan). 
The population of the East Bank Was estimated at 2. I million in 1977, 
and the West Bank at 0.8 million. The total registered refugee 
population in both Banks was approximately 0.9 million in 1973, as 
shown in the official figures of the United Nations Relief and 
Works Agency (UNRWA). The population living in refugee camps is 
estimated at 0.3 million, most of which are in the East Bank. 
The geographical and historical factors of Jordan play an important 
role in the distribution of the population. Rainfall and the pattern 
of cultivation have a great deal of influence on this distribution. 
In recent years, the sudden influx of more than half a million 
Palestinian refugees has contributed substantiallY to this influence. 
The internal migration in Jordan has been determined mainly by the 
movement of the refugees. 
The distribution of population in the desert areas in Jordan is 
based mainly on the availability of a sufficient water supply. 
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The cultivation of the Jordan Valley, where new fanns were established 
and irrigation projects were implemented, also contributed to the 
changes in the pattern of population distribution. 
Jordan is situated off the south eastern shores of the Mediterranean 
sea, between longitudes 340 and 390 East, and latitudes 29 0 and 330 
North, and extends eastward to the Arabian desert. It is located in 
a semi -arid zone of the Middle East, and covers an area of 96,600 
sq.kms., of which 90',000 sq.kms. are on the East Bank, and 6,600 sq.k)lls. 
on the West Bank. The population density is about 103 people per 
sq.km. in the settled areas of the East Bank, ana "115 people per 
sq.km. in the Hest Bank. The cultivated area in Jordan is estimated 
at 13,000 sq.kms., which gives a population density of about 223 people 
per sq. km. of cultivated land in Jordan. 
The population growth in Jordan has dramatically increased in recent 
years. The increase was due mainly to the unification of the East 
and West Baru(s, as well as the influx of Palestinian refugees. 
Consequently, the population increased by more than 1.5 million within 
a single year. In 1948, the population of Transjordan was approximately 
0.5 million. The total population directly after the unification was 
approximately 1.4 million, of which 450,000 are refugees. The 
population of the Jordanian capital in 1947 was about 30,000. Now, 
the greater Amman area has over a million inhabitants. 
During the Ottoman rule a few settlements of Circassians, Chechans, 
and Turkomans were established in the northern regions of Jordan. 
The people are of the Noslem faith, bi-lingual, and cause no minority 
problems. 
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The vast majority of the population of Jordan is of the Moslem 
faith. The Christians are estimated at less than 10%. 
The number of schools in the East Bank totalled 2,231 in 1975, of 
which 840 (38%) for males, 758 (34%) for females, and 633 (28%) 
coeducational. There were 1,750 (79%) government schools, 298 (13%) 
private schools, and 183 (8%) UNRWA schools. Currently, there are 
two universities in the East Bank: the University of Jordan which 
waS founded in 1962, and the Yarmouk University which was founded 
in 1976. 
The number of students in the East Bank during 1975 was 539,790, of 
which 301,870 (56%) were males, and 237,920 (44%) were females. The 
estimated number of students of higher education, who were studying 
outside the East Bank in 1975, was 39,913, of which 34,166 (86%) 
were males, and 5,747(14%) were females. This indicates that over 
.21% of the population was attending school that year, in the East Bank 
or abroad. 
The number of teachers in the East Bank in 1975 was 18,054, of which 
9,722 (54%) were males, and 8,332 (46%) were females. This indicates 
that the number of students per teacher in the East Bank were about 
30 to 1. The staff of the University of Jordan in 1975 was about 281. 
The number of students was approximately 5,500, which constitutes about 
11% of the total East Bank students attending universities during 
that year. The number of students per teacher was about 20. 
There were 30 hospitals in the East Bank in 1975, of which 12 (40%) 
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were government owned, 11 (37%) privately owned, and 7 (23%) 
foreign privately owned hospitals., Physicians numbered 744,. dentists 
145, pharmacists 285, mid-wives 167, professional nurses 331, and 
bacteriologists 38. There were 83,466 patients admitted into 
hospitals, 431,800 outpatients, 20,935 deliveries, and 29,650 
surgical operations performed. 
In 1975, the registered birth rate in the East Bank was about 4%, 
and the registered death rate was about 0.3%. Deaths at the age of 
one or less were 29% of the total, and the age of 60 or more were 
39% of the total. The casualties due to motor vehicles were 3,855, 
of which 253 (7%) were deaths, and 3,602 (93%) were injuries. 
The registered vehicles in the East Bank in 1975 were 47,243. There 
were 21,306 (45%) privately owned cars, 7,25B '(15%) taxis, 706 (2%) 
buses, 8,378 (18%) trucks, 2,923 (6%) tractors, 1,887 (4%) motor 
cycles, and 4,573 (10%) official cars (e.g. government, diplomatic 
core etc.). The number of people per car (private, taxi, government, 
etc.) was approximately 59. 
In 1975, there were 14,137 marriages. and 2,345 divorces in the East 
Bank. The rate of marriages to divorces is about 7 to I. 
3.3. Jordan: A Political Synopsis* 
Jordan is a constitutional monarchy. King Abdullah, the grandfather 
of the present Monarch, King Hussein, was the founder of the Hashemite 
dynasty in Jordan. 
*A significant part of the informati.on was obtained from the Hashemite Kingdom 
of Jordan, Ministry of Culture and Information booklets. 
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Executive authority resides in the Monarch. The Monarchy is 
hereditary, and the crown in passed by the King to his eldest son. 
The King may choose to nominate one of his brothers as heir apparent. 
Prince Hassan, the brother of King Hussein, was proclaimed Crown 
Prince of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan in 1965. 
The King attains majority at the age of eighteen. If the heir 
apparent accedes to the throne before he is eighteen, a Regent or 
a Regency Council exercises power on his behalf until he comes of 
age. The King takes the constitutional oath before Parliament upon 
accession to the throne. He is the Head of the State and, therefore, 
immune from all liability and'responsibility. The. King receives 
foreign envoys, confers honours and medals for meritorious service, 
and grants special pardons and remits sentences. On the recommendation 
of the Prime Minister or Cabinet, he appoints all senior government 
civil servants and high officials. 
The King ratifies and issues laws and regulations. He is the Supreme 
Commander of the armed forces, declares war, concludes peace, and 
signs treaties. He appoints the President and Members of the Senate 
(the upper House of Parliament), and·orders the holding of elections 
for the House of Representatives (the lower House of Parliament), 
or its dissolution. 
The King.appoints the Prime Hinister. On the recommendations of the 
Prime Minister, he appoints the Hinisters. 
The Parliament of Jordan is the National Assembly. It is composed 
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of two Houses: The Senate and the House of Representatives. The 
supreme legislative authority in the Kingdom is vested in the King, 
and the two Houses. 
The Senate has thirty Members,· where the House of Representatives 
has sixty Deputies. The minimum age for the Senate is forty years, 
and for the House is thirty years. The House of Representatives is 
empowered to pass a vote of confidence, or no confidence, in a 
government. The chief officer of the Senate is the President, and 
of the House is the Speaker, who is elected by the Deputies at the 
beginning of each session. The term of each House is four years. 
The term of the House of Representatives can be extended by one or 
more years, at the discretion of the King. 
The House of Representatives is suspended indefinitely at this time. 
This suspension is related to the Israeli occupation of the West 
Bank, and its future as a Palestinian state. 
The Prime Minister and Ministers are collectively responsible to the 
House of Representatives for the inititation and direction of 
national policy. They attend sessions of the two Houses of Parliament 
to answer questions, and defend and seek approval for policies and 
legislation. 
The Cabinet is the supreme executive body which presides over, and 
controls the government. This is done through Ministers, Heads of 
statutory organisations which are attached to the Prime Minister's 
Office, and local government councils. 
-------------------------------------------- ! 
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The Office of the Prime Minister includes the followi.ng statutory 
organisations: 
1 • The Executive Office dor the affairs of the Occupied Territories 
2. The Natural Resource Authority 
3. The Scientific Research Council 
4. The Youth Organisation 
The Ministries in Jordan are: 
I. The Ministry of Agriculture 
2. The Ministry of Connnuni cati ons 
3. The Ministry of Culture and Information 
4. The Ministry of Defence 
5. The Ministry of Education 
6. The Ministry of Finance 
7. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
8. The Ministry of Health 
9. The Ministry of Industry and Trade 
10. The Ministry of Interior 
11. The Ministry of Interior for Municipal and Rural Affairs 
12. The Ministry of Justice 
13. The Ministry of Public Works 
14. The Ministry of Reconstruction and Development 
15. The Ministry of Labour 
1 b. The Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities 
17. The Ministry of Transport 
18. The Ministry of IvAKFS, Islamic Affairs and Shrines 
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The following independent organisations report directly to the 
Office of the Prime Minister: 
I. The Agricultural Credit Corporation 
2. The Audit Department 
3. The Central Bank 
4. The Civil Service Commission 
5. The Islamic Chief Justice Department 
6. The Jordan Valley Commission 
7. The National Planning Council 
8. The Public Corporation for Insurance 
The local government organisation consists of eight governorates. 
Each governorate is headed by a Governor, and is subdivided into 
administrative regions. 
The Judiciary branch is independent of the executive and legislative 
branches of the government. Judges are appointed by Royal Decree. 
The Courts are divided into three categories: Civil, Religious, and 
Special Courts. The civil Courts have jurisdiction over all persons 
in the Kingdom including the government. The High Court of Justice 
is the only court which deals with Administrative Law. It has powers 
to examine and rescind Hinisterial and other Administration decisions. 
The Religious Courts include the Moslem Shad I a Courts, and the 
Religious Community Councils. The Moslem Shari'a Courts deal with 
all matters of personal lm~ for Moslems, while the Religious Community 
Councils deal with similar matters for non-Moslems. The Special 
Courts are mainly the Military Court and the State Security Court. 
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The jury system is not used in Jordan. Trials are performed by 
one judge in the Magistrate's Court, two to three judges in the 
court of Cassation, and five judges in the Supreme Court of Appeal. 
There is no political party system in Jordan at this time. 
3.4. Jordan: An Economic and Economic Planning Synopsis* 
Jordan faced a multitude of problems arising out of the Israeli 
occupation of the major part of Palestine in 1948. Within a few 
months, the population of Jordan tripled without a commensurate 
increase in resources. Trade and lines of communications to the 
Mediterranean coast had to be re-routed. Infrastructural developments 
had to be compressed into a shorter time span. In addition, Jordan 
was forced to depend on outside assistance, due to the inadequacy 
of its domestic revenues. 
The Jordan economy was faced with: rapidly growing population, a 
small domestic market, limited natural and capital resources, a 
chronic trade deficit, dominance of agricultural activity with its 
heavy reliance on rainfall, and dependence on outside assistance. 
The Jordanian Government recognised the importance of long range 
planning, and the use of available resources in such a manner as to 
maximise their contribution to the overall socio-economic objectives 
of the country. 
*Statistical figures were obtained mainly from: The Hashemi te Kingdom 
of Jordan - Department of Statistics (Statistical Yearbooks), The Ministry 
of Culture and Information (Booklets), Royal Scientific Society -
Economics Department (Economic Development Indicators of Jordan), National 
Planning Council (The Seven Year Programme for Economic Development 1964-70, 
The Three Year Development Plan 1973-75, and the Five Year Plan 1976-80), 
Central Barn, of Jordan (Statistical Bulletins). 
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The Jordan Development Board was reorganised in 1957. It became 
responsible for the design of national development policy, and the 
formulation of comprehensive development programmes. In 1962, the 
Five Year Programme for Economic Development 1962-67 was adopted. 
This programme was Soon revised in order to accelerate the process 
of rendering the Jordan economy self-dependent. Consequently, the 
Seven Year Programme for Economic Development 1964-1970 was prepared, 
and officially adopted in late 1965. 
The programme got under way with a measurable degree of success, and 
economic prospects for 1967 were promising. The progress was inter-
rupted by the Arab-Israeli War of 1967. 
The aftermath of the 1967 War created grave economic and social 
problems to Jordan. The occupation of the West Bank placed about one-
third of the popUlation of Jordan under Israeli control. Over 0.4 
million persons fled their homes, and about one quarter of whom became 
refugees for the second time in twenty years. Subsequent events also 
forced thousands of people living on the eastern side of the Jordan 
Valley to move to the highlands in seeking protection. 
The effect of the war on economic conditions was particularly severe. 
The occupied West Bank is an important producer of goods and services, 
and constitutes a vital con~onent of domestic effective demand. It 
contributed approximately 45% of the gross national product in 1966. 
The share of the West Bank in the various sectors of the economy 
in 1966 Was as follows: 
agriculture 37%, industry 19%, trade 43%, 
and services 55%. 
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The immediate effect of the war on the national economy was enormous. 
It was felt in all the economic sectors, particularly in agriculture, 
industry, tourism, spending, and investment. This is in addition 
to the delays encountered in the initiation of planned developmental 
projects, and the implementations of those which were started. 
These projects included the telecommunications and electrification 
schemes which were intended for the country as a whole, and the 
potash project development which was planned to start iriJ967. 
The Jordanian Government was faced with mounting and grave respons-
ibilities after the war. It continued to pay the salaries of the 
·civil servants in the West Bank, and other recurring expenditures, 
such as subsidies to schools and hospitals. Military preparedness 
had to be kept at a high level. Refugees had to be fed and sheltered, 
and provided with basic educational, health, and social services. 
Tpe Government received outside assistance from the oil producing 
Arab countries after the war. With this assistance, it took 
several measures to stimulate the economy. While continuing to 
adhere to the Seven Year Programme, it adopted an emergency 
economic programme, which included projects in the major economic 
sectors. Work on projects was accelerated, and implementation time 
was advanced for others. The· Governement encouraged the activity 
and investment of the private sector in Jordan. 
By 1969, the economy attained a marked recovery. The gross national 
product was 12.4% higher than that of 1967, and 17.3% higher than 
that of 1968. Consumption expenditures increased from JD 205 million 
in 1967 to JD 229 million in 1969, or about 12%. Hhile exports of 
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goods and services, and net factor income from abroad, regained their 
1966 levels, imports of goods and services, increased from JD 76.6 
million to JD 108 •. 7 million, or by 42%. Incomes in all sectors of 
the economy surpassed their respective 1966 levels with the exception 
of tourism. This rapid recovery continued into 1970, but proved to 
be short-lived. Jordan plunged into the civil war of September 1970. 
The situation was further complicated when some neighbouring Arab 
countries closed their borders and airspace to Jordan in 1971. This 
move seriously affected the export of agricultural and industrial 
commodities to these countries, and rock phosphate to Europe. Since 
the Suez Canal was closed, imports had to be re-routed around Africa. 
A large quantity of Jordanian imports remained idle in Lebanese and 
Syrian ports. 
The Jordanian Government had to combat these problems, and develop a 
course of action to alleviate the situation. Measures were taken 
to rehabilitate and repair essential public services, and compensate 
for damaged private property. It again attempted to encourage the _ 
activity and investment of the private sector, and to restore public 
confidence. Consequently, the government expenditures were maintained 
at a high level. 
There "as no growth in real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) during the 
period 1967-1972. The 4.4% average annual growth rate realised in 
the GDP at current prices, was offset by a comparable rise in the 
general price level during the same period. Per capita GDP at 
current prices declined from JD 131 in 1967 to JD 101 in 1972. 
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The Three Year Development Plan 1973-1975 was developed in order to 
accelerate the recovery of the economy of Jordan from its po.st 1967 
and 1970 difficulties. The main long-term objectives of the plan 
were: 
I. Increase employment opportunities in order to maintain low· 
unemployment rates, and reduce under-employment. The plan 
target was the creation of 70,000 new job opportunities. 
2. Achieve an 8% annual growth rate of GDP with priority on 
production sectors such as agriculture, mining, and manufacturing. 
3. Improve the distribution of economic gains among the different 
regions and population groups. This was to be achieved mainly 
through rural development programmes, and improved public housing 
and other social services. 
4. Eliminate the heavy dependence of the Jordanian economy on outside 
support. This was to be achieved through the reduction of the 
budget and the trade deficits, and the expansion of domestic 
revenues and foreign exchange ·earnings. 
The economy of Jordan grew during the Three Year Development Plan 
1973-1975 period at an average rate of 5.9%. Although this was a 
major stride, it fell short of the planned increase of 8%. The GDP 
at current prices increased from JD 189 million in 1973 to JD 252 
in 1974 and to JD 290 million in 1975. This was offset by an 
average annual price increase of 10%. 
The Gross National Product (GNP) shO\~ed a real increase averaging 
7% per annum. It increased from JD 217 million in 1972 to JD 241 
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million in 1973, JD 319 million in 1974, and JD 368 million in 1975. 
The share of the agricultural sector has fluctuated substantiallY, 
reflecting the dependence of production on weather conditions. Its 
share was 12.3% in 1972, 9.5% in 1973, 15.1% in 1974, and 10.3% in 1975. 
The mining and industry sector continued to expand during the Plan 
period. Its share waslJ.2% in 1972, 12.2% in 1973, 17.5% in 1974, 
and 15.5% in 1975. This Was due mainly to the expansion of the 
rock phosphate mining, and associated international price increases. 
The economy of Jordan is characterised by a high relative share of the 
services sector in GDP, and absorption of the labour force.· The 
average share of the services sector in GDP over the plan period is 
over 64%. The sector employs more than 60% of the labour force. 
The balance of payments showed a surplus during the Plan period, 
constituting 6% of GDP. This position was a definite ir~rovement 
from the deficit of JD 23. I million which was realised in 197 1. 
since 1973, Jordan suffered from a serious drain of its trained 
manpower, particularly among technical and professional people. 
This was due to the high demand for trained manpower in the 
neighbouring oil producing Arab countries. The drain has seriously 
limited the ability of managing and implementing developmental 
projects in Jordan. 
The Jordanian Government played a very significant role in the 
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development of the economy during the Three Year Development Plan 
1973-1975. The success encountered during the Plan period was 
stimulating and encouraging. This prompted the development of the 
Five Year Plan 1976-1980. 
The specific objectives of the Five Year Plan are: 
1. Expansion of the productive capacity of the primary and secondary 
sectors of the economy. This is in order to reduce the struc-
tural imbalances, and increase the overall absorptive capacity 
of the economy. The share of the commodity producing sectors 
in GDP is planned to rise from 35% in 1975 to 44% in 1980. 
2. Realisation of high growth rates in GNP in real terms. This is 
to be accomplished by raising per capita income levels, and 
narrowing the gap between income levels in Jordan and the 
developed countries. The target of the Plan is to increase GDP 
at 1975 prices by an average annual rate of 12%. 
3. Promotion of an improved and more equitable distribution of 
national income. 
4. Achievement of a high level of employment, development of 
manpower capabilities, and increase of productivity. 
5. Substantial r~duction in the trade deficit, expansion and 
diversification of exports, and strengthening the balance of 
payn~nts components related to factor income from abroad. The 
trade deficit is planned to be reduced from JD 153 million in 
1975 to JD 131 million in 1980. 
6. Development of domestic revenues as the main source of public 
revenue. This is in order to cover recurring government 
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expenditures, and provide an increasing proportion of public 
capital expenditures. 
7. Distribution of economic activities, public services, and 
ensuing gains on a more and equitable basis among the various 
regions of the Kingdom. 
The Five Year Plan calls for the investment of JD 765 million, of 
which JD 383 million are to be invested by the private sector, and 
JD 382 million by the public sector. 
The Jordanian Government is to take the following steps in order 
to assist in achieving the objective of the Plan: 
I. Increase the productive capacity of the agricultural sector 
through the expansion of irrigation facilities, and increased 
yields in the rainfed and irrigated areas. 
2. Develop and diversify the mineral sub-sector while also developing 
import substitutes and export oriented manufacturing industries. 
3. Expand the infra-structural facilities such as water supply, 
transport, port facilities, power, and telecommunications. This 
is in order to insure the planne.d development in the primary and 
secondary sectors. 
4. Increase the efficiency and absorptive capacity of the public 
and private sectors. This is to be accomplished through 
administrative reforms, and institutional and organisational 
improvements. 
5. Promote fiscal and monetary policies which will enSure the 
mobilisation and more effective utilisation of financial 
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resources. Domestic revenueS are to increase at an average 
annual rate of 16.5%. 
6. Develop and fully utilise the human resources of the nation. 
Jordan relies heavily on external capital and technical assistance 
in its implementation of the Five Year Plan. Nearly 45% of the 
total planned investments are to come from external sources in 
the form of grants and loans. The major contributors are expected 
to be the oil producing countries, USA, and Western European 
countries. The balance is to be channeled through international 
organisations. 
The Jordanian Government is determined to modify the structure of 
the economy to become more production-oriented and less service-
oriented. Consequently, this affects the capital requirements as 
the agricultura~ and mining and industry sectors tend to be more 
capital extensive than the services sector. Furthermore, it 
necessitates additional capital resources for the development of the 
supporting infrastructure. It is expected that this approach will 
lead the economy to become less dependent on foreign aid. 
The development perspective for Jordan is excellent, and will 
continue to be as long as a suitable climate for development exists. 
3.5. Jordan and EDB Development Status 
Since 1962 the Jordanian Government has progressively installed a 
comprehensive planning system. Efforts in the planning and 
development process were severely disrupted by the 1967 and 1970 wars. 
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The Government has since then sought to restore the process and 
strengthen the planning system. This was reflected in the development 
of the Three Year Development Plan 1973-1975, and the Five Year Plan 
1976-1980. The planners realised the insufficiency of socio-economic 
data in the initial planning stage. They recognised the detrimental 
effect of this on their planning and decision making process. 
Furthermore, it became apparent that a follow-up on the planned 
projects during their development and implementation stages was 
required. This follow-up required data collection and analysis on 
each project from its inception to its completion and post audit. 
In recognition of these problems, a project follow-up department and 
an EDB were established at Royal Scientific Society eRSS) in 1972. 
RSS is an independent, non-profit, Jordanian organisation which waS 
initiated in 1970 by Royal Charter. Its primary mission is to 
conduct research and studies, and to provide scientific, technological, 
and administrative consultations. It is governed by a board of 
trustees, the president of which is His Royal Highness Crown Prince 
Hassan. The Prince is extremely active, and heavily involved, in the 
economic planning in Jordan. 
RSS was selected as a home for the EDB due to the high level support 
it received from Crown Prince. Hassan, and its ability to attract 
highly qualified personnel from prestige, financial,·- and envir-
onmental viewpoints. In addition, RSS had a cOlrrputer facility, when 
only two other computers were available at that time in Jordan as a 
whole. NOI< it has an NCR-Ccntury 251 computer with 256 thousand bytes 
of memory. The Cincom TOTAL Data Base Nanagement System is one of 
its softlmre packages. 
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The objectives of the EDn were: 
1. Measuring socio-economic planning achievements at the national 
level. 
2. Collecting socio-economic data which are related to the 
economic activity. 
These objectives were to be achieved through: 
1. Collecting socio-economic data which are related, in specific, 
to the economic activity in Jordan and, in general, to the 
neighbouring countries. These data were to be collected, at the 
micro level, from national and international sources, in the 
form of time series. The collected data were to be arranged 
in a number .of forms in order to simplify its use and retrieval. 
2. Organising the data collected in a variety of useful structures, 
which relate between the socio-economic indicators. These 
structures were to be used in measuring the socio-economic 
planning achievements in Jordan. 
3. Applying the appropriate statistical tools for the purpose of 
analysis and inference. 
4. Evaluating the available socio-e.conomic data in Jordan as to 
its reliability and accuracy. This evaluation was to cover the 
methodology used in data collection and its effectiveness. 
Recommendations were to be made regarding the development of the 
statistical activity, and modern management techniques. 
5. Publishing periodic documentary reports for the use of decision 
makers, planners, researchers, and scholars. These reports were 
to be developed ,,,ith the objective of unifying the statistical 
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sources and distribution. 
6. Publishing periodic reports on the socio-economic development 
in Jordan. 
7. Surveying the statistical shortages in Jordan. Findings and 
recommendations were to be submitted to the proper authorities 
for action. A follow-up was to be performed in order to insure 
their compliance. 
The coverage of the EDB was to include time series of socio-economic 
data in: 
I. National Accounts Indicators 
2. Economic Production Indicators (agriculture, industry, construction, 
electricity, transportation, etc.) 
3. Financial Indicators 
4. Monetary Indicators 
5. External Indicators (Foreign Trade, Balance of Payments, 
Toursism Income, etc.) 
6. sociological Indicators which are directly related to the 
economic activity. 
The EDB faced several serious problems. The needed socio-economic 
data and information were either unavailable, unstructured, inaccurate, 
and/or untimely. Similar types of data existed in several distinct 
locations, with its classification and organisation being different 
in each location. Many organisations either refused or delayed the 
supply of necessary data and information. Their refusal was due. 
mainly to the nature of the legal authority, and recognition aspects 
of RSS and the EDB. The delay in supplying the data was due mainly 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- - -
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to competition and conflict of interest between some organisations 
an.d the EDB. Each would rather be first in. publishing the data. 
This situation was aggravated further by the inadequacy of the EDB 
staff to cope with these problems. The staff was inexperienced. the 
qualified manpower in extremely short supply. and a formal and on-
the-job training unavailable. These problems contributed to the 
dilution of the EDB function. 
RSS went through periods of change and instability. Its administration 
changed hands seven times in six years. The head of the EDB became 
the Director of the Economics Department in 1974. This prompted the 
administration to include the EDB as a section of the Economics 
Department. 
The Economics Department also had several administrations within a 
short period of time. The EDB function is currently limited to the 
annual production of the Economic Development Indicators of Jordan. 
Their function is performed manually in its entirety. Several 
attempts were made to revitalise and strengthen the EDB. The planners 
included in the Five Year Plan a Population Data Bank project to be 
developed at RSS. and allocated JD 720 thousand for its development. 
This project aimed at the provision of an up-ta-date socio-economic 
data and information on the Jordanian population and its activities. 
It was recognised that this project demanded close collaboration 
and cooperation, between RSS and several ministries, department and 
agencies, who were involved in the collection of primary data, or 
possessed it by virtue of their functions. Those involved. as 
indicated in the Plan. included the Department of Statistics. the 
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Civil Status Department, the Hinistry of Education, the Hinistry of 
Health, the Department of Land and Survey, and the Passport 
Department. To date, nothing has been done by the EDB at RSS in 
this regard. The inability of the EDB to function properly at RSS 
caused the planners and decision makers to seriously discuss its 
transfer to other locations. Among those considered waS the 
National Planning Council. These discussions and plans were Soon 
dropped due to political and administrative technicalities and 
problems. Since then, the direction appears to be toward the 
decentralisation of the EDB functions. For examples, the Amman 
Urban Region Planning group waS recently established. Its major 
objective is to develop an EDB for the Amman urban regic3, which 
is to be used in the planning for the region. The Hinistry of Labour 
is seriously considering the development of a Hanpower rata Bank. 
Consequently, the plight and predicament of the EDB sit"~tion goes on. 
The above discussion further emphasises the need to resc.r~ and 
analyse the EDB development in Jordan, in light of the :;5~es which 
were developed in the theoretical phase of this study. ~~ need for 
an EDB, and its immediacy and benefits, should be confi~':. The 
organisational and legislative requirements should be M~~oed. The 
initial developmental objectives and scope should be de::-~. The 
manpower and training requirements should be determined. ~e 
sociological, political and technical implications shou:i:~ 
resolved. This is in order to forge ahead in the EDB dt~:opment 
on solid basis, and ensure its success. 
I 
I 
I 
! 
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SIDfr'.ARY 
This chapter presents pertinent information about the Hashemite Kingdom 
of Jordan and its EDB development, in a synopsis form. Jordan, as a 
developing nation, was selected for this study. 
The information is provided in five sections, in order to aquaint the 
reader with Jordan from various· perspectives. 
The first section provides a historical synopsis about Jordan and its 
surrounding area, from the early days of the Pa1eolithic man to the 
present. It covers the evolution of the country from the colonialism 
era to independence, and its plight as a consequence of its Wars with 
Israel. 
The second section provides a sociological synopsis about Jordan. It 
covers pertinent statistical data and information, which are associated 
with the sociological aspects of the country and its fast growing 
population. In addition, it presents the vast problems of the 
Palestinian refugees and their sociological impact on the nation. 
The third section provides a political synopsis about Jordan. It covers 
pertinent information regarding the role and functions of the King, and 
the executive, legislative, and judicial branches of the Government. 
It also provides a list of the Ministries, and statutory and independent 
organisations who are associated "ith the Governement. 
The fourth section provides an economic, and economic planning synopsis 
about Jordan. It covers pertinent statistical data and information 
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associated with the economy of the country. It focuses on the socio-
economic planning in Jordan as reflected in the Seven Year Plan for 
Economic Development 1964-1970, the Three Year Development Plan 1973-1975, 
and the Five Year Plan 1976-1980. In addition, the severe impact of 
the wars with Israel on its socio-economic planning and development is 
covered in this section. 
The fifth section provides pertinent information regarding the EDB 
development status in Jordan. It covers the evolution of the EDB at 
RSS, from its inception in 1972 to the present. Its objectives and 
scope are discussed. It also presents the serious problems facing the 
EDB development and the need for research and analysis, based on the 
issues which were developed in the theoretical phase of this study. 
CHAPTER IV 
FIELD SURVEY: EDB MANAGEMENT IN JORDAN 
CHAPTER IV 
FIELD SURVEY: EDB MANAGEMENT IN JORDAN 
INTRODUCTION 
A theoretical framework has been established for the empirical phase of 
this study. This framework is utilised in evaluating the management 
elements, and implications associated with developing an EDB in a 
developing nation. 
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the instruments used in the 
field survey. This chapter is sectioned for this discussion as follows: 
I. Field Survey Planning 
2. Interviews 
3. Questionnaire 
The Field Survey Planning section covers the selection of the tools to 
be utilised in gathering the required information. This is in light of 
the issues which were developed in the theoretical phase of this study. 
The Interviews section covers the following sub-sections: 
I. Personal Intervie,~ing as a Field Survey Tool 
2. Development of the Topics of Discussion 
3. Testing of the Intcrvimdng Procedure 
4. Implementation of the Intervim;s 
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The Questionnaire section covers the following sub-sections: 
I. Questionnaire as a Field Survey Tool 
2. Development of the Questionnaire 
3. Testing of the Questionnaire 
4. Implementation of the Questionnaire 
The chapter ends with a summary of the field survey for the EDB management 
in a developing nation - Jordan. 
4. I . . Field . Survey Planning 
The purpose of the field survey is to obtain information regarding 
the issues and implications of developing an EDB in a developing 
nation. This information is to be gathered from those who are 
knowledgeable in the subject area in a developing nation, and utilised 
to evaluate the issues which were developed in the theoretical portion 
of this study. These issues appear in Chapter 11, Section 2.3. 
There are several methods of collecting data and information for a 
research study. These methods " ••• can be classified in many ways ••• 
The following grouping is convenient: 
a. Documentary sources 
b. Observation 
c. Mail questionnaire 
d. Interviewing" (561) 
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These methods can be used individually or in combination. The 
first method waS used throughout the research. The second is not 
appropriate at this stage of research. The third and fourth are 
used in the field survey, and are discussed in the sections which 
follow. 
4.2. Interviews 
4.2. I. Personal Interviewing a"; a 'Field Survey Tool 
Moser and Ka1ton, in their book "Survey Methods in Social Invest-
igation" stated that in collecting information in social surveys 
" ••• interviewing is ~lithout doubt generally the most appropriate 
procedure, even though it introduces various sources of error and 
bias." (561) 
The most important elements for successful interviewing are the 
accessibility of the required information to the interviewee, his 
understanding of what is required, and his motivation to answer 
questions accurately. Interviewing can be performed in a variety 
of ways and under several distinguishing terms which are in use, 
such as: structured, unstructured, standardised, unstandardised, 
formal, informal, controlled, uncontrolled, extensive, and intensive 
to mention a few. There are advantages and disadvantages to each 
of the various approaches to interviewing. For an example, 
structured interviews make the information obtained comparable 
from case to case, are generally more reliable and minimise errors 
of question wording. On the other hand, unstructured interviews 
permit standardisation of meanings instead of the more superficial 
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aspects of the stimulus situation, they encourage more spontaneous 
replies which contribute to validity, and provide a great deal of 
flexibility. 
Structured and unstructured interviewing do not have to be mutually 
exclusive however. There is a middle ground where unstructured 
interviewing can be performed so that the basic topics can be used 
by the researcher as guidelines and be covered with all interviewees 
in various sequences and depths. 
Based on the above discussion, unstructured personal interviews 
using a set of topics of discussion as guidelines were to be held 
with approximately 20 key officials, at the policy making and 
planning level, from both the public and private sectors of Jordan. 
4.2.2 •. Development of the Topics of Discussion 
Seven topics of discussion were formulated in order to be used as 
guidelines in the personal. interviews. As was stated above, the 
interviews were to be unstructured, and the topics were only to be 
used by the interview'er in order to assist the interviewees in 
focusing on matters related to the field survey issues. These 
topics were not to be provided in a written form or sequence. They 
were to be brought up during the interviews as required, and if a 
particular area of interest was not brought up by the interviewee. 
The topics were directly related to the field survey issues listed 
in Chapter II, Section 2.3. 
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The first topic is directly related to the first issue, which covers 
the need for an EDB in Jordan, and its innnediacy and benefits. 
Under this topic, the need of the individual, as well as Jordan as 
a whole, for an EDB is discussed. Reflections are sought on the 
reasons of this need in real application terms and the benefits 
which can be derived by the individual interviewee and for the 
nation. In addition, the time frame for starting the development 
of the EDB in Jordan is discussed. 
The second and the third topics are directly related to the second 
issue, which covers the organisational and legislative requirements 
for an EDB in Jordan.· The organisational location of an EDB is 
discussed under the secorid topic. Reflections are sought from the 
interviewees regarding their views of the best physical location 
for the EDB. The pros and cons of having the EDB in that location, 
as well as alternative locations, are discussed. The need for new 
laws enactment, code of ethics, and policies and procedures for an 
EDB in Jordan is discussed under the third topic. Reflections are 
sought from the interviewees regarding the current status in these 
areas of interest and the needed additions and modifications. In 
addition, specific organisational and legislative requirements 
which are associated with the EDB and its development, are 
discussed. 
The fourth topic is directly related to the third issue, ~,hich 
covers the initial developmental objectives and scope of an EDB 
in Jordan. The economic sectors priority in developing an EDB is 
discussed. Reflections are sought from the interviewees regarding 
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their views on. the content and coverage of an EDB in Jordan. Other 
developmental requirements which are associated with the EDB, are 
also discussed. 
The fifth topic is directly related to the fourth issue, which 
covers the manpower requirements for the development of an EDB in 
Jordan. The manpower, and its current availability and adequacy 
for developing an EDB in Jordan, is discussed under this topic. 
Reflections are sought from the interviewees regarding their views, 
suggestions and recommendations in the manpower area. 
The sixth topic is directly related to the fifth issue, which covers 
the training requirements for the development of an EDB in Jordan. 
The national training facilities, and their current availability 
and adequacy to train the personnel required for the development of 
an EDB in Jordan, is discussed under this topic. Reflections are 
sought from the interviewees regarding their views, suggestions and 
recommendations in the training area. 
The seventh topic is directly related to the sixth issue, which 
covers the sociological and political implications in developing 
an EDB in Jordan. The sociological and political implications and 
their dominant roles in the developmental activities of an EDB in 
Jordan is discussed under this topic. Reflections are sought from 
the interviewees regarding the impact of the EDB and its development 
from a sociological and political viewpoint. 
Any other topics, which the intervie\~ees fel t important to discuss, 
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were to be pursued within the interviewing time limitations. The 
above topics were to serve as a guide, and not to be limiting with 
respect to coverage or sequence. 
4.2.3. Testing of the Interviewing "Procedure 
Several interviews were performed with close friends and associates 
in order to test the interviewing procedure. In addition, the 
first few interviews were held with individuals who were former 
colleagues. These interviews were beneficial, and valuable exper-
ience waS gained from" them. The interviews in this test offered 
helpful suggestions" which were taken into consideration in the 
remaining interviews. 
Improvements were also made, as more experience and insight were 
gained in the process of further interviewing. 
4.2.4. Implementation of the Interviews" 
In paving the way for the interviews, some arrangements and prep-
arations had to be made. A letter was prepared and sent to His Royal 
Highness Crown Prince Hassan Bin Ta1a1from Professor G. Gregory, 
Department of Management Studies, Loughborough University of 
Technology. The letter explained the objectives of the research 
being performed and the field survey requirements. A request was 
made for the granting of an interview with His Royal Highness. 
In addition, the assignment of someone who could assist in the 
arrangement of interviews with key officials in Jordan was also 
"---------------------------------- -- -- -----------
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requested. His Royal Highness assigned the Director of the 
Economics Department, Royal. Sci.entific Society, to respond and 
assist in this effort. The correspondence is provided in Appendix E. 
Personal contacts were also made with former colleagues, who are in 
key positions, to assist in the selection of interviewees, and 
arrange for interviews. 
An audience was arranged with His· Royal Highness Crown Prince Hassan. 
The Prince expressed great interest in the research and was 
extremely encouraging. In addition, His Royal Highness provided 
invaluable guidance and direction on the research and the field 
survey. 
A list of interviewees waS made with the assistance of the Director 
of the Economics Department, Royal Scientific Society, and other 
colleagues and friends in the public and private sectors of Jordan. 
Certain additions and modifications were made based on suggestions 
offered by some of those interviewed. 
It was planned to interview twenty key Jordanian officials in the. 
field survey. This number tvas increased substantially due to 
problems with the questionnaire and its use in a developing nation. 
(These are covered in the next section). 
The personal interviewing method was successful in gathering the 
required information in Jordan. Thirty-nine interviews were held 
t~ith top level officials in the public and private sectors of 
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Jordan. A 1i.stof the interviewees is provided in Appendix G. 
The procedure generally followed in these interviews was to seek 
an appointment which was convenient to the interviewee. Since the 
working hours of the public sector was mostly from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m., 
Saturday to Thursday, the interviews were limited to two per day 
as possible. The first appointment was to commence between 9 a.m. 
and 10 a.m. in order to avoid critical start-up tasks of the inter-
viewees. The second appointment "as to commence between I I a.m. and 
12 noon in order to provide sufficient time for the first interview 
and its documentation, as well as for travel time. The appointments 
with the key officials in the private sector were made mostly in the 
afternoons, since their working hours extend normally to 5 p.m. or 
later. 
During the interviews, and after the iormali ties, the research 
objective and scope were explained to the interviewee. The first 
topic was then discussed. It "as left to the interviewee to proceed 
in any direction relevant to the subject matter. The remaining topics 
were either covered by the interviewee in the course of the interview, 
or raised by the interviewer as required. 
The documentation of the interviews was through notes. Mechanical 
devices were not used in the interviews because it was doubtful 
that the interviewees, who are in responsible positions, would 
accept this approach. Even if they did, the quality of response 
would be questionable. 
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Rough notes were taken during the interviews. These notes were 
documented directly at the conclusion of the interview. If for 
some reason time did not permit, the documentation was done at the 
end of the working day. 
In general, the interviews covered the administrative, sociological, 
and political issues associated with the development of an EDB in 
Jordan. The interviews varied in length from a half hour to two 
hours depending on the time availability of the interviewees. The 
depth and coverage of topics also varied accordingly. In some 
instances, the depth to which it was possible to cover the topics 
was necessarily reduced because of the lack of time, whereas in other 
cases it was possible to probe deeply into issues, and in these cases 
great growth of understanding was possible. 
It took approximately one and a half months to perform the interviews 
portion of the field survey. 
4.3.· Questionnaire 
4.3.1. Questionnaire asa Field Survey 1'001 
The use of the questionnaire as an information gathering tool is 
generally cheaper than personal interviews, and can reach more people. 
Its use has several additional advantages such as: it largely 
eliminates the problems of interviewer errors, allows the time for 
thinking ,~hich may result in improved accuracy of response, and 
facilitates the ans,~ering of questions of embarrassing nature more 
willingly and accurately than face to face with an intervie"er. 
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Although the questionnaire method of gathering information has some 
distinct advantages, it also has some problems and pitfalls. Some 
of its disadvantages are: the questions have to be sufficiently 
simple and straightforward in order to be understood with limited 
assistance from printed instructions; the responses to the questions 
provided by the respondents have to be considered final for all 
practical purposes; the respondents can review all questions prior 
to answering any of them; can omit questions or not respond if they 
so choose contributing to loss of information; may have more 
difficulty writing their responses to questions than to speak them; 
and may be faced with questions which are not applicable to them. 
In addition, its use does not facilitate probing in general. 
Although the success of the use of a questionnaire in a developing 
nation, and particularly in an unexplored and sensitive area, was 
questionable, it was decided to try it out. 
A simple and straightforward questionnaire was to be designed and 
distributed in a stratified manner by category of respondents. This 
is in order to obtain cross sectional views and perspectives on 
the subject. The categories (strata) are: Policy Maker, Manager, 
Staff, Consultant/Adviser/Planner, Educator/Researcher, Businessman 
(private sector). A quota sample of about 30 people "as to be 
obtained from each category. These people were to have a reasonable 
level of awareness in the subject matter. They are few in number, 
and a sample of 180 people constitutes a large portion of the total 
in Jordan. 
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There are several means of contacting prospective respondents in 
using the questionnaire as a survey tool. Initially it was decided 
to use the mail as the major avenue to reach the selected respondents. 
This waS found to be largely ineffective in Jordan and was dropped 
in favour of a method of direct personal contact which will be 
discussed in a later' sub-section (4.3.4). 
4.3.2.· Development ofthe·Questioriririire 
The questionnaire instrument is provided in its entirety in Appendix B. 
It includes the following: 
1. Introduction 
2. Name and Address of Respondents 
3. Twelve questions 
4. Arabic version of the questionnaire 
The introduction is provided on a separate page, and covers the 
dissertation title, an opening paragraph, and a mailing address. 
The opening paragraph is designed to set the framework of the study 
by explaining its purpose, coverage, and directions on the use of 
the Arabic version of the questionnaire. The name and address of 
respondents to the questionnaire is provided on a separate page 
I"ith a mailing address. This is done in order to highlight the 
ability of disassociating the names and addresses of the respondents 
from their responses to the questions. This approach is used to 
convey indirectly to the respondents that their responses to the 
questionnaire I"ould be confidential. 
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There are twelve questions which appear in the questionnaire. 
The first question asks the duties of the respondents. This is in 
order to stratify the response to the questionnaire by category. 
The second question, asking for the number of subordinatesis included 
in order to obtain some indication of the spread of responsibilities 
between the respondents by category, and in total for all respondents. 
In general, the remaining ten questions included in the questionnaire 
are developed for the purpose of gathering information regarding 
the issues of developing an EDB in Jordan. These issues are listed 
in Chapter 11, Section 2.3. Several questions have tutorial 
purposes in addition to that stated above. The tutorial aspects 
are aimed at increasing the level of awareness of respondents in 
the subject area. 
Each question relates directly to an issue, or to a part of an 
issue. The questions are discussed below in relation to the issues. 
Questions numbers 3, 4, 5 and 6 are related to the first issue, 
which covers the need for an EDB in Jordan, and its innnediacy and 
benefits. Question number 3 is related to the need for an EDB in 
Jordan. In this question, it is inquired if the individual respond-
ent requires or gathers economic data and information in performing 
his duties or uses them in his decision making and planning. 
Questions 4 and 5 are related to the benefits which can be derived 
from the availability of an EDB to the individual respondent, and 
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to Jordan as a whole. A list of EDB benefits is provided for 
checking all those applicable to each question. A space is also 
provided for the respondents to enter any additional benefits of 
their choice, which do not appear in the provided list. Question 
number 6 concerns the immediacy for developing an EDB in Jordan. 
In this question, it is inquired if the development of an EDB in 
Jordan should start in the long term (in more than 10 years), 
short term (5 - 10 years), or immediately. 
Question number 10 is related to the second issue, which covers the 
organisational and legislative requirements for an EDB in Jordan. 
In this question, it is inquired who should be responsible for 
selecting a group of people at the national level with the 
responsibility of establishing and controlling policies and 
procedures required for the development of an EDB in Jordan. A 
list of alternatives is provided for the selection of one. These 
alternatives are: Government, Parliament, Private Sector, and Mixture 
of the above. 
Question numbers 8 and 9 are related to the third issue, which covers 
the initial developmental objectives and scope of an EDB in Jordan. 
Question number 8 deals with the initial developmental objectives 
of an EDB. In this question, ,the selection of five economic sectors 
which have the highest priority in the development of an EDB in 
Jordan is requested. The selected sectors were to be given priorities 
of 1 to 5 (high to low). A list containing sixteen major economic 
sectors is provided for this selection. A space is also provided 
for the respondents to enter any additional economic sectors of 
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their choice, which do not appear in the list provided. Question 
number 9 is related to the initial scope of an EDB in Jordan. In 
this question it is asked how many sectors should an EDB cover 
initially. Two alternatives are provided, one of which is to be 
selected. These alternatives are: One economic sector, and More 
than one economic sector. A space is provided with the second 
alternative to indicate the number of economi.c sectors chosen by 
the respondent. 
Question number 12 concerns the fourth issue, which covers the man-
power requirements for the development of an EDB in Jordan. In this 
question, it is inquired if the currently available manpower in 
Jordan has adequate experience and training in certain areas of 
expertise to start immediately on the development of an EDB. These 
areas are: Policy Making, Managing, Developing, and Consulting/ 
Advising/Planning. 
Question number 11 is related to the fifth issue, which covers the 
training requirements for the development of an EDB in Jordan. In 
a similar manner to question number 12, this question inquires if 
the currently available national training'.l.facilities are adequate 
to train personnel in certain areas of expertise for the development 
of an EDB in Jordan: Policy Making, Managing, Developing, and Cons-
ulting/Advising/Planning. 
Question number 7 deals with the sixth issue which covers the 
sociological and political implications of developing an EDB in 
Jordan. Here, it is queried if the sociological and political 
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implications play a dominant role in certain activities related 
to the development of an EDB in Jordan. A list of these activities 
is provided, with separate columns for response,· to each of t?e 
sociological and political implications. The reason for covering 
both the sociological and political implications in one question is 
to tone down the political aspects. This was based on recommendations 
made by all the individuals who participated in testing the question-
naire (see Section 4.3.3. below). They felt strongly that a separate 
question regarding the political implication may invoke problems and 
cause many respondents not to answer the question, or even the 
questionnaire in total. Some went further to suggest that the 
question is best dropped from the questionnaire. and to rely on the 
interviews results instead. They also recommend that the sociological 
portion of the question should be placed ahead of the political. 
An Arabic version of the questionnaire was prepared. This version 
is a translation of the introduction, and questions appearing in 
the questionnaire without provision for responses in it. It was to 
be distributed with the English version to respondents for their 
convenience and better understanding. The responses to the question-
naire, however, were to be provided on the English version. 
4.3.3. Testing of the Questionnaire 
The English and Arabic versions of the questionnaire were tested. 
Three Jordanian students attending Loughborough University of 
Technology, and an official from Jordan who happened to be attending 
a seminar in the area, participated in this test. They were able to 
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understand and complete the questionnaire. The participants offered 
helpful suggestions which were taken into consideration, and.adjust-
ments were made where necessary. 
A pilot test should have been performed to tryout systematically 
all the various features 6f the questionnaire. This is in order 
to insure the suitability of the method for gathering the required 
information, and the adequacy of the tool and the efficiency of its 
instructions. These and other aspects of a pilot test should have 
been performed particularly in light of a developing nation,and an 
unexplored area of research. This waS not possible due to the 
limited resources in terms of time and funds to perform such a test. 
The above situation caused the heavy reliances on the results of the 
personal interviews which were increased substantitally in number. 
Consequently, the results of the questionnaire are used for support 
of those obtained through interviews. 
4.3.4. Implementation of the Questionnaire 
Initially, it was decided to mail copies of the questionnaire to the 
selected prospective respondents. The selection was to be performed 
by a group of associates and friends in the public and private 
sectors of Jordan. The basic selection criterion is that the pros-
pective respondents have reasonable level of awareness in the subject; 
matter. 
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The mail approach was tried out with 30 copies mailed to prospective 
respondents. A sufficient period of time lapsed without the receipt 
of one single response. It took a tedious follow-up effort of 
personal contacts to retrieve 17 completed questionnaires as is 
shown in Table 4 - 1. Mter looking at the problem of mailing further, 
it was decided that this method was most unreliable in Jordan. 
Consequently, this approach. was dropped, and the use of personal 
contacts of prospective respondents was used in the questionnaire 
portion of the field survey. 
Copies of the questionnaire were distributed through the personal 
contacts of the associates and friends mentioned above and based on 
their selection in accordance with the established criterion. The 
staff of the EDB section at Royal Scientific Society, and colleagues 
in the Jordanian Government and associated agencies and corporations 
and private sector, assisted in this effort. The number of partic':' 
ipants in personal contacting of prospective respondents exceeded 
seventeen. A list of the major participants is provided in 
Appendix C. 
The questionnaire, and its objectives and scope were discussed in 
detail with each distributor. Their efforts were coordinated and 
monitored to ensure the achievement of the required coverage and 
stratification. 
In total there were 225 copies of the questionnaire distributed to 
selected individuals. Of the 225 copies I,hich were distributed 
212 (94%) were completed. The distribution of the questionnaire 
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and the completion results are shmm in Table No. 4 _. I • 
Table No. 4 - I 
Distribution of the Questionnaire 
DiStributed Completed 
Distribution Method Number % . Number % 
Direct Personal Contact 195 87 195 100 
Mail ... 30 .. ·13 ... 17 .57 
TOTAL 225 100 212 94 
The results of the questionnaire were tabulated. The raw tabulation 
by category and in total is provided in Appendix D. 
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. SUMMARY 
This chapter presents the field survey for the EDB Management in Jordan. 
The contribution of this chapter is the selection of the field survey 
ins truments to be used for gathering the required information. The 
instrulllenls selected are personal interviewing and questionnaire. 
The bases for selecting the personal interviewing instrument, the 
development of the topics to be used as guidelines "Iith the interviewees, 
and the testing of the interviewing procedure and it implementation are 
discussed in the interviews section. 
The bases for selecting the questionnaire instrument, and the development 
of the questionnaire and its testing and implementation are provided in 
the questionnaire section. 
CHAPTER V 
FIELD SURVEY: RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
---------------_. -
CHAPTER V 
FIELD SURVEY: RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this Chapter is to present the field survey results and 
analysis in light of the selected issues in developing an EDB in Jordan. 
The Chapter is sectioned by issue. For each issue, the results obtained 
from both the interviews and the questionnaire are discussed and 
analysed. 
The raw tables of the results of the interviews and the questionnaire 
are provided in Appendix F. The tabulation of the questionnaire response 
is provided by category and in total in Appendix D. 
Only the questionnaire response at the aggregate level is used in this 
Chapter. The response at the category level is tabulated and provided 
in Appendix F along with the associated statistical tests. These tests 
were performed, where applicable, to compare the expected and actual 
responses between categories and listed areas of interest. This is in 
order to determine whether the actual responses are significantly 
different between them. Other statistical techniques (e.g. ranking) are 
also utilised I,here necessary. Based on the results of these tests, 
conclusions are drawn and comments are made as required. Consequently, 
reference should be made to Appendix F for any detailed statistical 
treatment of the response to the questionnaire. 
The massive tables and statistical I,ork were excluded from this Chapter 
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and placed in Appendix F in order to avoid confusion and much repetition. 
The tables appearing in this Chapter are organised for analytical 
purposes, but the originals are in Appendix F. 
In this Chapter, focus is made on the field survey results. These 
results, particularly those of the questionnaire, will be criticallY 
appraised later in Chapter VI, Section 6.2. 
5.1. Issue Number 1: The Need for anEDB in Jordan, arid its Innnediacy 
and Benefits 
The o,verall need for an EDB in ,Jordan was reflected in an over-
whelming support by the interviewees (100%), and high vote by the 
questionnaire respondents (79%), as shown in Tables 5 - 1 and 5 - 2. 
The lower questionnaire response is mainly due to a significant 
number of the respondents who are in the social field. The title 
of the questionnaire, as well as its content, conveyed to many of 
these individuals that the EDB in question is strictly for economic 
purposes, and they may not have realised the relevance that an EDB 
could have for their work. 
Table No. 5 - 1 
Interviews Response - In@ediate Need for an EDB in Jordan 
Response No. % 
Yes 39 100 
No 0 0 
TOTALS 39 100 
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Table No. 5 - 2 
Questionnaire Response- The Need ·f6ranEDB·in Jordan 
Category 
a. Businessman 
b. Policy Maker 
c. Manager 
d. Educator/Researcher 
e. Staff 
f. Consultant/Adviser/Planner 
TOTAL 
Positive Response 
% 
lOO 
lOO 
80 
78 
74 
57 
.79 
The need for an EDB in Jordan shown by the questionnaire respondents 
in each of the categories of "Policy Maker" and "Businessman" was 
100% (see Table No. 5 - 2). This is in line with the response of 
the interviewees who are mainly policy makers and businessmen. 
The overall immediacy for implementing an EDB in Jordan was also 
reflected in overwhelming support by the interviewees (100%), and 
by the majority of the questionnaire respondents (63%), as shown in 
Tables No. 5 - I amd 5 - 3. Again, the lo"er questionnaire response 
for the immediate development of an EDB may be due in part to those 
respondents in the social field who could be giving the economic 
area a lower developmental priority. The high questionnaire response 
of 33% for the EDB development in the short term, may be due in part 
to the feeling of some respondents that it takes several years in 
preparation prior to starting. Some of these preparations are implied 
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in the questionnaire, such as setting policies, and personnel 
selection and training. The questionnaire response for the EDB 
development in the long term (4%) waS extremely low. Those respond-
ing to this time frame may have felt in part that the feasibility 
of developing an EDB in a developing nation in the short term is 
questionable. 
Table No. 5 - 3 
Questionnaire Response-Immediacy·forthe Development ·of 
anEDB in Jordan 
Response 
a. Innnediately 
b. In the short term (5 .,. 10 years) 
c. In the long term (in more than 10 years) 
TOTAL 
7-
63 
33 
4 
.100 
The method of gathering information regarding the EDB benefits 
differed for the interviewees from that for the questionnaire resp-
ondents. Several EDB benefits were listed in two questions for the 
questionnaire respondents to check all the benefits directly applic-
able to themsleves in one question, and to Jordan as a whole in the 
other. A check mark for a benefit is considered as a positive 
response, and its absence as an abstention. The interviewees I'ere 
not provided with a list. They stated the benefits which could be 
derived from an EDB in Jordan as an integral part of a topic of 
discussion. Virtually all the intervielvees felt that the benefits 
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toJordan and to themselves are directly related and similar. 
The vast majority of the interviewees cited improved economic 
planning (82%) and decision making (82%) as the main benefits of an 
EDB in Jordan. Improved timeliness (54%), availability (54%), 
accuracy (41%) trailed far behind, as shown in Table No. 5 - 4. 
This could be due to the direct relationship between the improved 
timeliness, availability, and accuracy of economic data and inform-
ation on the one hand, and improved economic planning and decision 
making on the other. 
Table No. 5 - 4 
Interviews Response ~ EDB Benefits as Reflected by Interviewees 
(in High to Low Percentage Order of Response) 
Benefit 
a. Improved economic planning 
b. Improved decision making 
c. Improved timeliness of economic data 
d. Improved availability of economic data 
e. Improved measuring and monitoring the 
achievements of development plans 
f. Improved accuracy of economic data 
g. Reduced duplication and redundancy in ec.onomic 
data. 
h. Improved scientific research 
i. Improved documentation and historical data 
availability 
Response 
.. %. 
82 
82 
54 
54 
44 
41 
33 
31 
18 
100 
The questionnaire results indicated that the EDB benefits to the 
respondents with the highest positive response were ilnproved timeliness 
(70%), availabili ty (66%), accuracy (66%), economic planning (61 %) , 
and decision making (59%), as shown in Table No. 5 - 5. On the 
other hand, the results indicated that the EDB benefits to Jordan 
as a whole, with the highest positive response, were improved 
economic planning (78%), availability (76%), timeliness (75%), 
decision making (72%), and accuracy 01%), as indicateu in Table 
No. 5 - 6 •. 
It appears that in the .questionnaire, respondents rated the benefits 
to themselves and to Jordan as a whole somewhat differently. They 
rated the primary EDB benefits, such as timeliness, aVailability, 
and accuracy higher to themselves than to Jordan as a whole. Further-
more, they rated the derived EDB benefits, such as improved planning 
and decision making, higher to Jordan as a whole than to themselves. 
This may be due to the fact that most of the questionnaire respond" 
ents were not at the policy ~aking level, and required the prime 
benefits more than those derived to improve the performance of their 
tasks. This is in addition to the need for improved quality of 
data and information which they provide to the top level planners 
and policy makers. Their higher rating of the derived EDB benefits 
to Jordan as a whole is more in line with those which were rated 
highly by the interviewees. 
The abstention count (i.e. failure to make possible benefits) of 
the EDB benefits to the questionnaire respondents and to Jordan as 
a ,~hole were high. The instructions provided the option to check 
all the benefits listed which are applicable. Although this option 
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was provided, it appears that the respondents have had the tendency 
of selecting only the most relevant ones, in order to emphasise 
their preferences. 
Table No. 5 - 5 
·QuestionnaireResponse ·~EDB·Benefits ·tothe·IndividtialRespondent 
Area of Interest 
a. Improved timeliness of economic data 
b. Improved availability of economic data 
c. Improved accuracy of economic data 
d. Improved economic planning 
e. Improved decision making 
Positive Response 
.% 
70 
66 
66 
61 
59 
f. Reduced redundancy and waste in data gathering, 
storage, and processing 56 
g. Improved data analysis 50 
h. Improved economic information retrieval 49 
TOTAL 60 
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Table No. 5-6 
Questionnaire Response'~EDBBenefits 'to Jordan as 'a 'Whole 
Area of Interest 
a. Improved economic planning 
b. Improved availability of economic data 
c. Improved timeliness of economic data 
d. Improved decision making 
e. Improved accuracy of economic data 
Positive Response 
'% 
78 
76 
75 
72 
,71 
f. Reduced redundancy and waste in data gathering, 
storag~ and processing 66 
g. Improved data analysis 65 
h. Improved economic information retrieval ,58 
TOTAL 70 
.. ')', 
The interviewees cited additional EDB benefits to those discussed 
above. These benefits are: improved measuring and monitoring of the 
achievements of development plans, improved scientific research, and 
the availability of improved documentation and historical data. 
The questionnaire respondents listed two additional benefits in the 
space provided for 'Other' Benefits. 'Improved marketing information' 
was listed by two respondents and 'Assist in research and feasibility 
studies' by another. 
In general, the literature research performed in Jordan also supports 
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the results of the need for an EDll in Jordan, and emphasises its 
illllllediacy and benefits. This was highlighted earlier in Chapter I, 
section 1.2, and Chapter Ill, sections 3.4 and 3.5. 
Several reflections were made by the interviewees which relate to 
the immediate need and benefits of an EDll in Jordan. These included 
some guidelines regarding the scope, objectives, organisation, 
and development of an EDll. The following are some highlights: 
a. Planning is becoming an integral part of our life. The Three 
Year Plan 1973 - 1975 and the Five Year Plan 1976 - 1980 for 
Jordan are perfect examples. Meanwhile, data and information 
gathering is widely spread between ministries, departments, 
agencies, and other governmental institutions wit~ much duplic-
ation of effort and inconsistencies. Many estimates on which 
we base our plans are either invalid or substantially inaccurate. 
This situation is causing much waste in money and manp~wer. 
b. A lack of organisation and coordination exists in data collection, 
classification and presentation. I believe in: Organisation 
ahead of invention. 
c. Data is not available in a reasonably structured form and there 
are many doubts regarding its accuracy and integrity. 
d. Inaccurate data is misleading, and having it is much worse than 
not having it at all. The major cause of our poor planning and 
missing our planned targets is not having the right information 
at the right time. An EDll is as good as the data it contains. 
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e. We collect and have on hand a tremendous amount of labour data, 
but it is not in a mechanised form. It is extremely difficult 
to benefit a great deal from it or even cope with it. 
f. A tremendous shortage of data and information exists for planning 
vocational and technical training in Jordan. 
g. Here at the University of Jordan we use American and other 
foreign statistical data and information to teach our students 
due to the lack of our own. 
h. &1 EDB objective should be different from that of the Department 
of Statistics. The Department of Statistics should be a data 
collection arm for an EDB. 
i. The EDB must meet both social and economic requirements and 
needs in Jordan. 
j. The EDB should only be concerned with the provision of socio-
economic data to users in an accurate and timely manner. A 
service can be provided to assist the users in the analysis if 
so desired. The data analysis decisions should be left to the 
users. 
k. The EDB should be free of government and must have the encour-
agement of scientific research as one of its major objectives. 
1. An EDB should become available as soon as possible. Our first 
job is to convert the massive statistical data on hand. It is 
becoming impossible to cope with the volume using our current. 
approach. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -
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m. The EDB should focus on the statistical data which have an 
innnediate or short term usage and application. Data should 
not be available for the nicety of having it. 
n. The EDB must be presented to the public as the system of the 
country and as an integral part of it. 
It can be seen from the foregoing analysis of the field survey results 
that there is a great positive response for the innnediate start of 
developing an EDB in Jordan, and a good measure of agreement on 
the benefits which can be derived from it. 
5.2. Issue Number 2:· The Organisational and Leglslative·Requirements 
For·anEDB in Jordan 
The vast majority of the interviewees and the questionnaire respond-
ents indicated a strong preference for the independency of an EDB 
in Jordan. The primary choices of interviewees regarding the location 
of an EDB in Jordan were for independent organisations (92.2%), 
as indicated in Table No. 5 - 7. The only exceptions are: 
decentralised EDB (2.6%), Department of Statistics (2.6%), and 
Ministry of Industry and Commerce (2.6%). The questionnaire respond-
ents reflected their preference for an independent EDB in Jordan by 
electing a mixed body (75%) to select those responsible for estab-
lishing and controlling its required policies and procedures, as 
indicated in Table No. 5 - 8. The mixed body includes members from 
the Jordanian Government, Parliament, and private sector. 
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The responses from the questionnaire for "Parliament" (2%), and 
"Private Sector" (6%) were very low as indicated in Table No. 5 - 8. 
The reason for the low response to "Parliament" was due to the 
indefinite suspension of the Jordanian Parliament at the time the 
field survey took place. The low response to the "Private Sector" 
may be due to the general feeling that the private sector has neither 
the power nor the resources to function independent of the public 
sector. 
Table No. 5 - 7 
Interviews Response ·~Locati6n·6f·anEDBin·Jordan 
Location 
Independent Agency 
Royal Scientific Society (RSS) 
National Planning Council (NPC) 
Central Bank 
Decentralised EDB 
Department of Statistics 
Hinistry of Industry and Connnerce 
University of Jordan 
Hinistry of Finance 
Private Sector 
. Resp6rise . (TOTAL=39) 
primary Choice Alternate Choice 
. ·No. . %N6; . 
15 38.4 
I I 28.1 4 
8 20.5 3 
2.6 
2.6 
2.6 3 
2.6 
2.6 1 
o o 1 
o o 1 
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Table No. 5 - 8 
Questionnaire Response-Responsibility and Control of an 
EDB in Jordan 
Response 
a. Government 
b. Parliament 
c. Private Sector 
d. Mixture from the above (a,b, and c) 
. TOTAL 
% 
17 
2 
6 
.75 
100 
A great deal of concern was expressed by the interviewees regarding 
the importance and criticality of the location of an EDB. They 
reflected that the location factor contributes substantially to the 
success or failure of it. All the interviewees responded in this 
regard providing a preference for an EDB prime location, and in 
some instances providing alternative locations as shown in Table 
No. 5 - 7. 
There were three interviewees, whose preferences for an EDB prime 
location was the NPC. These stated that the EDB should evolve into 
an independent organisation or agency at a later date upon maturity. 
This was also proposed by five others, whose preference for an EDB 
prime location was RSS. Therefore, upon maturity of the EDB, the 
response for the "Independent Agency" location for an EDB in Jordan 
would increase from 33.1,% to 59%. 
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The interviewees made relevant reflections for and .against various 
locations for an EDB. The highlights of these reflections are 
provided below by location: 
I. Independent·Agency: 
a. The EDB should be an independent body which answers directly to 
the Prime Minister. 
b. The EDB should not be a part of the government routine. It 
should be independent with a very high level backing such as 
that of His Royal Highness Crown Prince Hassan. 
c. The EDB should be a part of the prime-ministry as is the case 
in France. 
d. The EDB should be autonomous with both public and private sectors 
participation. 
e. The EDB should be a separate entity operating in a similar manner 
to the Information Centre of Russia. 
f. Locating the EDB with any existing organisation would doom it 
to failure. A centralised independent agency should he created 
for the EDB. 
~. A socio-economic data bank should be an independent agency so 
that it can serve both the public and the private sectors. If 
the bank is linked to any existing organisation or sector, its 
benefits in the social, economic, and scientific research areas 
would not be fully realised. 
h. The EDB should be an independent agency similar in status to 
that of the Department of Statistics. 
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i. The EDB should be an autonomous institution which does not have 
a bureaucratic appearance. 
j. There are too many new agencies being created in Jordan. Ive 
certainly do not need another one. The EDB should be a part of 
an existing independent organisation or agency. 
k. Based on our success to date in the agencies created, it is not 
likely that an EDB, as a new agency, would be successful. 
2. Royal Scientific ·Society·(RSS): 
a. RSS is an excellent location for the EDB because of its ability 
to attract the qualified manpower. 
h. RSS has the atmosphere and the cadre which are required for the 
EDB. 
c. RSS is an independent organisation free of government routine 
and bureaucracy. It is a good location for the EDB. 
d. The EDB has a better chance for Success at RSS because of the 
backing of its Head, His Royal Highness Crown Prince Hassan. 
e. The EDB at RSS could serve scientific research as well as the 
socio-economic needs of Jordan. 
f. The EDB could be established asa department or an agency 
within RSS initially. It can be separated at a later date, when 
required, as an autonomous organisation or agency. 
g. The relationship of RSS to other organisations is not clear. 
Therefore, it is not the proper location for the EDB. 
h. RSS does not have the power to perform the required tasks for 
the EDB. 
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i. The status and image of RSS are in qu~stion. This may be of a 
tremendous hindrance to the EDB. 
3. National Planning Council (NPC): 
a. The EDB should be located as an .agency within the NPC. The 
bank would be complementary to its major function which is 
planning. 
b. The NPC has the sort of independency from the. government which 
is required in the location of the EDB. 
c. The NPC is the planning organisation of the country. It has 
the required connections both in the public and private sectors. 
The EDB would have a better chance for success there than any 
other location which comes to mind. 
d. The NPC is in need of the EDB for proper performance of its 
functions. It.is currently gathering data and performing 
statistical studies for its planning function. This: is due to 
the unavailability of such data and information in the Department 
of Statistics. I believe that it would be advantageous to 
incorporate both the EDB and the Department of Statistics as 
independent agencies within the NPC. 
e. The NPC is not a pure government apparatus and, therefore, it 
would be a good starting point for the EDB. At a later date, 
the EDB can be developed into a separate agency. 
f. The NPC performs special studies and its scope would be confining 
to the EDB. The EDB should be of such diversity if it is to 
serve the nation as a whole. 
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g. The NPC does not have the required authority for performing the 
needed functions of the EDB. The authority of the NPC is limited 
to recommendations in dealing with governmental and other 
institutions. 
h. The NPC does not have the required manpower and the cadre for 
the EDB. 
4;CenttalBank: 
a. I think that the financial area should be dominant in an EDB. 
The Central Bank is the best source of financial information. 
In addition, it has an excellent Economics Department. 
b. The Central Bank is too limited in scope for an EDB. 
5. DecentralisedEDB: 
a. I believe in a decentralised EDB. Each ministry should have 
its own computer facility and EDB. The current state of the 
art in computer technology·makes it possible to have from a 
large scale computer all the way down to a mini. Furthermore, 
remote processing is becoming more feasible and could be 
investigated. 
b. Jordan is a relatively small country and cannot absorb more than 
one EDB from both monetary· and manpower vie"Toints. 
6. Department of Statistics 
a. The Department of Statistics has a legal status I.hich is vital 
for an EDB. 
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b. The Department of Statistics is currently in existence and 
data collection is one of its major functions. Therefore, 
much duplication of effort would be eliminated if the EDB is 
located in the department. 
c. The Department of Statistics has well trained staff in the 
collection of data and its accuracy. If the department is 
provided with the needed power and environment, it could be a 
good location for an EDB. 
d. An EDB objectives should be different from that of the 
Department of Statistics. The Department of Statistics should 
be a data collection arm for an EDB. 
e. The Department of Statistics does not have the qualified manpower, 
good cadre or the right environment for an EDB. It is similar 
to ministries and other governmental bodies. 
£. The Department of Statistics is an authority without legalisation. 
7. Ministry of Industry and Commerce: 
a. The Ministry of Industry and Commerce is the best location for the 
EDB. Industrial and trade data can be best gathered there. 
8. University of Jordan: 
a. The University of Jordan can provide the best administrative 
management, and technical leadership to the EDB on a continuous 
basis. It is free of government to a great extent. This would 
provide the proper atmosphere for the EDB. 
b. In a developing nation, I believe that the best location for an 
EDB is in the academic environment. 
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c. The University of Jordan is another possibility for locating the 
EDB. It can provide expertise in the social, economic and 
scientific research areas. 
9. Ministry·ofFinance: 
a. The Ministry of Finance is another possibility for locating the 
EDB. The financial and accounting transactions and data resulting 
from our plans and actual spending can be easily gathered there. 
10. Private Sector: 
a. The best location for the EDB would be the private sector. I 
am aware that the private sector in Jordan does not have the 
resources and can in no way support the development of an EDB. 
But it may turn out to be a possibility with some form of 
government connection and support. 
b. The private sector may turn the EDB into a monopoly.; 
The comments from the interviewees about the three most preferred 
independent locations for an EDB: Independent Agency (38.4%), 
RSS (28.1.%), and NPC (20.5%), were extremely similar. They 
emphasised that an EDB in Jordan should: 
I. Have high level support. 
2. Be independent from Government and its routine. 
3. Have joint participation of the public and private sectors in 
its board of directors. 
4. Serve the economic, social, and scientific research needs. 
S. Have the ability to attract qualified manpower. 
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The overwhelming majority of the interviewees (82%) indicated the 
need for new law enactment, code of ethics, and policies and 
procedures in the establishment of an EDB in Jordan, as shOlm in 
Table No. 5 - 9. Only two interviewees responded negativ~ly (5 %). 
They thought that the enactment of new laws would he too formal an 
approach and time consuming, and felt that there is an immediate 
need for the EDB and getting on with its development. Five 
interviewees did not respond in this regard due to the lim:i:ted 
interviewing time. 
Table No. 5 - 9 
. ·Interviews Response· .. 'the ·Need ·for ·New Laws Enactment; ·Ccide 
of·Ethics; ·and·Policies and Ptoceduresfor·an·EDB·in·Jcirdan 
Response 
Yes 
No 
No mention 
TOTALS 
No. 
32 
2 
5 
39 
% 
82 
5 
13 
100 
The interviewees also had some comments to make about the enactment 
of new laws, the establishment of a code of ethics, and the required 
policies and procedures for an EDB in Jordan. The highlights of 
these are provided below: 
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I. Enactment of neW-laws: 
a. The EDB requires the enactment of new laws to put it legally 
into existence. 
b. The board of ministers should appoint a special committee to 
investigate the legal requirements for the EDB. This committee 
should benefit from the experience gained by the developed"nations, 
and the international community in this area. The committee 
should then submit its findings and recommendations to the board 
of ministers for review and approval. The new required laws 
should then be submitted for enactment. 
c. The new required laws for the EDB cannot be enacted at this 
time because of the indefinite suspension of the Jordanian 
Parliament. Therefore, the board of ministers can issue 
temporary laws with the approval of His Majesty King Hussein. 
d. The new laws for the EDD must include laws for data collection 
and penalties associated with non-cooperation in this area. 
This is the most crucial element for the EDB and its success. 
e. Legislation of laws for the EDB would be time consuming with 
little benefit. There is no need for such formalities. 
f. There is no need to enact new laws for the EDB. What 'is needed 
is the establishment of good policies and procedures for it. 
g. Awaiting the passage of new laws for the EDB would be a serious 
set-back. 
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2. Code of Ethics 
a. The EDB necessitates the establishment of a code of ethics. 
Misuse of the data and information in the EDB could have far 
reaching effects and serious consequences. 
b. A study should be made of the experience gained by other countries 
and the international community in the area of a code of ethics 
for an EDB. 
c. A group made of Jordanians with various relevant backgrounds, 
such as.socio-economists, legislators, lawyers, executives, 
researchers and the like, should be selected. This group is to 
investigate the requirements for establishing a code of ethics 
for the EDB. The group should utilise the experiences gained 
elsewhere in their study. 
3. Policies and procedures 
a. Policies and procedures for the EDB should be developed by 
appropriate committees selected by the EDB board of directors. 
The board should review the findings and recommendations of these 
committees for approval. 
b. Special committees should be selected by the board of ministers 
for investigating and recommending policies and procedures deemed 
necessary for the EDB. The· committees should include represent-
atives from each ministry and governmental agency, as well as 
known experts both in the public and private sectors in Jordan. 
Their findings should be subjected to approval by the board of 
ministers. 
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c. The committees selected for investigatinB and recommending 
policies and procedures for the EDB should be a part of the 
business and technological communities rather than the political 
community. 
d. The selected head of the EDB should be the one to formulate the 
policies and procedures for his organisation. He should seek 
consultation and assistance from any source, as required, in his 
formulation. The formulated policies and procedures should be 
subjected to approval by the EDB board of directors. 
e. A secrecy law and/or policy regarding the data and information in 
the EDB should be ~stablished. This policy will prove extremely 
valuable in the future. 
f. A policy should be established regarding the internal and 
external use of the EDB data and information. It is extremely 
important to establish guidelines on what data and information 
can be provided to individuals and organisations internally. 
Furthermore, it is politically vital to establish guidelines 
on what data and information could be provided to other countries 
and to the international community. 
It can be seen from the foregoing analysis of the field survey results 
that the vast majority of interviewees and respondents favoured the 
establishment of the EDB in Jordan as an independent organisation 
with a high level support. This organisation requires a legislative 
action for its establishment as a legal entity in Jordan, and is to 
be governed by a board of directors with both public and private 
sectors participating. Furthermore, there is a need to formulate a 
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code of ethics, and relevant policies and procedures for the 
establishment and development of an EDB in Jordan. 
5.3. Issue Number 3: The·lnitialDevelopmental Objectives and Scope 
·of anEDBin Jordan 
The results of the field survey, when ranked according to the 
importance of economic sectors for initial development of an EDB, 
show only slight difference in the first four places, though they 
diverge at the fifth. This is shown in Table No. 5 - 10. 
Table No. 5 - 10 
Interviews·and Questionnaire Responses -'-The Five Highest 
. ·Ranked Ec6nomic·Sectors 
Interviews 
Rank 
2 
3 
4 
5 
9 
Ques tionnaire 
Rank 
3 
2 
4 
8 
5 
Economic Sector 
Agriculture 
Manpower and Employment 
Mining and Industry 
Trade and Services 
Population 
Education 
There are a number of methods to rank the economic sectors based on 
the given field survey response. The ranking approach selected is 
one in which inverted ,,,eights are given to each priority choice. In 
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the case of the interviews, there were no restrictions imposed on 
the number of economic sectors to select, and no list of economic 
sectors to choose from. Consequently, weights from 6 to were 
given to the priorities 1 to 6 since the maximum number of economic 
sectors selected by any interviewee Was six. In the case of the 
questionnaire, a list of sixteen economic sectors \,as prov~ded for 
the selection and ranking of five. Consequently, weights from 16 
to 12 were given to the priorities of 1 to 5. The results of ranking 
by the interviews and the questionnaire respondents are shown in 
Table No. 5 - 10. 
Two other ranking methods were tried for comparison purposes. The 
first was based on giving equal weights· 0,1, 1,1,1) to the priori ties 
1 to 5. In this approach, it is assumed that all choices made are 
of equal importance. The second was based on giving the total. 
weight to the top priority choice (1,0.0.0.0). In this approach, 
it is assumed that only the top priority choice is considered. In 
the case of the interviews, the result of the first method differed 
from that of the selected one by the exclusion of the population 
sector and the inclusion of the tourism sector. The results of the 
second method produced the same five sectors obtained by the selected 
method but ranked them somewhat differently. The results from the 
interviews are shown in Table No. 5 ';11. In the case of the 
questionnaire, the result of the first method Was identical to that 
of the selected method. The results of the second method produced 
the same five sectors obtained by the selected method but ranked them 
somewhat differently. The questionnaire related results are shown 
in Table No. 5 .; 12. 
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There were three questionnaire respondents who listed three 
additional economic sectors in response to "Other". One listed 
"Social Planning", the second "Income Distribution", and the third 
"Social Infrastructure". 
Table No. 5 ~,II 
'Interviews Response '~'Ranking'Economic 
'Sectors 'by 'Alternate Methods 
Rank (I; I; I, I, I, I ) Method , '(10000 0) Method , , , , , 
Manpower and Employment Agricul ture 
2 Agriculture Manpower and Employment 
3 Mining and Industry Population 
4 Trade and Services Mining and Industry 
5 Tourism Trade and Services 
Table No. 5 - 12 
Questionnaire Response ~'Ranking EconOmic 
Sectors by Alternate Methods 
Rank (1,1,1,1,1) Method (1,0,0,0,0) Method 
Agriculture Agriculture 
2 Industry ManpOl,er 
3 Manpower Industry 
4 Trade Education 
5 Education Population 
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The response of the interviewees indicates that the overwhelming 
majority (90%) elected the coverage of more than one economic 
sector as the scope of the initial development of an EDB in Jordan. 
Their cumulative response reached 92% for the coverage of five 
economic sectors or less, as indicated in Table No. 5 - 13. Several 
interviewees stressed that the priority given to economic sector 
coverage in the initial developmental stages of the EDB does not 
mean that these sectors should be totally developed. Emphasis 
should be given to the vital portions of these sectors. Furthermore, 
these portions should serve both the economic and social needs of 
Jordan. 
The majority of the questionnaire respondents (57%) indicated their 
preference for the coverage of more than one economic sector in 
the initial development of an EDB. Their cumulative response 
reached 91% for the coverage of five economic sectors or less, as 
indicated in Table No. 5 ~ 14. This choice could have been biased 
by Question Number 8, which precedes the question for the number of 
economic sectors to be covered initially by an EDB. In Question 
Number 8, the priority selection of five economic sectors was 
requested. On the other hand, the results appear to be very much 
in line with those of the interviews. 
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Table No. 5:" 13 
Interviews Response·~ Distribution of·the·lnitial ·Economic 
Number of Cumulative "less than" 
Economic Sectors Response· 
No. % 
only 4 10 
2 or less 13 33 
3 or less 22 56 
4 or less 29 74 
5 or less 36 92 
6 or less 39 100 
...... ' 
Table No. 5:" 14 
Questionnaire Response ~Distributionof·the·Initial ·Economic 
Number of 
. ·Economic Sectors 
only 
2 or less 
3 or less 
4 or less 
5 or less 
More than 5 
(Abstained) 
Cumulative "less than" 
Response· 
87 AI 
98 46 
131 62 
1110 66 
193 91 
208 98 
(4) (2) 
..... , 
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The following are highlights of the connnents made on this topic 
in the interviews: 
I. Jordan is basically an agricultural country. A tremendous 
data shortage exists in this area. We should do much more 
in this vital sector. 
2, The external Jordanian manpower is as important to learn about 
if not more than the internal manpower. Shortage in skilled 
manpower is a critical factor in achieving our goals in 
planning and building the Jordanian economy. Much of our qualified 
and experienced manpower is elsewhere. Although the external 
manpower brings into the economy large amounts of foreign currency, 
some of their skills are desperately needed in Jordan. 
3. The manpower sector is a critical one. It covers portions of 
many vital economic sectbrs such as agriculture, mining and 
industry, services and the like. 
4. We are expanding the industrial sector substantially. More data 
and information are required in this area as well as in the 
trade and services sector to help provide a better base for our 
planning. 
5. The last census taken in Jordan was in 1961. The population of 
the country has since gone through drastic changes in size and 
structure. We are in desperate need for reliable economic and 
social data and information about the population. It is 
extremely difficult to plan without such data and information. 
6. A tremendous shortage of data exists in the natural resources 
area. This area is extremely vital to our economy. Hare should 
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be learned about it than has been done in the past. 
7. Planners in Jordan are in need of more and better financial 
and monetary indicators to improve their planning performance. 
B. In giving an economic sector a high priority should not mean 
that we go to extremities to develop it. Concentration should 
be made on obtaining only the vital data in that sector. 
9. The data collected in the high priority economic sectors should 
serve both the economic and social needs of Jordan. 
It can be seen from the foregoing analysis of the field survey 
results that the vast majority of interviewees and respondents 
favoured the initial development of an EDB in Jordan to focus on 
basic economic sectors, such as Agriculture, Mining and Industry, 
Manpower and Employment, and Trade and Services. In addition, they 
favoured the initial scope of an EDB to cover several economic 
sectors with concentration on the vital segments of these sectors, 
which can better serve the socio-economic needs of Jordan. 
5.4. Issue Number 4: The Manpower Requirements for the Development 
of an EDB·in Jordan 
The field survey results indicate that the response of the interviewees, 
differed substantially from that of the questionnaire respondents 
regarding the extent of the inadequacy of the currently available 
manpower in Jordan for developing an EDB. The overwhelming majority 
of the interviewees (95%) Sal, great inadequacy in the currently 
available manpower in Jordan for an EDB development. Only t\<o 
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intervim,ees (5%) thought that the current manpower is sufficient 
for a humble beginning, as shown in Table No. 5 - 15. Only 49% of 
the questionnaire respondents, which constitutes a majority, felt 
this inadequacy, as shown in Table No. 5 - 16. The large difference 
with the interviewees may be contributed to a variable and generally 
lower level of knowledge among the questionnaire respondents 
regarding the overall manpower requirements for developing an EDB 
in Jordan. 
Table No. 5:" IS 
. Intetviews Response - Cutrent·Availability·andAdequacy of 
·Manpowetfor·Deve16ping·anEDBin·J6rdan 
Response 
Yes 
No 
TOTAL 
No. 
2 
37 
39 
Table No. 5 - 16 
% 
5 
95 
100 
Questionnaire Response - Current Adequacy of Manpower for 
Developing an EDB in Jordan 
Response 
Yes 
No 
Abstai.ned 
. TOTAL 
% 
47 
49 
4 
100 
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The interviewees made several reflections regarding the availability 
and adequacy of manpower in Jordan for the development of an EDB. 
The highlights of these reflections are: 
1. The demand for professional and skilled manpower has become 
extremely out of proportion with the supply in the last few 
years in Jordan. A large portion of the skilled manpower is 
working outside Jordan mainly in the oil producing countries. 
This is caused by higher monetary compensation in these countries. 
2. The shortage in qualified manpower has become evident in recent 
years. This shortage will have a tremendous impact on our 
planning and cause delay in our development and implementation 
of important projects. 
3. Our manpower policies are not in order. A study is currently 
underway by a selected committee to study the manpower problems 
and submit its findings and recommendations for action·. 
4. The lack of data and information on manpower, particularly 
that working outside Jordan, is causing poor project planning 
and development. Compounding the problem is the unavailability 
of data and information on manpower supply and demand both in 
the public and private sectors of Jordan. 
5. Our major problem in manpower is the shortage of managers. This 
has been highlighted in a number of studies made in Jordan and 
in particular, a study made by an impartial outside consultant. 
6. The manpower is available in Jordan at the working level but 
a definite shortage exists at the management and the policy 
making levels. 
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7. The TI,ree Year Development Plan 1973 ~ 1975 and the Five Year 
Plan 1976 - 1980 caused the creation of many agencies and 
authorities in Jordan. These agencies and authorities robbed 
qualified manpower r'rom existing organisations due to the 
shortage of qualified personnel in Jordan. This situation 
compounded our problem further. The small number of qualified 
and available manpower in Jordan is now spread so thin among 
these agencies and authorities that little is being accomplished 
as a net result. It is a vicious circle, and we need to take a 
serious look at our manpower and its regrouping. 
8. There are many people who are blaming the emigration of qualified 
and skilled manpower on the housing shortage in Jordan. I do not 
believe that this is the cause. Emigration is a middle eastern 
problem of greed for money, and jealousy and envy of others. 
Monetary compensation should be sought from the oil producing 
countries for the Jordanian manpower. The money should be 
invested in manpower training in Jordan. 
9. The qualified manpm,er availability is extremely limited to 
Jordan. We need to maximise their utilisation through improved 
planning and giving the right job to the right man. Furthermore, 
the working hours and monetary compensation should be increased. 
10. The manpower problems and shortage in Jordan are mainly due to 
ignorance and poor administration. There is a highly qualified 
technical and scientific manpower in Jordan who are pushing the 
pencils and doing clerical and administrative work. Some are 
doing practically nothing due to poor management and jealousy. 
We need to relieve this manpower from this kind of work and stop 
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idleness and waste of time. There are many qualified retired 
personnel from the armed forces who are young and capable of 
relieving the technical manpower from the clerical and 
administrative work. 
11. Outside experts are needed initiallY to assist in the develop-
ment of an EDB in Jordan. Their selection should be based on 
solid accomplishment records in this area. We have had bad 
experiences with outside experts in the past and we should be 
extremely careful in our selection. 
The reflections made by the interviewees on this issue stressed the 
following points: 
I. The demand for qualified manpower is in excess of the supply. 
2. The cause of the qualified Jordanian manpower emigration is 
mainly due to low monetary compensation, and poor policies and 
management. 
3. The qualified manpower is spread thin due to the increase in 
agencies, authorities, and projects planning and development 
in Jordan. This is in addition to the existing shortage in 
qualified manpower. 
4. Inefficient use and poor distribution of the qualified manpower 
in Jordan. 
5. The use of outside experts is initiallY required for the develop-
ment of an EDB in Jordan. This was reiterated by the vast 
majority of intervie\<ees. 
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It can be seen from the foregoing analysis of the the field survey 
results that the majority of interviewees and respondents feel that 
the· currently available manpower in Jordan is generally inadequate 
for develDping an EDB. 
5.5 •. ·Issue Number 5 : The Trairiirig ·Re'iultemerits for the DevelDpment 
·ofan EDBin·Jordan 
In the same way as that fDr manpower. the field survey results show 
that the response of the interviewees differed substantially from 
that of the questionnaire respondents regarding the magnitude of 
the inadequacy of the national training facilities to train an 
EDB personnel. The .overwhelming majority of the interviewees (95%) 
felt the inadequacy of the currently available national training 
facilities in Jordan to train an EDB staff. Only two interviewees 
(5%) thought that the training facilities are somewhat adequate for 
a start. as ShDwn in Table No. 5 ~ 17. It was the same two inter-
viewees who felt that the currently available manpower in Jordan is 
adeqqate to start the development of an EDB. Only 56% of the 
questionnaire respondents saw this inadequacy. as shown in Table 
No. 5 - 18. Again. the large difference with the interviewees may 
be contributed tD a variable and generally lower level of knowledge 
among the questiDnnaire respondents regarding the overall training 
requirements for an EDB staff in Jordan. 
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Table No. 5 ~ 17 
Interviews Response-Currerit·Availability and 
·Adequacy of National Training Facilities to· train 
an EDBPersonnelinJordan 
·Resporise No. % 
Yes 2 5 
No 37 95 
. TOTALS 39 lOO 
. . . . . . . . 
Table No. 5 - 18 
Questionriaire Resporise·~·Adequacy·of·Natiorial 
Trairiing·Facilities ·to·Trairi·an 
Response 
Yes 
No 
Abstained 
. ·EDB·Personnel ·in·Jordan 
% 
41 
56 
.3 
TOTAL lOO 
The interviewees made several remarks regarding the ,availability arid 
adequacy of training facilities to train an EDB personnel in Jordan. 
The highlights of these remarks are: 
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1. There is a lack of national training policy in Jordan. The 
formulation of such a policy should be an integral part of 
national development. 
2. Studies should be conducted to determine the educational and 
training needs in Jordan. It is extremely difficult to plan 
for the training requirements in Jordan when the data and 
information on these requirements are absent. 
3. Proper planning, development, and implementation of technical 
training facilities such as that for the training of personnel 
4. 
in the development of an EDB is time consuming and very costly. 
Based on our past expe~ience, crash programmes in this area are 
doomed to failure •. Initially, training would have to be 
performed externally and on the job. Meanwhile, the planning and 
development of training facilities should evolve. 
Experts should be recruited· from developed countries for the 
initial training of personnel for the development of an EDB in 
Jordan. The number of experts should be limited, and their 
selection should be based on solid accomplishments in this field. 
Based on our past experience, academic degrees can be misleading. 
5. Training personnel for the development of an EDB should be 
performed both externally and internally. Emphasis should be 
made on the eventual internal training. 
6. Initially, experts should be brought in from developed nations 
to train the lo\~ to middle management personnel for the devel-
opment of an EDB in Jordan. Upper management should be trained 
externally until the training facilities become adequate for 
such a critical level in Jordan. 
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7. External training should focus on the development of the EDB in 
Jordan and not on obtaining academic degrees. This is caused 
by the current .cadres. and personnel evaluation methods which 
focus mainly on academic degrees. The cadres and methods 
should be re-aligned in order to make special courses attractive 
to personnel. 
8. Experience gained by developed nations in the establishment of 
technical training facilities such as that for the development 
of an EDB, should be utilised. This would assist in speeding 
up the development of the required training facilities in Jordan. 
9. Training personnel for the development of an EDB in Jordan should 
be performed in the private sector. This would be an encourage-
ment to the private sector and would allow for healthy competition 
in this area. 
10. Stress should be made on project management in training personnel 
for the development of an EDB in Jordan. This is one of our 
major problems in planning and development. 
11. The problem is not just the training of personnel for the 
development of an EDB in Jordan, but how to keep them from 
leaving the country once they are trained. Monetary compensation, 
incentive, and motivation problems should be investigated and 
dealt with effectively. 
12. A training centre should be established as a part of the EDB •. 
This centre should evolve over a reasonable period of time and· 
not be developed on a crash programme. Staffing would be a 
problem ini tinlly, but outside experts can fill this gap until 
self sufficiency is achieved. 
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The reflections made by the interviewees on this issue stressed the 
following points! 
I. The absence of a national training policy in Jordan. 
2. The lack of data and information on the training needs in 
Jordan. 
3. External training is essential initially. 
4. The planning and development of training facilities for the 
EDB should evolve rather than be performed on a crash basis. 
Experience gained by developed nations in this area should be 
investigated and utilised. 
5. Experts should be recruited initially for training personnel 
for the EDB development in Jordan from developed countries. 
Their number should be limited and be replaced when self 
sufficiency is achieved. 
6. The establishment of a training centre as an integral part of 
the EDB. 
Items 5 and 6 above were reiterated by the vast majority of 
interviewees. 
It can be seen from the foregoing analysis of the field results that 
the majority of interviewees and respondents felt that the currently 
available training facilities in Jordan are inadequate to train an 
EDB staff. 
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5.6. Issue Number 6: "The Sociological 'and Political Implications in 
Developing an EDB in 'Jordan 
The field survey results indicate that the response of the interviewees 
differed substantially from that of the questionnaire respondents 
regarding the magnitude of the sociological and political implications 
in developing an EDB in Jordan. There was also a noticeable 
difference in their abstention rates. Some of these differences 
could be contributed to the ineffectiveness of the questionnaire in 
this particular area. 
The overwhelming majority of the interviewees (87%) indicated that 
the sociological aspects will have an impact 'on the development 
of an EDB in Jordan, as shown in Table No. 5 ~ 19. They responded 
similarly (79%) regarding the political aspects, as shown in Table 
No. 5 - 20. Only one interviewee (3%) who thought that neither the 
sociological nor the political implications play a dominant role in 
the development of an EDB. Four interviewees '(10%) did not respond 
r,egarding the sociological implication. This was due either to 
limited interviewing time (5%), or not having a solid conviction in 
this area (5%). Seven intervie>lees(18%) did not respond regarding 
the pOlitical implication. This was also due either to limited 
interviewing time (5%) or not'having a solid conviction in this 
area (13%). Four of the seven interviewees who did not respond 
regarding the political implication were the same >lho did not respond 
regarding the sociological implication. 
The majority of the questionnaire respondents (51%) indicated that 
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the sociological aspects in Jordan will have an impact on the 
development of an EDB, as shown in Table No. 5 - 21. They responded 
similarly (45%),which constitutes a majority, regarding the political 
aspects, as shown in Table No. 5 -21. This was reflected in all 
the listed areas of interest, for both the sociological and political 
implications, except that of "Computer Selection" (36% for sociological 
and 27% for political), as shown in Table No. 5 - 21. 
Table No. 5;" 19 
Interviews 'Response'~The 'Sociological 'Implication 'Dominant 
'Role'in the Developmental Activities Of anEDBin 'Jordan 
Response 
Yes 
No 
No }Iention 
TOTALS 
No. 
34 
4 
39 
Table No. 5 - 20 
% 
87 
3 
,10 
100 
Interviews Response - The Political Implication Dominant Role 
in 'the Developmental Activities of anEDB in Jordan 
Response 'No. % 
Yes ,31 79 
No 1 3 
No lIention 7 18 
TOTALS , ,39 , ,lOO 
-
. . . . . . . , . . . . . . . 
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Table No. 5 -.·2 I 
Questionnaire Response~S6ciological ·atid Political Implications 
Sociological Political 
Response % YeS·%No· %Abs % Yes.· %No % Abs 
I. Setting Policies 60 28 12 65 21 14 
2. Personnel Section 65 22 13 56 26 18 
3. Personnel Training 49 34 17 36 35 29 
4. Project Management 52 32 16 43 33 24 
5. Computer Selection 36 46 18 27 42 31 
6. Security and Audit. .. 45 35 .. 20 46 .28 26 
TOTALS .5 I 33 16 45 31 24 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
The interviewees made several reflections regarding the sociological 
and political implications in developing an EDB in Jordan. The 
highlights of these reflections are: 
1. The EDB will be faced with numerous sociological and political 
problems. These problems must be dealt with effectively for 
the success of the EDB. 
2. Centralisation of data and information is a great danger from 
both sociological and political viewpoints. It produces distrust 
and fear in the public, and the misuse of data and information 
by politicians could be extremely harmful. Decentralisation of 
the data and information may have less of an impact from a 
sociological and political viewpoints. The centralisation issue 
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should be thoroughly investigated before serious mistakes are 
made. 
3. There are many inherent sociological problems in our society. 
Our culture has a mixture of the old and the new; the east and 
the west; the civilians, the refugees, and the bedouins. 
Psychological and sociological studies should be performed and 
a methodology should. be developed in order to communicate 
effectively with this kind of population. The success of the 
EDB in Jordan is highly dependent on good connnunication with the 
population. 
4. The success of the·EDB is highly dependent on the relationship 
between the citizen and the government. The problems in this 
vital area should be thoroughly examined and studied in order 
to determine a proper course of action. 
5. A study should be made on how the mass media can be utilised to 
. close the gap between the public and the government. The citizen 
must feel well informed and should trust the system if he is to 
provide it with the correct and required data. 
6. The EDB will face problems such as personal, political, family, 
and tribal ties. In addition, problems relating to culture, 
religion, and customs will be encountered. These problems should 
be dealt with effectively during the planning stage for the EDB. 
7. Project management is one of the most difficult tasks in our 
society. The team work concept is virtually non-existant in 
the middle east. Each ·individual considers himself the boss. 
This area requires a great deal of attention in the development 
of the EDB. 
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8. The success of the EDB requires the separation of political 
and other influences from the decision making and operating 
functions. 
9. The EDB should not b~ government dominated. It should have 
a strong board of directors, with heavy and strong private 
sector representation, in order to defuse the political issue. 
ID. Many political and social problems, which the EDB could face, 
. can be solved through good and strong legislation, code of 
ethics, and policies and procedures. 
11. The EDB must be practical and convincing to the public. They 
must feel that their sodo-economic well being is dependent on 
it. 
The reflections made by interviewees on this issue stressed the 
following points: 
I. The EDB will be faced wi th many sociological problems to cope 
with, such as: 
a. Distrust and fear by the public 
b. Cultural and religious 
c. Relational, between the citizen and the government 
2. The EDB will be faced with. many political problems to cope with, 
such as: 
a. Possible misuse of the EDB data and information by politicians 
b. Relational, between the citizens and the government 
c. Political influence on decision making and operating functions 
of the EDB. 
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There were suggestions for combating these prob lems, such as: 
1. Psychological and sociological studies. 
2. Utilisation of the mass media. 
3. Investigation of centralisation versus decentralisation of the 
EDB. 
4. Separation of political and other influences from the decision 
making and operating functions of the EDB. 
5. Strong EDB board of directors with heavy private sector 
representation. 
It can be seen from the foregoing analysis of the field survey 
results that the majority of interviewees and questionnaire respond-
ents felt that the sociological and political aspects in Jordan will 
have a significant impact on the development of an EDB. 
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SUMMARY 
This chapter presents the results o~ the field survey which was 
conducted in Jordan. These results are, a combination of the personal 
interviews and a summary of the responses to the questionnaire. 
The field survey results are analysed by issue, for the issues developed 
in the theoretical phase of this study. 
Based on the results of the field survey and the associated analysis, 
conclusions are drawn in regard to each issue • 
• 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the conclusions of the 
theoretical and empirical phases of this study, and the recommendations 
for the next stage of setting up an EOS in Jordan. 
The chapter is divided into seven sections: 
I. Summary of Work 
2. Recommendations: Research Methodology 
3. Recommen~~tions: EDS Development 
4. Recommendati~ns: EDB Organisation 
5. Recommendations: DBMS Software and Selection 
6. Need for Further Research 
7. General Recommendations and Overview of Work 
The sunmlary section provides a synopsis of the entire study and its 
results. The recommendations are provided in four sections, each dealing 
with a major aspect in developing an EDS in Jordan. In the penultimate 
section, the need for further research is discussed, and some examples 
and areas of interest are provided. 
Finally, an epilogue is provided regarding an overview of the research 
study and its conclusions. , 
lid 
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6. 1 . Sunnnar:r. 
The objective of this study has been to investigate the management 
elements and implications involved in organising the development of 
an EDB, with particular emphasis on the requirements of a developing 
nation. 
This objective was divided into t~lO interrelated basic tasks: 
1. To investigate the management elements required for organising 
the development of an EDB, with particular emphasis to the 
requirements of a developing nation. 
2. To investigate the sociological, political and technical implic-
ations associated with the development of an EDB in a developing 
nation. 
A thorough and exhaustive search of library and other relevant 
literature was undertaken. In addition, an extensive revie," of this 
literature and analysis of the concepts involved l1ere performed. 
Based on the above, a theoretical framework l1as established for 
this study, and the research objective, was translated into relevant 
issues for the field survey. These issues are listed in Chapter II 
section 2.3. 
Jordan was the developing nation selected for the field study. Tlm 
survey instruments >!ere used in the empirical phase: 
I. Personal i.ntervic\vs 
2. Questionnaire 
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These instrumenls w,"re developed, tested, and implemented. This 
resulted in obtaining information from a large number of Jordanian 
officials, both in the public and private sectors. 
Valuable information on the needs for, and attitudes towards, an 
EDB were obtained from both aspects of the field study; the analysis 
from these are provided in Chapter V. However, the methods used 
were of a developmental nature and their application was restricted 
both by time and distance. There are also specific problems 
encountered when applying instruments developed essentially for 
research in highly developed countries, "in the different culture and 
organisation of a developing country. An analysis of the problems 
and limitations of the research methodology, along with suggestions 
for improvements in the techniques are presented in Section 6.2. 
The technical implication was excluded from the field survey in 
Jordan due to the highly technical and complex nature of the software 
involved. This implication, along with DBHS software and selection, 
is discussed and relevant recorrnnendationsare provided in Sections 
6.3 and 6.5 of this Chapter. Furthermore, pertinent information 
regarding some popular DBHS softl~are packages is provided in 
Appendix H. 
6.2. Recommendations: Research Hethodology 
The instruments used in the field survey for gathering the required 
information were personal interviews and questionnaire. The 
selection of these instruments was discussed in Chapter IV Section 
4.1 and sub-sections 4.2.1 and 4.3.1. 
\ 
TIle interviews were unCL~llcturcJ usirl2 a set of topicG of diacu8sion 
af3 gui dclinea. 'l'hc ques t i.onnairc t.;.:tS desiened :i.n a si.lnplc nnd 
strniehtfonlnrd lnanncr, tested on 11 limited senle, and distributed 
by mail and personal contacts. 
The, unstructured int0.rvic"ing method appeared to be effective and 
adequate "ith no serious problems encountered in gathering the 
information. Thi.s "as not the case "ith the questionnaire, l.)here 
several. problems 1-lCr'" encountered in its design ancl implcmC?ntation. 
This "as due mainly to: 
J. Conducting this study 1n a developing nation. In'-depth research 
and guidelines in the field survey methodology for developing 
nations, particularly in the' area of questionn~'1irc: dcsien nnd 
implementatlon~ are at best lUCaerc.. 
2. A. lar8e number of issues ,1re under investiGation. This is due 
to the cross-sectional nature of this study in an unexplored 
and sensitive area, "hieh caused severe limitations on the 
design of the questionnaire, e.g. the number of questions to 
be asked per issue, and enquiries related to the political 
and socioli'gicnl implications. 
3. Insuf£1cicnt testin[; of the questionnaire. The limited l1v'lil-
ability of time and funds did not: permit the adequate testillg 
of the in';tt'um~nt. A thorough pi lot test in tllis unexplored 
ill1cl Rcn~;jti\'e :1rt .. '.:1 \.,Jould rCfpdrc sl1bs(-ant:i:ll ntllount of lime nnd 
tr:.oney. 
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This situation caused heavier reliance on the personal interviewing 
method than was originally anticipated, and limited the role of the 
questionnaire approach to that of support. Consequently, the number 
of interviews held was increased substantially; that is from the 
planned twenty to thirtynine. 
The following comments regarding the questionnaire instruments are 
provided in light of the experience gained in 'the field survey: 
I.· The wording of the definition of an EDB, which appeared in the 
Introduction section of the questionnaire, was not neutral. This 
situation may have caused some bias in the responses to the 
questions which are related to the first issue. This issue 
deals with the need, immediacy, and benefits of an EDB. 
2. The confidential aspects of the name and address sheet of the 
questionnaire were not plainly stated. It was suggested by t~e 
individuals who participated in testing the instrument that 
emphasis on confidentiality may have a negative effect on 
respondents. They recommended that the name and address question 
be provided on a separate sheet to convey indirectly the ability 
of disassociating this part from the remainder of the questionnaire. 
Although this approach, along with the assistance provided by 
those who participated in the distribution of the questionnaire 
in emphasising the confidenti..lity aspects of it when necessary, 
appeared to be adequate, but a pilot test Hould have provided 
more insight in this regard. 
3. In general, the structure, content, wording, and order of 
questions need to be investigated further for refinement and 
improvement. The followi.ng are specific conunents and guidelines 
which are related to the remaining questions appearing in the 
questionnaire: 
a. The categories listed in Question number 1 regarding the 
duties of respondents were not clearlY defined. There were 
several enquiries made by respondents in this regard. The 
criteria for the distinction between a manager, a policy 
maker, and an educator/researcher who is involved in manage-
ment or decision making, etc., was questioned by several 
respondents. These categories should have been clearlY 
defined in order to avoid ambiguities. It may also be 
necessary to split the question into levels. The first level 
is to question if the respondent is employed by government, 
governmental independent agency, educational/research institut-
ion, or the private sector. The second level for those who 
are employed by government is to enquire about the grades of 
their positions which are indicative of the categories of 
duties and so forth. 
b. The purpose of Question number 2 was to obtain some information 
on the spread of responsibilities betl{een the various 
categories of respondents. The response to supervising over 
50 people "as exc.eptionallY high in the "Educator/Research" 
and "Consultant/Adviser/Planner" categories. Further invest-
ig,~tion of this matter uncovered that a large number of 
educators tench in excess of 50 students, and several consult-
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ants, advisers and planners are in the social and educational 
areas with field res pons ibili ties for more than 50 people. 
Adequate instructions are needed in this regard in order to 
improve the quality of the response. 
c. The name and address question as well as questions and 2 
are considered leading questions. Texts surveyed on questionnaire 
design suggest the delay of their order of appearance. 
d. Questions 3, 6 and 10 need more precision and clarity in 
wording. For examples: replacing the word "require" in 
Question 3 with "use" and adding the option "or both", including 
the instruction "as you perceive it" in Question 6, and revising 
option d in Question 10 to read "Independent Agency with mixed 
representation from the above". 
e. The inclusion of a grading method for the RDB benefits listed 
in Questions 4 and 5 would be beneficial. This grading would 
be particularly helpful in the planning, design and development 
of the RDB. It may have also been advisable to include negative 
options in the list in order to detect any hostilities toward 
an RDB. 
f. The benefits derived from Question 7, «hich deals "ith the 
sociological and political implications of developing an EDB, 
is questionable. The use of the questionnaire instrument in 
these sensitive areas in a developing nation may not be most 
sui tab le. Further research is needed in the use of the 
questionnaire in- such areas so that major benefits can be 
realised. 
-----~~~------------------------
g. The order of Questions 8 and 9 appeared to cause bias. In 
Question 8, the selection of five economic sectors, and 
assignment of priorities to those selected, was requested. 
When it was enquired in Question la the extent of the initial 
economic sectors coverage by an EDB, a large number of 
respondents entered the number 5 as their choice. This bias 
could be decreased by the modification of order and wording 
of Question 9. 
h. The areas of expertise listed in Questions 11 and 12, which 
deal with the issues of training and manpower, are not clearly 
defined. The provision of clear definition of these areas 
would reduce the misunderstanding of respondents and improve 
the quality of response. 
The following recommendations are made based on the knowledge and 
experience gained in the field survey: 
1. The personal interviewing methods appears to be the most 
appropriate in this unexplored and sensitive area in a develop-
ing nation. Maccoby et aI, in an article titled "The Inte1'view: 
A Tool- of Social- Science", wrote that " ••. some of the most 
impressive contributions to social science knowledge have been 
made by studies "hich employed the intervi"" as their central 
technique.", and "It has been IVidely assumed that the interview 
is superior to the questionnaire in many ways, and should be used 
when resources permit. Certainly, the interview must be used at 
the exploratory stages;" (508). 
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It is furt.her reconnncnded that these personal interviews be 
unstructured (unstnndardised) in the early stages of research in 
this unexplored area. The move to structured interviews should 
be delayed until more progress and experience are achieved. 
Maccoby et al also stated that "It is fruitless to attempt 
standardized interviewing before the dimensions of an area are 
well delineated, and a good many years of exploratory work are 
often needed before the precision of standardized interviewing 
is possible or justified ••• Every developing field in social 
science must arrive at the measurement stage eventually, at 
which point the standardized interview comes into its own." (508). 
2. In-depth research and guidelines regarding questionnaire design 
and implementation for use in developing nations are needed. 
This is a huge undertaking and would require vast amount of 
resources. This type of project has several international 
dimensions and may be best taken on by an organisation such as 
the United Nations. 
3. The use of the questionnaire instrument can be valuable in several 
areas, particularlY those which are insensitive in a developing 
nation. A pilot test is the key to success in questionnaire 
design. Oppenheim, in his book titled "Questionnaire Design and 
Attitude Measurements", stated that "It is to be emphasized that 
each survey presents its own problems and difficulties and that 
expert advice and spurious orthodoxy are no substitutes for wcll-
organized pilot ,{ork. The importance of really careful pilot~ng 
will be stressed over and over again ••. pilot "'ork can help us 
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with the actual wording of questions, but also with procedural 
matters as the design of a letter of introduction, the ordering 
of question sequences, and the reduction of non response rates.", 
and "The earliest stages of pilot work are likely to be exploratory. 
They might involve lengthy, unstructured interviews, talk with 
key informants, or the accumulation of essays written about the 
subject of the inquiry." (598). 
4. The distribution of the questionnaire instrument through personal 
contacts. This method proved to be highly successful in Jordan, 
whereas the distribution by mail was ineffective. This may not 
apply to every developing nation. Again, a pilot test can shed 
some light on this subject. 
6.3. Recommendations: EDB Development 
In Chapter V, basic conclusions were drawn from the analyses of the 
field survey results. These conclusions can be sUll@arised as follows: 
1. There is a great positive response for the immediate start of 
developing an EDB in Jordan, and a good measure of agreement on 
the benefi ts which can be derived from it. 
2. The establishment of an EDB in Jordan as an independent agency 
with top level support was favoured. This agency requires 
legislative action for its establishment as a legal entity, and 
is to be governed by 11 board of directors ",ith both public and 
priv:1u' sectors participating. Furthermore, there is a need' to 
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formulate a code of ethics, and relevant policies and procedures 
for the establishment and development of an EDB in Jordan. 
3. The initial development of an EDB in Jordan was favoured to focus 
on basic economic sectors such as Agriculture, Mining and Industry, 
l1anpower and Employment, and Trade and Services. In addition, 
the initial scope of an -EDB coverage of several economic sectors 
was also favoured. Concentration should be made in this coverage 
on the vital segments of these sectors which can better serve 
the socio-economic needs of Jordan. 
4. The currently available manpower in Jordan is generally inadequate 
for developing an EDB. 
5. The training facilities in Jordan are adequate to train an EDB 
staff. 
6. The sociological and political aspects in Jordan will have a 
significant impact on the development of an EDB. 
There were many comments made by the interviewees which provide a 
great deal of insight,_ guidelines, and direction. The recommendations 
provided helow are hased on the integration of the basic conclusions, 
conunents of the interviewees, literature surveyed, and the experience 
and views of t.he researcher: 
1. Based on an executive action initiated by a top level policy 
maker, an EDB C[1n be enacted into lal' and cmpol,ercd to perform 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -
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its functions as an independent agency from government. An 
alternative to this recommendation is to locate the EDB in one 
of the current independent agencies in Jordan, such as RSS, NPC, 
or the University of Jordan. The EDB could then evolve into a 
separate entity as an independent agency at the appropriate stage 
of deve lopment. 
Several laws need to be enacted and policies and procedures 
established for the EDB in order to function effectively in Jordan. 
These should be examined in light of international experience both 
in developed and developing nations. The laws, policies, and 
procedures are related to: 
a. The formation of a board of directors to govern the EDB. It 
is recommended that the membership should include: 
(i) The Jordanian Cabinet 
(ii) Top level officials from-the public and private sectors 
of Jordan 
(iii) The Director General of the EDB upon his appointment 
In this way all the branches of government and the private sector 
of Jordan can be represented at a high level. This kind of 
representation allm~s the opportunity to all factions of the 
society to participate in the governing of the EDB and its 
activities. 
b. The athotity to collect specific types of data from the 
public and private sectors and individuals in Jordan, and the 
responsibility for specifying the collection methodology. It 
is reconunended that the EDB be responsible for: 
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(0 Designing the data collection methodology in Jordan 
(H) Auditing the quality of data received 
(iii) Disseminating data errors to the sources for corrections 
c. The obligations of the public and private sectors as well as 
Jordanian nationals and foreigners in Jordan. It is reconnnended 
that: 
(i) All organisations and individuals should be required to 
submit data and corrections on timely basis in accord-
ance' with the data collection methodology specified by 
the EDB and approved by its Board of Directors. 
(ii) Heavy penalties should be imposed on the withholding of 
data, delaying the submission of data and corrections, 
and providing false data. 
d. The obligation of the EDB for the processing and dissemination 
of data and information. It is reconnnended that the EDB be 
responsible for processing the data and disseminating inform-
ation, nationally and internationally, in accordance with the 
laws enacted and policies and procedures approved by the Board 
of Directors. 
c. Data security: the protection of data against its unauthorised 
modifications and destruction, and its accidental or intentional 
disclosure to unauthorised persons. 
f. Data privacy: the protection of the rights of individuals and 
organisations regarding the exposure of their data and its use 
by others. 
g. TIte protection of individuals and organisations from prosecution 
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and hardship due to data and information obtained from the 
EDB. They should be able to access any information stored 
concerning them. Legal guarantees should be made to inspect 
and correct the data and information stored at any time. 
Provisions should also be provided to make them aware of the 
existence of such data and information. 
h. The establishment of an internal committee to monitor and 
control data collection, security, privacy, and access of the 
EDB. In addition, ensure that the data is used for statistical 
purposes only. 
i. The formation of an independent commission. This commission 
is to investigate any complaints regarding the EDB. 
j. The organisational structure which should be headed by a 
Director General who is assisted by a Deputy. This organis-
ation is to-include Departments of: Administration, Research 
and Planning, Development, Operations, Harketing and Public 
Relations, Accounting and Finance, Personnel and Training, 
and Legal Staff. Recommendations regarding the organisational 
structure and its formation 'and functions are provided in 
Section 6.1, of this chapter. 
The organisation need not be fully manned until it reaches 
maturity. At the outset, the Deputy position may be left 
vacant, and the Departments can be grouped and managed by 
felver directors. 
k. The creation of an internal audit section. This section is to 
perform finandal and soci.al audit of the EDB organisation. 
1. The security vetting, cle3rancc, and contractual conmlitment 
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of personnel working with sensitive data. Severe penalties 
should be imposed for breaches of laws, policies· and procedures. 
m. The environment and cadre of the EDB. These are to be conducive 
in order to attract highly qualified personnel. 
n. The type of data to be stored in the EDB and its access. The 
authority for these should be vested in the Board of Directors 
which has representatives from all factions of the society. 
The EDB is to be responsible for implementing the policies and 
procedures of the Board in this regard through a Data Bank 
Administration section. This section should be responsible 
for the control of the information content of the EDB, storage 
structure of data and its access strategy, user interface, 
and the integrity and performance of the data bank. This is 
a 'centralised control' approach for controlling the data of 
an enterprise. There are several advantages to this approach. 
It provides the ability to: 
(i) Reduce redundancy and inconsistency in the stored data 
(H) Share data stored by the various applications of the 
system 
(Hi) Administer security regulations related to the stored data 
(iv) Preserve data integrity 
Cv) Enforce standards particularly in the area of data 
represen tation 
(vi) Haintain data independence by ensuring the immunity of 
the system applications to changes in the storage of the 
data and its access strategy. 
There are those "ho support 'distributed control' of the data. 
Comlla, in his article titled !lNeeded: Distributed ControZ", stilted 
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that " ..• complete decentralization is certainly not appropriate 
to most businesses '" and one could justifiably argue that a 
collection of data segments which are independently controlled 
by many users is not a DB. Between the two extremes of the 
centralization spectrum many regimes are possible. They may be 
described as instances of distributed control (DC), and they are 
characterized by the existence of some effective sharing of 
authority and control over the DB resources ••• " (198). 
The advocates of this approach highlight that it has certain 
advantages over the centralised control such as: 
(i) The security risks are less. This is due to the difference 
between the two approaches in viewing data. Under 
distributed control it is viewed as being dispersed, and 
is integrated and shared when necessary. Under centralised 
control, it is viewed as being in one pool, where the integ-
rity constraints and access control are defined· at the 
highest level. 
(ii) The design of a data base system is easier. Distributed 
control promotes evolutionary design of the system. Central-
ised control, however, encourages the design of the entire 
system. 
(iii) The interface ",ith a data base system is simpler. 
Distributed control a1loHs data description,manipulation, 
and access control to occur simultaneously. Centralised 
control, hOHever, emphasises that these activities should 
be performed separately. 
The security risk problem is a major one and both approaches arc 
exposed to it. In either case, effective and stringent laHs, 
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policies, and proce.dures need to be specified and enforced. The 
dispersion of control in itself does not solve the problem. 
The total data bank need not be designed in detail. An overall 
conceptual design of the total system is highly beneficial prior 
to the design, development, and implementation of its parts. 
·If this is not done, serious problems of integration and control 
can arise. 
Certain complexities are introduced in allowing data description, 
manipulation, and access control to occur simultaneously. In 
addition, higher exposure to problems of integrity and control 
may be encountered. 
In general, centralised control appears to be more beneficial 
than distributed control. 
The above list of laws, policies and procedures is not meant to 
be comprehensive. This area is vast and the research and devel-
opment in it is still in the infancy stage. As this is an area 
where there is little or no experience to be drawn on, and it is 
recognised that there will be a large content of uniqueness about 
any individual development, many of the difficulties will have 
to be faced as they arise. It is, therefore, important that a 
·high degree of flexibility be built into the process of legal 
enactment, together with an aHClreness and sensitivity to problems 
as they occur. 
2. A strategic pbnning study should be performed by the Planning 
Study Team of the EDB (sec SlIb-section 6.4.4.). This is in order 
to quantify the costs ond benefits of the EDB, and determine its 
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feasibility nncl detailed requirements. Although the expression 
regarding its immediate need ancl benefits was overwhelming, the 
quantification of these is required prior to the final design and 
development of the system. 
The Team should investigate the feasibility of developing an 
EDB in Jordan, and determine its detaIled developmental and 
implementational requirements. This study should result in an 
EDB planning study report which is to include: 
a. Executive SUIT@ary 
b. Objectives and Scope (short, medium, and long range) 
c. Assumptions, Constraints, and Controls 
d. Developmental and Implementational Requirements (organisation-
al, economic, political, technical and operational) 
e. Benefits and Evaluation (tangihle and intangible) 
f. Costs and Schedules (developmental, implementational, and 
operational) 
The report is to be submitted to the Board of Directors for review 
and approval. 
3. The initial coverage of the EDB should be limited to one horizontal 
(highly interactive) economic sector. The priority of the 
. development should be given to its vital portions which can better 
serve the socio-economic needs of Jordan. This approach wi 11 
provide a humble beginning, and time for the development and 
maturity of the EDB and its organisation. 
The above reconunendation is in contras t to the fie Id survey 
findings. The initial development of several economic sectors 
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WaS highly favoured by both the interviewees and questionnaire 
respondents. Some of the intervie\olees indicated that this 
development should only cover the vital portions of the sectors. 
Others indicated that, although there is a tremendous need for 
information in the sectors \oIhieh they ranked highly, they had 
some reservations regarding the ability of a ne\olly formed organ-
isation to cope with such enormous development in Jordan. 
All agreed that the four most essential economic sectors to be 
developed initiallY are Agriculture, Manp0\oler and Emplo}~ent, 
Mining and Industry, and Trade and Services. The Agriculture 
and Mining and Industry sectors are considered as vertical sectors 
due to their low level of interaction \oIith other economic sectors. 
The Trade and Services sector is considered diagonal due to its 
medium level of interaction with other economic sectors. However, 
the Manpower and Employment is considered a horizontal sector due 
to its high level of interaction with all the other economic 
sectors. A pictorial representation of the interaction between 
economic sectors is provided in Figure 6.1. 
Based on the above discussion, it is strongly recommended that 
tht:! initial coverage of the EDS should be of the Manpower and 
Employment sector. This approach provides the ability to give 
the priority in coverage to those sectors which were ranked 
highly in the field survey. It would also lay the foundation 
in these essential sectors from which to expand and cover their 
other vit"l segments. 
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Figure 6.1 
ECONOMIC SECTORS INTERACTION 
Agriculture 
Mining and Industry 
Education Trade and Services 
Tourism and Antiquities Corrununications 
Health Transportation 
Electricity 
__ -1 ____ ~--_1----+_--7t----~--~4---~~----~Manpower and Employment 
__ -1 ____ ~--_1~~+_~Lf--_T~--_r~----------~prices and Wages 
Finance ---r---+7--+~-1~~r-~----------------~ 
__ ~C-__ 7L __ -1~ __ f7, __ -+ ______________________ ~Investment 
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4. EffectivQ steps should be taken in order to overcome the 
inadequacy and shortage of q·ualifiC!d manpower and training 
facilities in Jordan for developing the EDB. The following 
are some recommendationo and guidelines to assist in this regard: 
11. A critical revieH and analysis of the national policies and 
priorities regarding the manpower and its distribution in 
Jordan should be undertaken. The manpower shortage and 
problems were discussed in Chapter Ill, Sections 3.4 and 3.5, 
and Chapter V, Section 5.4. 
The Jordanian Cabinet should form a committee to carry out 
this task. All governmental bodies and associated independent 
agencies and corporations, C!ducational institutions, and the 
Armed Forces should be covered in this study. 
b. Modern management approach and techniques, particularly in 
dealing with the manp01<ler and ,,,orking environment of the EDB, 
should be utilised. This is in order to motivate its staff 
and increase their productivity. They should be challenged 
and encouraged to use management science tools (e.g. critical 
path method, simulation, and statistics) in the planning, 
development, and implementation of the EDB. 
c. Remuneration of the EDB staff should be competitive. Their 
compensation should be based on job classification rather than 
academic qualifications, and advancement dependent om merit. 
Job description should then define the basic academic qualific-
ations which are required. 
The emigration of experienced lllanpOHCr, ',hich is a result 
mainly of poor remuneration, is causing a tremendous shortage 
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in the requirements for the needed economic development. 
d. Vigorous pursuit of the recruitment of Jordanian nationals from 
abroad with expertise in this area should pursued. _Tbis is 
in addition to the initial recruitment of staff of other 
nationalities for specific tasks and needs, particularly in 
the areas of planning and on-the-job training. However, long 
range planning should· focus on internal sufficiency. 
e. Facilities within the EDB for the basic training of its staff 
should be developed. Seminars should be regularly held on 
EDB orientation, organisation, administration, control, cadre, 
and the associated laws, policies, and procedures. Structured 
courses should be offered in the areas of EDB planning, 
development, implementation, and internal and external 
interfaces. This is in addition to specific courses in data 
collection, processing, dissemination, and control, computer 
technology, hardware, and software, management science tools, 
and other pertinent subjects. A tailor-made training plan 
should be developed for each member of the EDB organisation. 
It is to be based on the individual needs as evaluated by the 
direct line managers and supervisors in conjunction with the 
Personnel and Training Department. 
£. Cooperation with the universities, the Ninistry of Education, 
and other educational institutions should be performed in 
order to implement relevant training in their structures. 
This is in addition to working jointly with the Institute of 
Public Administration for the provision of related courses 
and seminars in this ar(>.u. 
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g. Training of selected members of the EDB staff in developed 
nations, and other developing ones who have some experience 
in this area, should be performed. This is in order to gain 
from their experiences in EDB development and on-the-job 
practice. This training should be geared to related and 
specific purposes, rather than to achieving general academic 
qualifications. 
h. Structured training for the EDB users, and those interfacing 
with it (e.g. data collectors) should be provided. Present-
ations should be made in the form of lectures and seminars to 
acquaint them with the new technology and its potential 
advantages. They should be made actively involved in the 
development of the EDB and reassured that job security will 
not be adversely affected by it. 
S. Strong action must be taken in order to limit the political and 
sociological ill effects on the development and operation of an 
EDB in Jordan. The EDB will he sandwiched between the top level 
policy makers and politicians on one side, and the public at . 
large on the other. It will also have many problems of its mm 
to resolve and overcome. 
The policy m.1Jwrs and politicians may affect the EDB adversely 
in the following areas: 
a. Appointments of the members of the EDB Board of Directors 
based on political affiliation, sociological ties, personal 
loyalties, and individual gains. 
b. Interference l<ith the management and operation of the EDB, 
such ()g: 
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(1) Influencing the internal affairs of the EDB, particularly 
in the area of pcrsornel appointments. 
(H) Applying pressure on the management to publish biased 
or erroneous data for socio-political gains, and the 
continuation of foreign aid, and outside assistance and 
contributions. The possibility also exists of modifying 
data to give the appearance that forecasts have been 
fulfilled, quotas and targets met, and public commitments 
were achieved. 
(iii) Providing the EDB with erroneous data, which is under 
their control, for socio-political purposes, personal 
gains, or avoiding prosecution. 
c. rneffective implementation of laws, policies, and procedures 
such as: 
(i) Laxity in penalising and prosecuting those who violate 
the rules of data collection, proces'Sing, dissemination, 
privacy, and security, as well as those who provide false 
data, or ~1ithhold information. 
(ii) Poor protection of individuals and organisations from 
prosecution and hardship I,hich are caused by obtaining 
data and information from the EDB. 
(Hi) Imposition of budgetary limitations ,{hich contribute to 
lower quality at"! quantity of data collectors and their 
training. 
Data of high ,!uality is most essential to the EDB. There are 
numerous pUblic and national problems to deal with in obtaining 
this data, such as: 
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(i) Fear of its misuse for prosecution, taxation, and other 
types of penalties. 
(H) Mistrust of the ability of Government to adhere strictly 
to the established laws, policies, and procedures. 
(iii) A high level of illiteracy, particularly among beclouins, 
farmers, and other rural population. 
(iv) Little or no knowledge of tbe objectives and purposes 
of data collection and its· values and benefits. This 
situation may allow rumour, particularly by those who 
set out deliberately to mislead the public. 
(v) Provision of false data for personal gains, socio-
political purposes, avoiding penalties and prosecutions, 
and the like. Examples of this situation are: supplying 
erroneous information regarding the number of dependents 
in order to receive more social subsidies, eating habits 
due to religious dietary restrictions, and affiliation with 
a prohibited political party to avoid prosecution. 
(vi) Occupation of the Hest Bank of Jordan and the status of 
war with Israel (Chapter HI, Section 3.1), which 
prevents data collection from that vital area. 
(vii) Difficulty in data gathering from a portion of the 
population on the East Bank due to problems in trans-
portation and eon~unication. There are some areas in 
soutlwrn and eastern Jordan with gravel roads which are 
parti.cularly inadequate for winter travel. Nethods of 
transportation to these areas are limited. These problems 
are magnified with respect to reaching the bedouin 
pop\llation. 
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(viii) Religious and cultural situations related to condem-
nation of the charging of interest on loans, sensitivity 
to certain types of data (c.g. number of ~lives, agcs 
of daughters, alcohol consumption, and gambling habits), 
limited communication between the two sexes, reluctancy 
of women to provide data to collectors (who are entirely 
men), strain and shyness of individuals due to family 
structure and ties, etc. 
Some of the internal socio-political problems which the EDB 
may face are: 
(i) Internal personnel appointments based on political 
affiliation, social ties, personal loyalties, and indiv-
idual gains. 
(ii) External interference in the functions of the EDB, and 
socio-political pressures. 
(iii) Strict adherence to the established laws, policies, and 
procedures. 
(iv) Quality of manpower and training in administration, project 
management, supervision, and business, technical and 
operational staff functions. 
(v) Interface ,rith the public ardprivate sectors, particularly 
the suppliers and users of the data and information. 
The following recommendations and guidelines are provided to 
assist in limiting the socio-political ill effects on the EDD: 
(1) LUI'S, policies, and procedures, in line· "i th those 
rQcommended earlier in this section, should be established 
and rieorously implemented. 
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(ii) Non-poli deal and non-sociological personnel appointments 
should be strictly adhered to. 
(iii) Committees in line with those recommended earlier in this 
section should be formed. This is in order to assist 
in limiting the internal and external inferferences and 
pressures. 
(iv) Campaigns should be developed and implemented, and the 
mass media utilised with the objectives of: 
a. Building up the trust in the Government and the 
public sector at large. 
b. Overcoming fears of the public and private sectors 
regarding the use of data and information. 
c. Reducing the level of illiteracy in the country. 
d. Explaining the objectives and purposes of data 
collection and the EDB functions, particularly in 
data handling, dissemination, privacy, security, and 
other. control features. 
e. Highlighting the established laws, pol:icies, and 
procedures, and the associated penalties for violations 
committed by individuals in both the public and 
private sectors. 
£. Presenting the value and benefits of the EDB. 
It should be kept in mind that these types of campaigns 
must be broached gently and lvith careful design. Other-
wise, these will be seen as the sort of brain washing 
slognns and tactics onc associHtes with totalitarian 
states. 
(v) Homen should be recruited and employed in the data 
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collection function. The task of gaining social accept-
ance for females to perform this function, and their 
attraction to carry out the ,,,ork involved may prove to 
be very difficult. The position would have to be high-
lighted as an honourable, challenging, and rewarding one. 
A parallel can be drawn to the public between this 
position and those of policewomen and nurses where females 
are currently employed. 
(vi) Transportation and communication should be improved in 
the remote areas. Roads to these locations should be 
paved, and better methods of transportation and 
communication should be established. 
(vii) Initiation of an EDB research project with the objective 
of investigating and developing a data collection method-
ology which can be successful in the socio-political 
environment of the country. 
In the final analysis, the top level policy makers and 
politicians must display responsibility and restraint to the 
public at large, and as one interviewee put it "The EDB must 
be presented to the public as the system of the country and as 
an integral part of it." 
6. In-depth analysis of the technical requirements of developing an 
EDIl in Jordan prior to making any software or hardware cOlmni tments. 
This should be performed as an integral part of the reconunended 
planning study. 
Installing a data base is a huge undertaking which involves sub-
stantial effort and funds. Poor planning and design in this area 
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could be extremely costly and fatal. The design of a data base 
is becoming increasingly difficult, particularly if it is to 
perform in an optimal fashion. The software is becoming 
increasingly complex and intricate. There are many ways in which 
data can be structured with advantages and disadvantages relevant 
to each. Data need to be organised in several ways for users with 
diverse requirement which necessitate some compromises in the 
design. These kinds of complexities force many into purchasing the 
data base software rather than to developing it custom-made. 
No software package can be all things to all people. Software 
packages vary in their sophistication levels, from a very high to 
a rudimentary level. For an example, some DEMS's have the ability 
to perform low volume inquiries rapidly on a large data base but 
at the expense of slow files maintenance and update. Some others, 
have limited file structure options and a tabular report specif-
ication language which make the file manage.ment systems easy to 
use, but limit the flexibili ty of app lication of the data base. 
These vast differences and varieties in software make it extremely 
difficult to select the most appropriate DEMS for a particular 
application. 
Selecting a DEMS is an extremely difficult task. In many instances 
the selection decisions arc based on incomplete and inaccurate 
factors "hich result in serious and costly long range repercussions. 
Little has been accomplished in the development of comprehensive 
procedures for the selection of a DENS "hich lead to the 
determination of the oq;anisational needs and the required DBNS 
features. Nuny or[;[1nis<1tion8 are restricted by their decisions 
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previously made in the hardware area. 
Several attempts have been made regarding the selection of a DBMS 
for organisational use. Some authors provided check lists and 
others discussed the development of complex weighing schemes. 
In addition, the subject has been the topic of many debates and 
seminars. These attempts, debates, and seminars brought to focus 
some guidelines in planning a DBMS. These guidelines have been 
adopted to form the recommendations regarding the technical 
implications for national use. which are provided below: 
I. The development of a long range plan, to serve as the basis 
for the EDB development in Jordan, should be performed. The 
coverage of this plan should include: 
a. The information needs of the user. In this area, focus 
should be made on: 
User characteristics, such as: the types of expected 
users, the number and geographical dispersion of the 
users, type and frequency of access required, and response 
time needed. 
Data characteristics, such as: the volume of the data, 
its expected grOl<th, its structural complexity and 
volatility, and the geographical distribution of its 
resources. 
System characteristics, such as: the enquiry and tele-
processing capabilities, and the volume, size, obsolescence, 
and modulnrity of the system programmes ns "ell as the 
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volume growth and volatility. 
Support services needed from the EDB such as: the services 
and the documentation required for the staff associated 
with the system, the' interfacing requirements with other 
systems and software packages, and the required recovery 
capabilities of the system. 
b. The specifications for the required primary capabilities 
of the EDB. In particular, those related to: 
Data, such as: Structure, independence, security, privacy 
reliability, quality, shareability, and integrity. 
Software, such as: maintainability, portability, implent-
ability, supportability, compatibility, and flexibility 
as well as the audit features and performance. 
2. The purchase of a DBMS software should be made to be used in 
the development of an EDB in Jordan. The in-house development 
of a custom made data base software can lead to disaster, 
particularly in a developing nation. The costs of initial 
in-house data base soft,,,are development and its continuing 
maintenance can be extremely high. The design and development 
of such software require a large number of technical experts 
and a long period of time, neither of which a developing nation 
can reasonably afford. Guidelines regarding DBMS software 
and selection are provided in Section 6.5 of this chapter. 
6.4. Recommendations: EDB Orp,anisation 
The reconunendlltions provided in Section 6.3 of this cll:lpter dealt 
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with the basic issues of developing an EDB in Jordan. In this section, 
reconnnendations regarding the organisational aspects and evolvement 
of an EDB are offered. 
The recommended framework is composed of the following: 
I. Tasks of a top level poli'cy maker 
2. Tasks of the Board of Directors of the EDB 
3. Tasks of the Director General of the EDB 
4. Tasks of the Planning Study Team of the EDB 
5. Tasks of the Department Directors of the EDB 
6.4.1. Tasks of a Top Level Policy Maker 
A top level policy maker in Jordan needs to initiate the development 
of an EDB through an executive action. A legislative action is not 
possible at this time due to the indefinite suspension of the Jordanian 
Parliament. 
A Board of Directors should then be formed to serve as a governing 
body of the EDB. The appointment of members to the board should be 
restricted to those "ho have the ability, capability, and interest to 
participate actively in the policy making of the EDB, and its 
interface with the public and private sectors of Jordan. 
The senior statesman is to continue to act as a supervisor of policy 
development, nnd a consultant and adviser on major decisions. 
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6.4.2. Tasks of the! Board of Directors of the EDB 
The Board should select and appoint a highly qualified candidate in 
this field, with modern management experience, to serve as the 
Director General of the EDB. This appointment should be non-political 
and strictly based on the ability, merit, and expertise of the 
candidate in this field. 
The Board should then provide the Director General with guidelines 
regarding policies, objectives, scope, monetary and other matters 
of high importance. It should monitor the activities and performance 
of the EDB, and review its top policies and actions for approval. 
In addition, it should assist, on a continuous basis, the interface 
of the EDB with other governmental, semi-private, and private 
organisations in Jordan and internationallY. 
6.4.3. Tasks of the DireCtor General ·of·theEDB 
The Director General should select and appoint highly qualified 
candidates, with modern management experience, to participate in a 
planning study for the EDS. The selection of candidates should be 
non-political, and based on ability, merit, and expertise in the 
fields of interest. The maj or criterion for selection should be the 
qualifications of candidates to serve as directors and key officials 
in the EDll organisation "hen it is fully established. The Director 
General should also recruit an initial supporting staff and obtain 
reasonable facilities. 
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He is to be the chief exec.utive of the EDB organisation, and respons-
ible for c.arrying out the policies of the Board within the provided 
guidelines. He shoul.d be the basic link between the Board and the 
EDB organisation, and serve as a filter of upward and downward 
communications between them. The Director General should lead and 
coordinate the Planning Study Team. 
Another of his tasks would be to select and appoint a Deputy Director 
General. This appointment should be non-political and the qualific-
ation of the candidate should fall in line with those of the General 
Director and Directors. 
The Director shall seek the approval of the Board for the appointments 
of the Deputy Director General, Directors and key official of the 
EDB organisation. He should also seek their approval of the budget, 
cadre, and financial and other matters of high importance. 
6.4.4. Tasks of the Planning Study Team·of theEDB 
The selected members of the EDB Planning Study Team should have 
qualifications to cover the £o11O\,ing fields of interest: 
I. Business Administration and Management Science 
2. Economics and Econometrics· 
3. Social and Political Science 
4. Systems and Computer Science 
5. Law 
6. Accounting and Finance 
7. Narketing ilnd Public Relations 
8. Statistics and Quality Control 
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The objectives of the Planning Study Team will be to investigate 
the economic, social, political, technical, and operational feasib-
ility of developing an EDB in Jordan. In addition, to determine 
its detailed developmental and implementational requirements. This 
study will result in an EDB Planning Study Report which shall then 
be submitted to the Board of Directors for review and approval. 
Should the results of the study be approved, then the EDB organisation 
can be formally established in order to carry on its responsibilities 
and perform the required tasks. If not, the Board shall provide the 
Director General with new guidelines and direction for further action. 
6~4.5. Tasks of the Department Directorsofthe'EDB 
Upon the approval of the results of the EDB Planning Study.:by the 
Board, the organisation will be formalised. It is to be made of 
functional departments with directors as heads. The general tasks 
which are to be delegated to these Directors are those of organising 
their respective departments, selecting and training its staff, and 
coordinating and interfacing with each other and externally. In 
addition, they will have the responsibility of reporting and liasing 
wi th the Director General. This is in order to achieve the estab-
lished objectives and perform the required functions and tasks of 
the EDB. 
In addition to the usual and conventional tasks, there are some 
specific ones which should be focused on, and planned for, by the 
Directors. These tasks arc provided belOl, for the Directors of 
the Departments "hich should be included in the EDB organisation: 
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I. Director of Administration: Plan in order to achieve: 
Effecti ve coordination and control 
Conducive environment 
Tight security 
Highly competitive cadre 
2. Director of Research and Planning: Investigate and plan: 
EDB input requirements and sources 
EDB output requirements and distribution 
Logical and physical data structure and coding 
EDB software and hardware requirements 
EDB general technical requirements 
3. Director of Development: Insure that the design and development 
of the EDB satisfy: 
The needs of the users 
The planned capabilities 
The long range objectives 
4. Director of Operations: Plan for effective: 
Input gathering 
Use of technical resources 
Output distribution 
Customer service 
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5. Director of Marketing and Public Relations: Investigate and 
develop plans for: 
Marketing socio-economic data and information in Jordan and 
abroad 
Effective campaigns to present the EDB to the public and 
private sectors of Jordan 
6. Director of Accounting and Finance: Prepare and develop an 
effective: 
EDB budget 
Cost centres 
Standards to measure performance 
Accounting and financial reporting scheme 
7. Director of Personnel and Training: Plan and develop strategies 
and procedures for: 
Manpower requirements in the short, medium, and long range 
National and international recruitment of personnel 
Local training facilities 
Local, national, and international personnel training programme 
Hiring and dismissal practices 
8. Director of the Legal Staff: In addition to providing legal 
advice to the EDB organisation, he should investigate and prepare 
legislation,methods, and procedures for: 
Dnta collection and control 
Data and informntion distribution and control 
Data security and control 
Data privacy and control 
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The following block diagram (Figure 6.2) summarises the recommendations 
provided in this section: 
• 
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6.5. Recommendations: DBMS Software and Selection 
The number of software packages concerned with data handling, storage, 
and retrieval, which are available for commercial use, is increasing 
at a rapid rate. These packages are offered under a variety of 
generic names, and fall into several categories such as: data 
management systems, data retrieval systems, file management systems, 
information management systems, information retrieval systems, data 
base management systems, and special purpose data handling systems. 
For the purpose of this section, all these software packages will be 
referred to as data base management systems (DBMS). 
As neW advancements and accomplishments are achieved in the computer 
hardHare and software areas, and more knowledge and experience are 
gained in computerised systems, the DBMS software packages are 
increasing in complexity. Each package has its own features, 
capabilities, options, and limitations. This situation is making 
the task of selecting a DBHS package extremely difficult. 
Several organisations and individuals have attempted the development 
of selection methodologies, standards, and techniques for classifying, 
evaluating, and selecting the app·ropriate DBMS soft\,are package. 
Elaborate questionnaires and exhaustive feature lists \,ere developed, 
and complex Heighing and scoring techniques were formulated for the 
assessment of packages and their comparison. The CODASYL Systems 
Committee, the U.S. National Bureau of Standards, Carter, Sibley, 
and Chow, to mention a fCI<, have contributed in this area (162, 180, 
425). To diltc, no single methodology, set of standards, or technique 
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is agreed upon by the business community, or considered effective 
as the framework for the evaluation and selection of DEMS software: 
packages. Although the state of the art in this area is still at 
a rudimentary level, some basic guidelines can be gained from the 
work performed to date. These guidelines can be extremely beneficial 
in providing assistance and direction to prospective us~rs, and 
serve as a foundation for DBMS selection. 
The DEMS selection guidelines are required in three areas: 
1. DEMS: User Objectives and Requirements 
2. DEMS: Survey 
3. DEMS: Evaluation and Selection 
6.5.1. DBMS: User Objectives arid Requirements 
Basic guidelines and recommendations in this area were provided ~n 
a previous Section (6.3) which can be summarised as £0 11 O1'S : 
1. The information needs of the users, and the required DBNS features 
and capabilities should be established as an integral part of an 
overall strategic' and long range plan. 
2. The characteristics of the user, data, and system, as well as the 
required support services should be specified. 
3. The primary capabilities which arc required of the EDB, partic-
ularly those related to data and software should be identified. 
------------------------------_.----_. 
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6.5.2. DBMS: Survey' 
In order to prepare for the evaluation of DBMS.packages and the 
selection of the appropriate one, it is necessary to survey the DBMS 
software market for candidates. The list of available DBMS candidates 
is dynamic and constantly increasing. In addition, the currently 
available DBMS packages are expanded in their facilities, options, 
and capabilities, and improved in their features and performance. 
Consequently, it is best to survey the DBMS software market for 
candidates at the appropriate time during planning. 
The basic guidelines for this market survey are: 
1. Critical review of available literature on various DBMS software 
packages. This review should include: 
a. Brochures and technical documents. 
b. Books, articles, and reports covering discussions and 
comparisons of DBMS software packages. 
2. Personal contact of DBNS software users and in particular those 
with similar environment to the prospective user. These contacts 
should result in: 
a. Better understandi.ng of. the package and its features, 
capabili ties, options, and limitations. 
b. Advantages and disadvantages realised by the users. 
c. Problems experienced in manpower and training, design and 
development, start-up or conversion, implementation, user 
interface, package and performance, hardware and software 
environment, and vendor interface and support. 
3. Tn-depth study of the legal and contractual aspects imposed by 
the DBMS software vendor. This study should cover: 
a. Costs associated with vendor services such as: personnel 
training, start-up assistance, documentation, maintenance, 
modifications, expansion and continued support. 
b. Prices associated with the package and its use such as: 
basic price, prices of special features. and price reduction 
for multiple usage by the user. 
c. Other penalties and rewards associated with the DBMS software 
packages such as: developing additional special features, 
capabilities, and options, and user participation in the 
modification and testing of the package or any additions 
developed by the vendor. 
4. Careful consideration of the benchmarks of the DBMS software 
package. 
6.5.3. DBMS: EvaluationandSelection 
The DBMS cl1ndidates selected by the planning team should be 
thoroughly evaluated and compared. This is in order to select the 
most appropriate package which can serve the needs of the 
prospective user. 
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A selection team should be formed consisting of a group of experts 
in the field. The members of this team should have the ability and 
capability of providing consista.nt realistic ratings without bias. 
The rating criteria, methodology, and approach should be thoroughly 
defined and agreed upon in advance. 
The evaluation of DBMS candidates should be performed in the light 
of innnediate needs as well as long term need of the prospective user. 
This evaluation should include: 
1. Vendor profile 
2. Environmental considerations 
3. Data structure 
4. Interface facilities 
5. Software features 
6.5.3.1. DBMSEvaluation: Vendor Profile 
There are several pieces of information about the vendors of the 
DBMS candidates which should be obtained and included in their 
evaluation and comparison. This information should cover: 
1. General items of interest such as: Historical and financial 
background, reputation in the business community, number and 
quality of personnel, extent of operation, and other involvements 
and activities. 
2. Specific items of interest such as: the ability and capability 
to support, maintain, document, train, improve, and expand the 
DBHS soft\mre package on continuing basis. 
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6.5.3.2. DBMS Evaluation: Environmental Considerations 
The external elements which are required-by each DBMS software 
package should be specified. These elements should include: 
1. Hardware configuration and environment such as: CPU and 
peripheral needs, processing mode and facility requirements 
(local, teleprocessing, time-sharing, dedicated, shared, etc.). 
2. Software configuration and environment such as: operating 
system, utility programmes, languages, and multi-programming 
requirements. 
3. Quality of personnel required to interface directly and in-
directly I,ith the DBMS software package such as: at the levels 
of policy maker, user, manager, analyst, programmer, and operator. 
6.5.3.3. DBMSEvaluation:Data Structure 
One of the most important issues in DEMS software packages is that 
of data structure. It is essential and vital that DEMS packages 
support complex data structures in order to facilitate the relation 
and integration of data, and minimise its duplication and redundancy. 
Consequently, thorough understanding of the data structures supported 
by the DENS packages is of high importance in their evaluation. 
One of the important aspects of complex data structures is the 
separation of the logical and physical data representation. Logical 
data representation refers to the manner in which data is presented 
to the user programme. Physical data representation refers to the 
manner in I'hich data is physically stored. This separation I'as 
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recognised and emphasised by the CODASYL Systems Connnittee (180). 
There are several types of complex data structuring. One of the 
most important issues in the evaluation of various DBMS packages 
is the types of data structures they support, and their advantages 
and disadvantages in the environment of the prospective user. The 
highly noted data structures are: 
I. Hierarchical Structnre: Figure 6.3 shows the type which is also 
known as the inverted tree structure. The structure has several 
levels of organisation. The data elements on each level point 
to collections of logically related elements on a lower level. 
Each element has only one parent. The highest element is called 
the root. 
FIGURE 6.3 
Hierarchical Structure 
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2. Network Structure: Figure 6.4 shows this type of data structure. 
It is not a single rooted data organisation. Each element can 
have more than one parent. Consequently, an element can have 
several relationships with other elements in the structure. 
FIGURE 6.4 
Network Structure 
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3. Relational Structure: A paper was published by Codd in 1970 
titled "A ReZationaZ ModeZ of Data for Large Shared Data Banks" 
(185). ',hich generated an extremely high level of interest 
particularly in the academic circles. 
The basic principle of this approach is that each record within 
the structure expresses onc and only onc rclntionship between 
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the key elements or identifiers, as shown in Figure 6.5. This 
structure is rigorous and flexible. Additions, deletions, and 
changes to this structure can be performed without impacting the 
existing organisation. HOlvever, this can result in a consider-
able duplication of data. The structure also facilitates the· 
sequential. processing of records of a given type. 
To date, the few known implementation of data bases utilising 
the relational approach are in research institutions, and on a 
relatively small scale. With the currently available storage 
devices, it is unlikely that data will be stored as relations on 
a large scale. The research and development in this area is still 
in the infancy stage. Large scale use of the relational approach 
must await hardware advances which may come about in the next decade • 
. FIGURE 6.5 
·Relationa1 ·Structllre 
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6.5.3.4. DENS Evaluation: Interface Facilities 
There are several types of interface facilities which are provided 
by the various DENS packages. These facilities arc of high 
importance to the .prospective user, and should be included in the 
evaluation and comparison of the packages. The interface facilities 
include: 
I. Data Description Language (DDL): This language is used to define 
the data structure, format, access, and relationships. 
2. Data Manipulation Language (DML): This language is used to 
define the data maintenance, update, and retrieval. It is also 
used to handle the representation of relationships between data. 
Consequently, it is the interfacing mechanism between the user 
and data. Several types of DML are provided by the various 
DBNS packages such as those for batch processing and conversational 
mode as well as for technical and non-technical users. 
The subsystem which interprets the DML statements and manipulates 
the data is called the Data Ease Hanager (DBll). 
3. Data Analysis Language (DAL): This language is used to describe 
the various aspects of the stored data such as: volumes, number 
of accesses by type, right of access, et al. Details of this 
type are commonly called the Data Dictionary. 
4. Storage Structure Language (SSL): This language is used to 
define the mapping and storage media of the data base. It is 
concerned primarily with optilllising the storage and access 
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strategies of the data base. To date, this particular area of 
interface and its associated terminology has not reached maturity. 
5. Miscellaneous Facilities: There arc other interface facilities 
provided by the various DBMS packages such as aids for auditing, 
tuning, performance measurement, debugging, and design, which 
should also be included in the evaluation and comparison of the 
various packages. 
6/5.3.5. DBMS Evaluation: Software "Features 
There have been many interested organisations and individuals who 
have debated, discussed, and Hritten about a multitude of features 
Hhich should be considered in the evaluation and comparison of DBMS 
packages. Consequently, the list provided beloH is not a comprehensive 
one, but it covers several features Hhich should be used as a guide-
line in the evaluation and comparison of the DBMS candidates: 
1. Data: 
a. Independence 
b. Integrity and controls 
c. Privacy and controls 
d. Redundancy and controls 
e. Security and controls 
f. Shareability 
2. Soft"are: 
a. Ad hoc enquiry 
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b. Application independency 
c. Compatibility 
d. Documentation 
e. Flexibility 
f. Modes 
g. Performance 
h. Portability (convertability) 
i. Recovery 
j. Reliability 
k. Search strategies 
1- Stability 
m. Transferabili ty. 
3. Costs associated with: 
a. Hardware requirements 
b. Implementation 
c. Haintenance 
d. Operations 
e. Software 
f. Support 
6.6. Need for Further Research 
EDB development is still in the infancy stage. A tremendous amount 
of research is desperately needed in order to improve the chances of 
its slIccess. 
This study vas limited in scope to the investigation of the basic. 
mall.1[\crial and organisational issues associated with the development 
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of an EDB. It was exploratory in nature, and was performed as a 
cross-section rather than a deep analysis of a narrow area. Consequent-
ly, each aspect of the research can be investigated further and in 
more depth, such as: 
1. Research Methodology: In-depth study of questionnaire design and 
implementation in a developing nation. This is in order to 
investigate the structure, content, and other procedural matters 
associated IVith a questionnaire, and develop guidelines for its 
implementation in the sodo-politica1 environment of a developing 
country. 
2. EDB Development: There are many important areas of research 
which are needed for the next planning stage of EDB development, 
and as an essential part of the everyday IVork of an EDB, such as: 
a. Survey and data collection methodology in a developing nation. 
b. LaIVs, policies, and procedures for an EDB covering data 
security and privacy, code of ethics, and other organisational, 
developmental, operational, technical, and imp1ementationa1 
matters. 
c. Quantification procedure for the determination of an EDB 
cost-benefit. 
d. Project planning and control of the development of an BDB in 
a developing nation. 
e. Detailed manpower, and staff and user training requirements 
of an EDB. 
f. Type of campaigns and methods of using the mass media in limi t-
ing the socio-political impact on an EDB. 
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3. EDB Organisation: Some of the studies needed in this area are 
related to: 
a. Effective organisational structure for successful EDB 
development. This is to include controls, audit, internal 
and external interface, and other related matters. 
b. A project team mix which can best develop an EDB in socio-
technical terms. 
c. A manpower recruitment strategy, particularly for women, cadre, 
and environment which can be inducive to highly qualified 
people for an EDB. 
4. EDB Technical Aspects: One of the extremely vital and interest-
ing areas of study in this regard is the development of coding 
schemes for the socio-economic s·ectors to be included in an 
EDB. This is in addition to the development of the intersectional, 
logical, and physical relationships between these sectors. 
Some of the other essential studies in this area are: 
a. Quantification procedures for software and hardware selection 
for an EDB. 
b. A communication network model for an effective EDB data and 
information collection, dissemination, and control in a 
developing country. 
c. Specifications of the basic requirements and modus operandi 
for software and hardware maintenance, and system back-up 
and recovery in a developing nation. 
The above list is not meant to be comprehensive. Furthermore, each 
area of investigation or research can be further broken down into 
several studies. 
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6.7. General Recommendations and Overview of Work 
There is little doubt in the mind of anyone at all conversant with 
computer development that one of the major future applications will 
be the large-scale collection of nation-tfide data for national 
planning and policy making. In developing countries there will be 
special problems because: 
1. Their rate of technological progress is that much faster. 
2. Their political, social, and cultural backgrounds and objectives 
differ from those.of the developed countries. 
3. They have fe"er resources, especially in the technical area. 
Problems "hich all developers of any EDB will have to face are: 
1. The infancy of DB technology. 
2. The rapid gro"th, not only of DB technology, but also the computer 
technology necessary to support it. 
3. The paucity of any prior work in this area on which to base 
development. 
There is, as has been seen, an urgency in getting work started on a 
national EDB, but several major factors have to be faced first: 
1. There is a trade-off in starting soon to have the systems 
available earlier, or delaying to allow for development in 
technology, and other areas of expertise. 
2. In order to be effective, there must be a clear nnderstanding 
amone the plannerB and policy makers, for whom the bank would 
be designed, about the objectives, purpose and scope of the 
operations. Otherl,ise, the systems will become pawns in a 
/ 
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grappling for the power .that would derive from having control of 
the information. 
3. Once the policies have been made clear, there is then the problem 
of organising the development of the planning and running of the 
EDB. The hiring of staff, the structure of the organisation, its 
processes and controls, must all be examined if an efficient as 
well as an effective EDB is to come about. 
4. Only then can the technical problems be faced realistically, such 
as those of the design and selection of hardware and software; 
of data collection, verification, and coding; of audit, security, 
and privacy; of information availability, accuracy, and format. 
5. Wider issues will pervade throughout the development, such as 
those that relate to the impact of the existence of a computer-
ised data bank not only on the economic performance of the country, 
but on its social, political, and religi.ous structure. The 
developers will have to be aware of the sensitivities that can 
arise in these areas if their work i.s to prove acceptable. 
The work of this research deals in different depths with the .above 
factors, all of which must be taken into account before any major 
conunitments are made. ,,'hen something as wide scale and innovative 
as this is set afoot, the degree of care that is taken in the first 
few phases of development are critical to the level of ultimate 
success of the venture. 
Critical to the success of these initial stages are planning and 
structuring the development of the EDB, so that as each new set of 
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problems arises, the appropriate resources are there to meet them. 
The research has, therefore, detailed a three level hierarchy 
for controlling the development: 
1. At the most senior level, facilities for formulating policy, 
setting objectives and enacting the laws necessary for the 
establishment of the EDB as a truly national entity. 
2. Next a managerial level responsible for implementing the 
objectives and thus involved in the administration, accounting 
and finance, marketing and public relations, staffing and training, 
and auditing necessary to run the EDB. 
3. At the operational level there will be teams responsible for data 
collection and processing, research, planning and development, 
information preparation, and control of accuracy and security. 
The fine details of the structure here especially must await 
decisions made by the higher level of staffing. 
As in most projects, the success will depend not only on the quality 
of the planning, but also on the personalities of the staff and 
their relationships. Especially in running a national EDB the 
development of a team spirit, an effective code of conduct, and 
loyalty is important to the quality and the security of the project. 
This means that care must be taken in ensuring that all appointments 
are carefully scrutinised and that the environment of.the employment 
(pay, security of tenure, and working conditions) are conducive to 
a high level of morale. As much of the spirit of the organisation 
permeates from the attitudes of its top executives, then the selection 
of these first few key people should be made I,itll special care. 
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Long before the development of an EDB approaches the point of becoming 
live, decisions will have to be made concerning its initial areas of 
application and their depth and 'scope. Factors affecting these dec-
isions have been investigated, both in respect to the immediate 
usefulness of specific areas and their ultimate ability to form a 
nucleus for growth of an EDB. Specific recommendations are made 
here that the initial sector for growth should be one with much 
interaction with other areas of future development thus providing 
sites for contact and growth. 
One of the major problems which will have to be faced by the EDB 
management when in operation is the fact that, especially as this 
is both a new area and with the problems already discussed of working 
in a developing nation, the data collected will be both incomplete 
and inaccurate. There is also the risk of bias entering for reasons 
such as those related to the sociological and political aspects 
(Chapter VI Section 6.3). This has two repercussions: 
I. Data collection and vetting will have to be carefully designed 
to ensure that the problem is reduced to manageable proportions. 
2. As there will ah,ays be some residual effect, however carefullY 
the data collection is done, there "ill have to be stringent 
measures included in the analysis and presentation of results. 
This is in order to ensure that the existence of ambiguity or 
uncertainness in the data is not then ignored, and the results 
given that air of concrete certainness often attributed to comput.er 
produced results. In other words, inherent inaccuracies in data 
must not be glossed over and the information handed to decision 
makers must not lead them to making assumptions based on insuff-
icient or erroneous dnta. 
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This is a topic that is of major concern, and, although the detailed 
approach to this lies outside the scope of this present work, indeed 
most of the problems here will only arise when the system begins to 
operate. There is built into the organisational structure a fairly 
heavy content of audit and data control, whose job it will be contin-
ually to study this aspect, monitor and advise to ensure that the 
information produced is at all times reliable and unbiased. 
The establishment of an EDB should be seen within the structure of a 
stable and well-governed country with a commitment to develop the best 
interests of its popUlation and retaining its own cultural and histor-
ical identity. The implementation of an effective EDB will give govern-
ment a pm,erful decision-making tool; properly wielded it will provide 
a means of improving the use of the resources of the nation, resulting in 
benefit to the country and its people. On the other hand, it must be re-' 
membered that in the wrong hands it could become a powerful weapon, prov-
iding data to those who would wish to subvert those resources to the 
interest of a minority, or to those whose affiliations lie outside the 
country. It could also be used as an instrument for propaganda. It is 
essential, therefore, that in developing an EDB, all possible steps should 
be taken from the outset to ensure that its control rests only with those 
whose allegiance is proven to rest only with responsible government. 
To sum up finally, an EDB must be efficient, effective, and accepted; to 
do this is must provide information that is timely, accurate, and 
flexible for those \,ho make policy or implement it. In the national 
interests it must be secure, loyal, and aware of its social 
responsibilities. 
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EDB DEVELOPMENT IN JORDAN 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
APPENDIX B 
ECONOr~IC DATA [JAtJi< MANAGEMGH IN A DEVELOPING NATION 
. QUEST I ONNA I RE 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this questionnaire is to obtain certain information from 
a ·number of officials of the Jordanian Government and associated agencies 
and corporations, businessmen in the private sector, researchers, and 
scholars. This information is in regard to the need, impl ications, and 
elements of developing an Economic Data Bank IEDS) in Jordan. Findings 
are to be used as an integral part of a Doctoral Thesis titled: 
"Economi c Data Sank ~1anagement in a Deve I op I ng Nat Ion". 
The EC~ encompases an automated managerne~t Information system which covers 
ti me I y; accurate, and non-redundant economi c data gather i ng, process i ng, 
and information retrieval, for improving mainly economic planning and 
decisicn making. 
Your speedy cooper-ation in completing the questionnaire wi II be most 
welcomed and very much appreciated. Questions are translated into Arabic 
for your convenience but please provide the answeres en the Engl ish copy 
and mai I to: 
clo Mr .• Omar Widyan, 
Royal Scientific Society, 
P.O. Box 6945, 
}Iceman, 
Jo,dan. 
Sincerely yours, 
Borhan N. Shrydeh 
Department of r~anagement Stud i cs, 
University of Technology, 
loughcorough, Le! cest81-~h i ,e, 
England 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
Name .............................................................................................................. 
Address ...................................................................................... 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...................... .. 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Please mai to: clo Mr. Omar Widyan, 
Royal Scientific Society, 
P.O. Box 6945, 
Amman, 
Jordan. 
, 
Questionnaire Page I 
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Date: _____ _ 
I. Your duties: (check one) 
a. Pol icy Maker b. Manager 
c. Staff 
e. Educator/Researcher 
d. Consultant/Advisor/Planner 
f. Businessman (private sector) 
2. Approximate number of employoes under your supervision: {check one) 
a. 1-5 b. 6-10 c. 11-50 d. Over 50 
i 
3. Do you require or gather economic data and information in peforming 
your duties or use in your dec~sion making and planning: (check one) 
a.' Yes b. No 
4. In which of the following ways an EDB would be directly helpful to 
you if avai lable for your use in Jordan: (check al I appl icable) 
a. Improved timel iness of economic data and information 
b. Improved avai labi lity of economic data and information 
c. Improved accuracy of economic data and information 
. d. Reduced redundancy and waste in economic data gathering, 
storage and processi~g 
e. Improved economic information retrieval 
f. Improved data analysis 
___ g. Improved economic planning 
h. Improved economic decision making 
i. Other (List) ..•..•.........•.•••.•.•• ;' •..•.............•... 
In which of the following ways, in your opinion, and EDB would be an 
asset to Jordan as a whole: (check,al I applicable) 
a. Impro'!3d timel iness of economic data and information 
b.lmproved aVe! labi I ity of economic data and information 
c. Improved accuracy of economic data and information 
d. Reduced redundancy and waste in economic data gathering, 
s'forage and process i ng 
e. Improved economic information retrieval 
f. Improved economic data analysis 
___ g. Improved economic planning 
h. Improved economic decision making 
1. Other (List) ..............•...•..•..•..••.••.••.•••••••..•. ' 
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QUGstl(~nili re Page 2 
6. Do you bel ieve that an EDB should be developed In Jordan starting: (check one) 
a. In the long term (i n more than 10 years) 
b. In the short t,erm (5-10 yea rs) 
c. Immediately 
7. Do you be I i eve that the sociolog i ca I (re I i g i on, customs, etc) and 
political implications play a dominant role In the f61 lowlng activities 
re I ated to the deve lopment of an EDB I n Jordan: (check one under each 
category for each question) 
a. Setting poli=ies and 
procedures 
b. Personnel selection and 
assignment 
c. Personne I tra i n i ng 
·d. Project management 
and control 
e.Computer selection 
f. Security and audit 
features 
Sociological 
Yes No 
Pol itical 
Yes No 
8. Select five (5) economic sectors which, in your opinion, have the 
highest priority in developing an EDB in Jordan. Use numbers I to 
5 for those se I ected where I I nd I cates the highest pr I ori ty among 
the 5 selected, and so on: 
a. Electricity b. Communications c. Transportat I on 
d. Agrl cu I ture e. Housing and f. Health 
Construction 
g. Mining and h. Population I • Touri sm and 
Industry Antiquities 
j. Manpower and k. Finance I • Trade and 
Employment Services 
m. Education n. I'later O. Investments 
- p. Prices and -q. Others (List) .. ...................................... 
Wages 
Should, In your opinion, and EDB cover: (check one) 
a. One economic sector at a time 
b. More than one economic sector - Indicate number: 
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10. ,_".)'iho, In your opinion, should be responsible for selecting a group of 
Reople at the national level with the responsibi I ity of estabJ ishing 
and control I ing pal ic)es and procedures requi red for the development 
of an EDB in Jordan: (check one) 
a. Government 
b. Pari I ament 
c. Private sector 
d. Mixture from the above (a, b and c) 
11. Do you bel ieve that the currently avai lable national training faci lities 
are adequate to train personnel in the following cate,gories for the 
development of an EDB in Jordan: (check one for each) 
a. Pol icy making 
b~ ~1anag i ng 
c. Developing 
d. Consulting/Advising/Planning 
Yes No 
12. Do you bel ieve that the currently ovai lable manpower has adequate 
experience and training in the following categories to start 
Immediately on the development of an EOB in Jordan: (check one for each) 
Yes 
a. Pol icy Making 
b. Managing 
c. Developing 
d. Consulting/Advising/Planning 
Once again, thank you very much for your co-operation. 
Please mai 1 the completed questionnaire to: 
) 
clo Mr. Omar Widyan, 
Royal Scientific Society, 
P.D. Box 6945, 
Amman, Jordan. 
Sincerely YOUI-S, 
Gorlwn rI. Shrydoh, 
Department of Management Studies, 
Un i vers I ty of Tochno I 09)', 
Loughborough, Lolcestershire, England. 
No 
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QUESTIONNAIRE: DISTRIBUTION PARTICIPANTS 
NAME ORGANISATION 
A. Bakeer 
J. Bdour 
R. Kamal 
A. Khayat 
F. Kiswani 
M. Marroum 
F. Miri 
Z. Murtada 
M. Naser 
J. Obaidat 
n. Shrydeh 
J. Shrydeh 
S. Shrydeh 
S. Tayeb 
n. Tell 
O. Widyan 
A. Zubi. Dr. 
Royal Scientific Society EDB 
Royal Scientific Society - EDB 
United Nations Development Programme - Jordan 
Agricultural Credit Corporation 
Ministry of Finance 
Royal Jordanian Airlines 
Businessman (Private Sector) 
Lawyer 
Businessman (Private Sector) 
Jordanian Cooperative Organisation 
Ministry of Education 
Ministry of Culture and Information 
Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities 
Royal Scientific Society - EDB 
Lawyer 
Royal Scientific Society - EDB 
Institute of Public Administration 
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APPENDIX D Quostionnaire' Page I 
, , 
Date: 
I. Your duties: (check one) 
~ a. Policy r4aker 60 b. Manager 
31 c. Staff 
51 e. Educator/Researcher 
212 TOTAL 
30 d. Consultant/Advisor/Planner 
32 f. Businessman (private sector) 
2. Approximate number of employees under your supervision: (check one) 
3. 
74 a. 1-5 18 b. 6-10 31 c. 1 I-50 55 d. Over 50 
178 TOTAL 
Do you require or gather oconomic data and information in 
your dut I es or use in your dec is i on mak i ng and pi ann,i ng: 
168 a. Yes 44 b. No 
212 TOTAL 
peformi ng 
(check one) 
4. In which of the following ways an EDB would be directly helpful to 
you if avai lable for your use in Jordan: (check al I appl icable) 
149 a. Impr'oved timel iness of economic data and information 
140 b. Improved avai labi I ity of economic data and information 
140 c. Improved accuracy of economic data and information 
!J.§. d. Reduced redundancy and Ivaste in economi c data gatheri ng, 
storage and processing 
103 e. Improved economic information retrieval 
!2l- f. Improved data analysis 
130 g. Improved economic planning 
126 h. I mp roved econerni c dee i s i on ma~ i ngI f ' . 2 lmproved Market1ng n ormat10n 
3 i. Other (L i st) I. N;~;i~ts. in. l,{"SNl'CI) .,."cj ,l;'l,.~i,Qi,J.i.t;Y. .S,t;4c1:i,e.s ••• 
1016 TOTAL 
In which of the following ways, in your op,n,on, and EDB would be an 
asset to Jordan as a whole: (check,al I applicable) 
~ a. Improved timel iness of economic data and information 
162 b. Improved avai labi lity of economic data and information 
~ c. Improved accuracy of economic data and information 
139 d. Reduced redundancy and waste in economic data gathering, 
storage and processing 
123 e. Improved economic information retrieval 
138 f. Improved economic data analysis 
166 g. Improved economic planning 
153 h. 
3 1. 
1195 TOTAL 
212 
213 
QuestiC1nairo Page 2 
, , 
6. Do you bel ieve that an EDB should be developed In Jordan s'~artlng: 
(check one) 
7. 
-2...a. In the long term (in more than 10 years) 
.£2... b. In the short term (5-10 years) 
134 c. Immediately 
212 TOTAL 
Do you bel ieve that the sociolog i ca I (re I i g i on, customs,'etc) and 
pol itical implications play a dominant role in the following activities 
re I ated to the deve I opment of an EDB in Jordan: (check one under each 
category for each quest I on) 
Sociological Pol itical 
Yes No TOTAL Yes No TOTAL 
a. Setting policies and 
procedures ill .59 186 .llZ --i2 182 
b. Personne I selection and 
assignment 139 46 185 118 55 173 
c. Personnel training 104 72 176 ~ 74 150 
d. Project management 
and centr'o I 110 68 178 92 69 161 
e. Computer selection 76 98 174 57 90. 147 
t. Security and audit 
features 96 73 169 98 59 157 
TOTALS 652 416 1068 578 392 970 
8. * Select five (5) economic sectors which, in your opinion, have the 
highest priority in developing an EDB in Jordan. Use numbers I to 
5 for those selected where I indicates the highest priority among 
the 5 se I ected, and so on: 
11(,),S(2),9(3) .. 19(~),6(5)~: 3(I)t7(2),~(3),,6(4),6(5) 0(J),8(2),3(3),8(~),4(5) 
a. ElecTricity b. ommunlcatlons C. TransporTaTion 
60 ClT,'30 (2) , III (31 t 18 (4) ,6 (5,--:3 ( I) ,;3(2)" 14 (3) > 13 (4) , 11 (5) 2 ( I) , 8 (2) , 5 (3) , 8 (4) , 9 (5: 
d. Agrlcu ure e. HOUSing ana f. Health 
21 (1),37 (2) , 33(3) , 14 (4) , 18 (5-) -'4 (l) C8(i\trlui(~)on12 (4) 13 (5) 3 (J) ,7 (2) ,4 (3),10 (4) ~ 101 
g. Mining and h. Population' , I. Tourism and 
- Industry - -- Antigultles 
/ 36(1),28(2),32(3),12(4),10(5) 12(1),7(2),16(3),15(4),16(5) 7(1),15(2),15(3),28(4),28(5: j. Manpower and k. Finance 'I. Trade and 
- Employment -- - Services , 
17(1),14(2)~19(3),14(4),22(5) 6(1)\9(2),8(3),12(4),17(5) 9(1)(4(2),5(3)15(4),21(5, 
m. tducat,cn n. vater O. nvestments • 
7(1)";72'(2),12(3),16(4),14(5)-1(1);0(2),0(3),084),0(5)5'---: 1 PI ' 
P 'd . oth (L' t OC1a ann1nrr p. rlces an q. ers IS ••••••••..••..••••• ~ .••• 
-- \'Iages -0(1),0(2),0(3), 1(4),0(5)Income Distribution 
0(1),O(2),0(3),0(4),1(5)Social Infrastructure 
9. Should, In your opinion, and EDB cover: (check one) 
-B1 a. One economic sector at a time 
J1.1 b. More than one economic sector - indicate 
208 TOTAL 
number!' 11 (2) ,33 (3) ,9 (I,) ,53 (5) 
4(6).3(7) ,2(8) ,3(9) ,2( 1I 
1 (13) 
*COllnts are provided in the form x(y) where: x is the number of respondents and 
y is the priority or selection made 
Ouestic1nui r8 Page 3 
. , 
10. , ...... )Iho, In your opinion, should be responsible for selecting a group of 
people at the nationa.! level with the responsibi I ity of establ ishing 
and contro I ling po I i c) 8S and procedures requ i red for the dev8 I opment 
of an EDB In Jordan: (check one) 
36 a. Government 
5 b. Pari iament 
13 c. Pri vate sector 
158 d. ~~ixture from the above (a, band c) 
212 TOTAL 
11. Do you bel ieve that the curren'tly avai lable national training faci I it'ies 
are adequate to train personnel in the following categories for the 
development of an EDB in Jordan: (check one for each) 
Yes No TOTAL 
B. Po I icy mak i ng 97 107 204 
b. Managing ,J£. .l.!.Q 206 
c. Developing 80 124 204 
--
d. Consulting/Advising/Planning 74 131 205 
--
TOTALS 347 472 819 
12. Do you bel ieve that the currently avai lab le manpower has adequate 
experience and training in the following categories to start 
immediately on the development of an EDB in Jordan: (check one for 8ach) 
Yes 
a. Pol icy Making ll.L 
b. ~1anag i ng l..2.L 
c. Developing .2!L . 
d. Consulting/Advising/Planning .12... 
TOTALS 403 
Once again, thank you very much for your co-operation. 
Please mai I the completed questionnaire to: 
) 
c/o Mr. Omar Widyan, 
Royal Scientific Society, 
P.O. Box 6945, 
Amman, Jordan. 
Sincerely yours, 
Oorhan N. Shrydeh, 
Department of Management Studies, 
University of Technology, 
Loughborough, Le i cestersh ire, Eng I and. 
No TOTAL 
....2.3 204 
-ll.3 205 
.llQ 204 
127 203 
413 816 
.Questlonn(Jire 
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Date: _____ _ 
I. Your duties: (check one) 
I. 
8 a. Po I1 cy_ Mal<er b. Manager 
c. Staff 
e. Educator/Researcher 
d~ Consultant/Advisor/Planner 
f. Businessman (private sector) 
212 TOTAL 
Approximate 
o a. 1-5 
8 TOTAL 
number of employees under your supervision: (check one) 
Do you require 
your duties or 
8 a.' Yes 
8 TOTAL 
o b. 6-10 4 c. 11-50 4 d. Over 50 
or gather economic data and information in 
use in your dec(sion making and planning: 
o b. No 
peformi ng 
(check one) 
I. In which of the following ways an EDB would be directly helpful to 
you if avai lable for your use in Jordan: (check al I appl icable) 
-.6... a. Improved timeliness of economic data and information 
--.6_ b. Improved avai labi I ity of economic data and in·formation 
_4_ c. Improved accuracy of economic data and information 
~ d. Reduced redundancy and waste in economic data gathering, 
storage and processing 
_5_ e. Improved economic information retrieval 
__ 6_ f. Improved data analysis 
--Z- g. Improved economic planning 
6 h. Improved economic decision making 
1. Other (List)Ap~~ptp.in.~ep~?rch.a~d.f~1~~q\1.\tY..~~4q\~~ •••• 
45 TOTAL 
>. In which of the following \vays, in your opinion, and EDB would be an 
asset to Jordan as a whole: (check.al I appl icable) 
7 a. ImprO\'3d timel iness of economic data and information 
7 b. Improved avc! labi I ity of economi c data and Information 
4 c. Improved accuracy of economic data and information 
7 d. Reduced redundancy and waste in economic data gathering, 
storag0 and pc"ocess i ng 
6 e. Improved economic information retrieval 
--1- f. Improved economic data analysis 
--1- g. Improved economic planning 
8 h. 
-L I. 
Improved economic decision making 
Other ( L" "t) Assists in Research and Feasibilit)' Studies IS ................ " .................. " .. " ............ " ............... " ....... " .. .. 
54 TOTAL 
Questionnaire 
a. Setting pol icies and 
procedures 
b. Personnel selection and 
ass i gn,ment 
c. Personne I tra i n i ng 
d. Project management 
and control 
e. Computer selection 
f. Security and audit 
features 
216 
5 
7. 
5 
6 
3 
• TOTALS 30 
3 
3 
2 
-fL 
5 
18 
8 
8 
8 
Page 2 
7 
6 
3 
2 
5 
835 
8 _3 __ 5_ 
8 5 3 
48 27 21 
8.* Select five (5) economic sectors which, in your opinion, have the 
highest priority in developing an EDB in Jordan. Use numbers I to 
5 for those se I ected where I i nd i cates the highest pr'i ori ty among 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
48 
the 5 seleded Slnd s9 on: • ' 
0(1),0(2),1(3);1(4),0(5) 0(1),0(2),0(3),0(4),0(5) 0(1),0(2),0(3),0(4),1(5) 
a. Electricity b. Communica'tions c. Transportation 
Ttr) ,4 (2) , 1 (3) ,0 (4) ,0 (5) - 1 (J ~ ? ° (2) ,0 (3) , 1 (4) ,0 (5 )-0 ( 1 ) ,0 (2) ,0 (3) ,0 (4) ,0 (5) 
o. Agriculture e. Housing ana f. Health 
- . -- Construction -
2 ( I) ,0 (2) ,3 (3) ,0 (4) , 1 (5) ° (J),.., 0(2) , 1 (3) ,0 (4) ,0 (5) ° (I)t 1 (2) ,0 (3) ,0 (4) , 1 (5) , 
g. Mining and h. ~opulation i. ourism and 
- Industry - -, Antiquities 
2(1),2(2),2(3),0(4),0(5) 1(1),0(2),0(3),0(4),1(5) 0(1),0(2),0(3),3(4),3(5) j. Manpower and k. Finance 'I. Trade and 
- ~m8loyment - Services 
0(1),0(2), 3),2(4),0(5) 0(1),0(2),0(3),1(4),0(5) 0(I)rO(2),0(3),0(4),1(5) 
m. Education n. Water O. nvestments ' 
Tci\!Wlg~~)a~84),0(5)- q. Others (list) ••• .•• -::: .............. . 
- Wages -
9. Should, In your opinion, and EDB cover: <Checl< one) 
-2- a. One economic sector at a time 
..§.... b. Mora than one economic sector - indicate n,umber:'~ 1(2).2(3),3(5) 
8 TOTAL 
* Counts are provided in the form x(y) where: x is the number of 
respondents, and y is the p~iority or selection made 
" 
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,0....-'l'lho. In your opinion. should be responsible for selectIng a group of 
~eople at the national level with the responsibi lity of establishing 
and control ling policies and procedures required for the development 
of an EDB in Jordan: (check one) 
-A- a. Government 
.-Q.... b. Pa r I i ament 
.-Q.... c. Private sector 
.-lL d. ~4ixture from the above (a. b and c) 
11. Do you believe that the currently avai"lable national training faci I ities 
are adequate to train personnel in the following categories for the 
development of an ED8 in Jordan: (check one for each) 
Yes No TOTAL 
a. PoI icy making 
-L _7 8 
b. Managing _3 _L 8 
c. Deve I op i ng _1 _7_ 8 
d. Consulting/Advising/Planning 1 _7_ 8 
TOTALS 6 26 32 
12. Do you be I i eve that the current I y "ava i I ab I e manpower has adequate 
experience and training in the following categories to start 
Immediately on the development of an EDB in Jordan: (check one for each) 
• Yes 
a. Pol icy Making 3 
b. Managing 4 
c. Developing 2 , 
-"-
d. Consulting/Advising/Planning 
TOTALS 10 
Once again. thank you very much for your co-operation. 
Please mai I the completed questionnaire to: 
, 
c/o Mr. Omar Widyan, 
Royal Scientific Society. 
P.D. Box 6945. 
Amman. Jordan. 
Sincere I y yours. 
Borhan N. Shrydeh, 
Department of Management Studies. 
" Un I vers I ty of Techno I ogy. 
Loughborough. Le i cos to rsh i re, Eng I and. 
- --------------
No 
5 
4 
6 
7 
22 
TOTAL 
8 
8 
8 
8 
32 
'. 
Quost i ollnB ire APPENDIX D Pago 
Date: 
I. Your duties: (check one) 
2. 
a. Pol Icy Maker 
3J c. Staff 
e. Educator/Researcher 
b. r~anager 
d. Consultant/Advisor/Planner 
f. Businessman (private sector) 
Approximate 
o a. 1-5 
o TOTAL 
number of employees under your supervision: (check one) 
Ob. 6-10 o c. 11-50 o d. Over 50 
3. 00 you require or gather economic data· and information in peforming 
your duties or use in your decision making and planning: (check one) 
23 B. Yes 8 b. No 
3J TOTAL 
4. In which of the following ways an EDB would be directly helpful to 
you if avai lable for your use in Jordan: (check al I applicable) 
24 a. Improved timel iness of economic dai-a and information 
~ b._ Improved aval labi I ity of economic data and information 
J9 c. Improved accuracy of economic data and informa-tion 
13 d. Reduced redundancy and waste in economic data gathering, 
storage and processing 
_~ e. Improved economic information retrieval 
11 f. Improved data"analysis 
~ g. Improved economic planning 
17 h. I mp roved econom i c dec i s i on mak i ng 
~ i. Other' (List) •••.••.•....•..•.•.•.•... : .................... . 
135; - TOTAL 
5. In which of the following ways, in your opinion, and EDS would be an 
asset to Jordan as a whole: (check.al I applicable) 
-. 
-.li. a. Improved timel iness of economic dai,. and information 
25 b. Improved avai labi I ity of economic data anc information 
21 c. lr:1proved accuracy of economic data and information 
16 d. Reduced redundancy and waste in economi c data gatheri ng, 
storage and process i I1g , 
J4 e. Improved economic information retrieval 
~ f •. Improved economic data analysis 
~ g. Improved economic planning 
.1i. h. Improved economic decision making 
o t. Other (List) ....•..•......•...•.••.....••••••••.••••....••• 
169 TOTAL 
" 
219 
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6. Do you believe that an EDB should be developed In Jordan starting: 
(check one) 
7. 
I a. In the lon~ term (In more than 10 years) 
12 b. In the short term (5-10 years) 
18 c. Immediately 
31 TOTAL 
Do you be I I eve that the soclolog I ca I (re Ii g i on, customs, etc) and 
pol itlcal Impl ications play a dominant role in the following activities 
related to the development of an EDB in Jordan: (check one under each 
category for each quest i on) 
a. Setting policies and 
procedures 
b. Personnel selection and 
assignment 
c. Personnel training 
d. Project management 
and control 
e. Computer selection 
f. Security and audit 
features 
TOTALS, 
Sociological Pol itlcal 
'Yes No TOTAL Yes No TOTAL 
19 
17 
13 
.J.Q. 
86 
9 28 22 7 29 
9 26 15 10 25 
8 25...!l. --.a 21 
10 23 12 10 22 
..lQ. 20 _8 ...lIl 18 
_1_1 21 15 7 22 
57 143 85 52 137 
8. * Select five (5) economic sectors which, in your opinion, have the 
highest priority in developing an EDB in Jordan. Use numbers I to 
5 for those selected where I Indicates the highest priority among 
the 5 se I ected, and so on: " 
3 (1) , 1 (?). 3 (3), 1(1'4) If I)" J(2) ,.1 (3)t> J{ 4) ,2 (5) I (2). 1 (3) ,2 (1'4) ,.1 (5) 
a. '"Elecfr,cl y B. C.ommufllca Ions c. Transpor aTlon 
7(1),.rP~gH~dr~St~ -3~~)I'it,mng and -3t<:~IJa(r.(~12(5) 
- -- Construction --
1(1),7(2.1. 6.(3),1(4),5(5), 4/1),,1(?),)(1),3(4),2(5) 1,(ILI (2),3(5)d g. "oInIP) and n. ,OpU1ailbtl I. Tourism an 
- Industry - --- Antiquities 
2 ( I) , 1 (2) , 7 (3) ,2 (4) , I (5) 2 (!) /-1 (2) , I (3) , I (4) ,2 (5) 2 (2)" I (3),2 (4) ,4 (5) 
, j. Manpower and k. r I nance "I. ITade and 
.--- EmplQyment Services 
4(1),3(2),2(3)11(4) 3(2)11(3),1(4),1(5) 4(1),2(3),3(4),3(5) 
m. Educat I on n. \vater O. Investments • 
rm'?'<~r'IW~'~Aa),3(5) =1~~)Others (List) •• S.o."}.a.l.J'.l.aI'P.ip$ •••••••• 
--- Wages. 
Should, In your opinion, and EGB cover: (check one) 
.lfL. a. One economic sector at a time 
..L'2.. b. More tl1<311 one econom i c sector - I nd I cate n~mber: *6 (3), I (4) , 7 (5) , 1 (13) 
31 TOTAL 
*Counts are provided in the form x(y) ""\1e,,e: x is the number of respondents, 
and y is the priority or selection made 
10. 
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~Who, in your opinion, should be responsible for selecting a group of 
~eople at the national level with the responsibi lity of establ ishing 
and control I ing pol icies and procedures requi red for the development 
of an EDB in Jordan: (check one) 
'I a. Government 
2 b. Pari fament 
3 c. Private sector 
25 d. Mixture from the above (a, b and c) I(No.b) 
31 TOTAL 
i I. Do you bel ieve that the currently avai lable national training faci lities 
arc adequate to tra i n personne I, in the fa I I O\~ i ng categori es for the 
development of an EDB in Jordan: (check one for each) 
Yes No TOTAL 
a. Pol icy maki ng 24 7 31 
b. Managing 21 ID 31 
c. Deyeloping 16 15 31 
d. Consulting/Advising/Planning 18 13 31 
--
TOTALS 79 45 124 
12. Do you bel ieve that the currently avai lable manpower has adequate 
experience and training in the following categories to start 
Immediately on the development of an EDB in Jordan: (check one for each) 
Yes 
a. Pol icy Making 
-22.. 
b. ~lanag i ng 
-22.. 
c. Developing .li.. ' 
d. Consulting/Advising/Planning 
-1l.. 
TOTALS 71 
'Once again, thank you very much for your co-operation. 
Please mai 1 the completed questionnaire to: 
c/o Mr. Omar Widyan, 
Royal Scientific Society, 
P.O. Box 6945, 
Amman, Jordan. 
Sincerely yours, 
Borhan N. Sh rydGh, 
Department of Manilgom81lt Studies, 
University of lechnology, 
Loughboroll(}l, Leice5to~shi rc, Englund. 
No TOTAL 
...L 31 
...L 31 
JL 31 
JJL 31 
53 124 
, 
Quest i orma ire 
Your duties: (check one) 
a. Poll cy Maker 
c. Staff 
51 e. Educator/Researcher 
212 TOTAL 
221 
APPENDIX D 
b. Manager 
Page I 
Date: 
-------
d. Consu I tant! Advi sor/P I anner 
f. Businessman (prIvate sector) 
.. Approximate 
...2.L a. 1-5 
number of emp loyees under your superv i s i on: (checl~ one) 
, . 
51 TOTAL 
Do you requ I re 
your duties or 
-1&. a.· Yes 
51 TOTAL 
_1 b. 6-10 ..L c. 11-50 28 d. Over 50 
or gather economic data and information In 
use in your dec\sion making and plann·ing: 
.lL b. No 
peformi ng 
<Check one) 
• In which of the following ways an EDB would be directly helpful to 
you if avai lable for your use in Jordan: (check al I applicable) 
.Jl.. a. Improved timel iness of economic data and information 
~ b. Improved avai labi lity of economic data and information 
~ c. Improved accuracy of economic data and information 
29 d. 
25 e. 
Reduced redundancy and waste in economic data gathering, 
storage and processing 
Improved economic information retrieval 
25 f. Improved data analysis 
~g. Improved economic planning 
27 h. Improved economic decision making 
o i. Other (List) ..••.....•....••........•••..••...•.•••.•.•.•. 
232 TOTAL 
• In which of the following ways, in your opinion, and EDB would be an 
asset to Jordan as a whole: (check al I applIcable) 
34 a. Impro'.ed timel iness of economic data and information 
39 b. Improved avel labi lity of economic data and information 
. 35 c. 
32 d. 
Improved accuracy of economic data and information 
Reduced redundancy and \'/aste in economi c data gatheri ng, 
storage and processing 
29· e. Improved economic information retrieval 
--la f. Improved economic data analysis 
~ g. Improved economic planning 
-1? h. Improved economic decision making 
~ 1. Other (List) .•.•......•..•.....• o ••••• t •••••••••••••••••••• 
270 TOTAL 
222 
QUestionnaire Page 2 
6. Do you believe that an ED8 should be developed in Jordan stnrtlng: 
(check one) 
7. 
8. * 
~ a. In the long term (in more than 10 years) 
J.Q.. b. In the short term (5-10 years) 
38 c. I mmed i ate I y 
51 . TOTAL 
Do you bel ieve that the sociological (reI iglon, customs, etc) and 
political implications play a dominant role in the following activities 
related to the development of an EDB in Jordan: (check one under each 
category for each question) . 
a. Setting policies and 
procedures 
b. Personnel selection and 
assignment 
c. Personnel training 
d. Project management 
and control 
e. Computer selection 
f. Security and audit 
features 
TOTALS 
Sociological Pol iti cal 
Yes No TOTAL Yes No TOTAL 
26 
29, 
19 
.-23.. 
133 
14 40 30 10 40 
I 
13 42 29 8 37 
21 40 20 16 36 
17 40 21 15 36 
...ll.- 40 .l.L.1..L 32 
.J2.. ...1§. 26 9 -.l2. 
107 240 137 79 216 
Select five (5) economic sectors Vlhich, in your opinion, have the 
highes'r priority in developing an EDB in Jord3n. Use numbers I to 
5 for those selected Vlhere I indicates the highest priority among 
the 5 selected and so on: ' ' 
1(1),2(2),3(3),6f4),1(5) 0(I)tl(2),~(3)"O(4),3(5) 0(1).,,0(2),0(3),](4),0(5) 
a. Electricity b. ommunlca110ns C. I ranspori'aTlon 
16(I)d8(2)~5(3)--,4(4),2(5)-0(I),,1 (2)'13(3) ,3(4) ,4(5) -If (I)" I (2)11 I (3) ,0(4) ,3(5) 
• A91lcul,ure e. nOUSI 19 ana • nearf 
- - Construction --
6(1),9(2)r4,(3),4(4),2(5) 7(1),.,2(2),4(3),3(4),1(5) O(l).,,0(2),2(3)d3(4),3(5) 
g. ~ nlng and n. ropulatlon I. lourlsm an 
- Industry -- -- Antiquities 
10(1) 8(2),11(3),1(4),4(5) 0(1)!_~(2),4(3),6(4),2(5). 1(1).,,4(2),4(3),9(4),6(5) J. ManpoVler and k. rlnance I. Irade and ' 
- Employment Services 
2(1),2(2_\.4(3),4(4),10(5) 4(1),2(2),0(3),3(4),3(5) °o(l)r l (Z) ... Z(3),7(4),6(5) I 
m. lO~ucatlon fl. Waler ' • nveslment~ 
. 3(1) 'B.(2~f''?!:a~,~A~) ,I (5) -oS:) O%t)r~P~1}i's~S4).'.o.~5:;;;';rn.e • .Pi-)lj:):i-Dl1tiol1 
- \~ages - I 
ShOUld, in your opinion, and EDB cover: (check onc=) 
15 a. One economic sector at a time 
36 b. More than one economic sector - indicate 
51 TOTAL 
number: ,,4(2),8(3),2(4),16(5) 
3(6), I (8), I (9),1 (10) 
" 
"Counts are provided in the form of x(y) where: x is the number of r~spondents, 
and y is the priority or selection made 
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IO.. .... "Vlho, In your opinion, should be responsible for selecting a group of 
hoople at the national level '1Ilth the responsibility of establishing 
and control I ing pollc)es and procedures requi red for the development 
of an EDB In Jordan: (check one) . 
14 a. Government 
I b. Pari iament 
2 c. Pri vate sector 
34 d. Mixture from the above (a, b and c) 
51 TOTAL 
11. Do you believe that the currently avai lable national training faci I ities 
are adequate to train personnel in the following cate.gories for the 
development of an EDB in Jordan: (check one for each) 
Yes No TOTAL 
a. Pol icy making 
.1.L .llL 49 
b. Managing 
....!.l.. 22- 49 
c. Developing ..l2.. 2L 49 
d. Consulting/Advising/Planning I I ~ .l!2. 
TOTALS 60 136 196 
12. Do you bel ieve that the currently avai lab le manpower has adequate' 
experience and training in the following categories to start 
i~mediately on the development of an EDB in Jordan: (check one for each) 
Yes 
a. Pol icy Making 
..ll. 
b. Managing 22 
c. Deve lop i ng ...2.L ' 
d. Consulting/Advising/Planning 
-lJL 
TOTALS 84 
Once again, thank you very much for your co-operation. 
Please mai I the completed questionnaire to: 
) 
c/o Mr. Omar vlidyan, 
Royal Scientific Society, 
P.O. Box 6945, 
Amman, Jordan. 
Sincerely yours, 
Borhan N. Shrydoh, 
Departmcnt of ~1aniJgel\1ent Studies, 
University of Technology, 
Loughbol"Ough, Le i ccstersh I re, Eng I iJnd. 
No TOTAL 
-2lt. 47 
..12 47 
-2.6. 47 
-2.9. 47 
104 188 
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Date: 
I. Your duties: (check one) 
2. 
a. Policy Maker 
c. Staff 
e. Educator/Researcher 
212 TOTAL 
&.2.- b. ~1anaQe r 
d. ~onsultant/Advisor/Planner 
f. Businessman (private sector) 
Approximate 
25 a. 1-5 
60 TOTAL 
number of employees under your supervision: (check one) 
10 b. 6-10 19 c. 11-50 6 d. Over 50 
3. Do you require or gather economic data-and information in peforming 
your duties or use in your decision making and planning: (check one) 
48 a. Yes 12 b. No 
60 TOTAL 
4. In which of the fo! lowing ways an EDB would be directly helpful to 
you if avai lable for your use in Jordan: (check al I appl icable) 
46 a. Improved timel iness of economic data and information 
..iL b., Improved avai labi I ity of economic data and information 
45 c. Improved accuracy of economic data and information 
35 d. Reduced redundancy and waste in economi c data gatheri ng, 
storage and processing 
33 e. Improved economic information retrieval 
36 f. Improved data"analysis 
~ g. Improved economic planning 
38 h. Improved economic decision making 
o i. Other (List) .....•.•.........•....•........•............•. 
312 TOTAL 
In which of the following ways, in your opinion, and EDB would be an 
asset to Jordan as a whole: (check, al I applicable) 
..i!B.. a. Improved -rimel iness of economic dab and information 
47 b. Improved avai labi I ity of economic data and information 
Improved accuracy of economic data and information .!Q.. c. 
.!!1.. d. Reduced redundancy and waste in economic 
storage and process i ng , 
~ e. Improved economic information retrieval 
.!!1.. f. _Improved economic data analysis 
~ g. Improved economic planning 
...!&. h. I mp roved econom i c dec i s ion mak i ng 
data gathering, 
o i. Other (List) ................................................................. " 
348 TOTAL 
" 
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6. Do you bel ieve that an EDB should be developed In Jordan starting: 
(check one) 
-1- a. In the long, torm (in more th.an 10 years) 
~ b. In the short term (5-10 years) 
~ c. Immediately 
60 TOTAL 
7. Do you bel ieve that the sociologica I (rei igion, customs, etc) and 
pol ii'ical impl ications play a dominant role in the following activities 
re I ated to the deve lopment of an EDB I n Jordan: (check one under each 
category for each question) 
Sociological 
'Yes No TOTAL 
a. Setting pol icies and 
procedures 
b. Personnel selection and 
assignment 
c. Pe[sonnel training 
'd. Project management 
and control 
e. Computer seledion 
f. Security and audit 
41 
33 
36 
27 
features 31 
TOTALS 203 
18 53 
..ll.. 55 
19 52 
19 55 
26 53 
2 I 52 
117 320 
Pol itical 
Yes No 
39 
34 
24 
33 
19 
16 
20 
21 
17 
25 
TOTAL 
55 
54 
45 
50 
44 
31 
180 
18 49 
117 297 
O. * Select five (5) economic sectors ~Ihich, in your opinion, have the 
highest priority in developing an EDB in Jordan. Use numbors I to 
5 for those se I ected Vlhere I i nd i cates the highest pr i ori ty among 
the 5 selected and so on: 
6 (I) , I (2) ,0 (3) : 6 (4) ,2 (5) I (I) ,2 (2) ,3 (3) , I (4) ,0 (5) 0 (J) ... 6 (2) ,2 (3) ,2 (4) , I (5) 
a. Electricit'( b. Communications c. IransportaTion m J) ,6 (2) ,8 (3) ,3 4), I (5T- 0 ( ]) , I (2) ,2 (3) ,3 (4) ,2 (5)-0 (I) ,4 (2) , I (3) ,2 (4) , I (5) 
d. Agriculture e. ~ousing and f. Health ' 
- -- Construction ----
3(1).l.9(2),~(3),6(4),5(5), 3(1),0(2),3.(3),4(4),7(5) 1(1).,.1(2),1(3),2(4),2(5) 
____ ',~, Mlnln~, and ____ h. Population. ____ I. lourlsm ana 
Industry Antiquities 
12 (I) , 7 (2) ,5 (3) ,2 (4) , I (5) 5 (I) ... 3 (2) ,5 (3) ,3 (4) ,7(5) I ( I).,. 3 (2) ,5 (3) ,9 (4) , 7 (5) 
. j. Manpower and k. rinance I. Irade and 
---- Employment ---- Services 
5 ( I) ,4 (2) ,6 (31, I (4) ,5 (5) I( 1{, 2 (2) ,5 (3) ,6 (4) ,5 (5) 4 ( I) r 2 (2),0 (3) ,3 (4) ,5 (5) 
m. Education n. water O. nvesTments 
m) p: Wr ~~~) a~~4) ,8 (5)---- ~~ I b't~~2fs' o(W d)(4::.1 .<:: .. Sp~fi'-l-. tl'fntHfy"ture 
---- Wages ----
Should, in your opinion, and EDB cover: (check one) 
12- a. One economic sector at a time 
..]L b. More than one economic sector - indicate number:'~3(2),7(3),2(4),12(5) 
56 TOTAL 1(6),3(7),1(8),1(9) 
*Counts are provided in the form x(y) where: x is the number of respondents, 
and y is the priority or selection made 
10. 
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~Who, In your opinion, should be responsible for selecting a group of 
'peop I e at the nati ona I I eve I ~I i th the rcspons i b i I i ty of estab I Ish i ng 
and control ling pol icies and procedures requi red for the development 
of an EDB in Jordan: (check one) 
13 a. Government 
b. Pari iament 
2 c. Private sector 
44 d. Mixture from the above (a, b and c) 2(No,b) I I (No.c) 
60 TOTAL 
11. Do you bel ieve that the currently avai-Iable national training faci I ities 
are adequate to train personnel in the follo-.,l1ng categories for the 
development of an EDB in Jordan: (check one for each) 
Yes No TOTAL 
a. Pol icy making 32 24 36 
b. Managing 32 26 58 
c. Developing _ 2L .29 _ 56 
d. Consulting/Advising/Planning 
.2L ..l(L -22 
TOTALS 118 109 227 
12. Do you bel ieve that the currently avai lab le manpovler has adequate 
experience and training in the following categories to start 
-immediately on the development of an EDB in Jordan: (check one for each) 
• Yes 
a. Pol icy r~aking 
.l:L 
b. Managing 
..!&.-
c. Deve I op i ng ..lL '-
d. Consulting/Advising/Planning 
.lL 
TOTALS 143 
Once again, thank you very much for your co-operation, 
Please mai I the completed questionnair-e to: 
) 
c/o Mr. Omar Widyan, 
Royal Scientific Society, 
P.O. Box 6945, 
Amman, Jordan. 
Sincerely yours, 
Borhan N, Shrydei1, 
Department of r~anag~ment Stud 185, 
University of Technology, 
Loughborough I Le i ccstersil I re, Eng I and. 
No TOTAL 
.2.lL 59 
-'ill- 60 
26 59 
2L 58 
93 236 
" 
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Date: 
/ • You r dut I es: (check one) 
2. 
a. Po / icy Maker 
c. StaH 
e. Educator/Researcher 
2i2 TOTAL 
_ b. Manager 
~ d. Consultant/Advisor/Planner 
f. 'Bus I nessman (pr i vaTe sector) 
App rox i mate 
10 a. /-5 
27 TOTAL 
number of employees under your supervision: (check one) 
Ob. 6-10 2 c. 11-50 15 d. Over 50 
3. Do you require or gather economic data and information in peforming 
your duties or use in your decision making and plann,ing: (check one) 
17 a. Yes 13 b. No 
30 TOTAL 
4. In which of the following ways an ED8 would be directly helpful to 
you if avai lable for your use in Jordan: (check al I appl icablel 
15 a. Improved timel iness of economic data and information 
13 b. Improved avai labi ,I ity of economic data and information 
17 c. Improved accuracy of economic data and information 
ID d. Reduced redundancy and lVaste in economic data gathering, 
storage and processing 
7 e. Improved economic informaTion retrieval 
8 f. I mproved data ana I ys i s 
_1_1_ g. Improved economic planning 
~ h. Improved economic decision making 
~ J.. Othe r (L j st) 'O ................................ ' ............... ; ...................................... .. 
96 TOTAL 
In which of the following ways, in your opinion, and EDB ~Iould be an 
asset to Jordan as a whole: (check, al I applicable) 
-UL a. Improved timeliness of economic data and information 
-UL b. Improved avai labi I ity of economic data and information 
-UL c. Improved accuracy of economic data and information 
14 d. 
J 0 e. 
Reduced redundancy and waste in economic data gathering, 
storage and processing 
Improved economic information retrieval 
14 f. Improved economic data analysis 
~ g. Improved economic planning 
18 h. Improved economic decision making 
o t. Other (list) ...•. , •....•..••.....•.....•..........•.•.•.... 
135 TOTAL 
I 
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6. Do you bel ieve that an EDS should be developed in Jordan starting: 
(check one) 
7. 
8. * 
I a. In the long te.rm (in more than 10 years) 
JUL b. In the short term (5-10 years) 
18 e. Immed i ate I y 
30 TOTAL 
Do you be I i eve that the sociolog i ca I (re I i g ion, custorns, etc) and 
pol i tieal implications play a dami nant role in the following activities 
related to the development of an EDB in Jordan: (check one under each 
category for each question) 
Sociological Pol itical 
Yes No TOTAL Yes No TOTAL 
'- --
a. Setting pol icies and 
procedures 20 6 26 16 4 20 
b. Personnel selection and 
assignment 20 4 24 13 6 i9 
c. Personnel training 12 9 21 7 6 13 
d. Project manageroont 
and control 13 8 21 8 8 16 
-
e. Computer selection 8 14 22 4 I I 15 
f. Security and audit 
features 11 9 20 7 7 14 
TOTALS 84 50 134 55 42 97 
Select five (5) economic sectors which, in your opinion, have the 
highest priority in developing an EDB in Jordan. Use numbers I to 
5 for those seiected where I indicates the highest priority among 
the 5 selected and so on: ' 
o (1 ) ,0 (2) r 2 (3) > 2 (4) , 3 (5) I ( I ) ,0 (2) ; I (3) ,2 (4) ,0 (5) 0 ( I)", I (2) ,0 (3) , I (4) , I (5) 
a. £ ectrlcity , b. Communications, c. 'ran!'iport~tion 
12(1) 5(2) ,1(3) 2(4),I(S)-2(J)~0(2),4(3),1(4),I(Sr-0(1),0(2),1(3),3(4),2(S) 
d. Agrlcu!fure e. Huuslng and f. Health 
5 (1),6 (2),5 (3) ,0(4), I (5) - O( I) ;~p:Tt~m~~(4), 3(5)-0(1) ,2(2) ,0(3),3(4),0 (5) 
g. Mining and 'h. Population' i. Tourism and 
4 (I) , 5 (2)~ ~~~)::~4) ,0 (5) - 2 (J) 0 (2) , I (3) ,2 (4) ,2 (5)- I (I) ,'2n(~~~~i(~~~1 (4) , 3(5) 
_J. lJIdnpower anu k. n nance 'I. Trade and 
1(1) 4(2)E~Pc~~~T.~~),S(S) 1(1),2(2),1(3),0(4),4(5) 0(1),1e(1,)i,1)13),2(4),2(S) I 
'm. Education n. ~Jater O. Investments . 
1(1) D(~ .1(3) 3(1.) 2(5) - , '. ,- I 
_'po t r'lces'ana' __ q. Others (List) ....................... . 
Ivages I 
ShOUld, in your opinion, and EDB cover: (check one) 
.lL a. One 'econom i c sector at a time 
15 b. More than one economic sector - indicate number'~4(3) ,3(4) ,8(~), 
30 TOTAL 
*Counts are provided in the form x(y) ,,,here: x is the number of respondents, 
and y is the priority or selection made 
10. 
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. , 
Who, in your opinion, should be responsible for selectIng a group of 
-'Ileople at the national level with the responsibilIty of establishing 
and control I Ing pol Ides and procedures required for the developlnent 
of an EDB In Jordan: (check one) 
__ 1_ a. Government 
__ 1_ b. Par I i ament 
__ 1_ c. Private sector 
IL d. Mixture ,from the above (a, b and c) 1 (No.b) 
30 TOTAL 
I I. Do you believe that the currently avai lable national training faci I Itie5 
are adequate to train personnel in the following cate,gories fOl' the 
development of an EDB in Jordan: (check one for each) 
Yes No 
a. Pol icy making 
.JL ~ 
b. Managing R lL 
c. Developing 
.JL ..l.2.-
'd. Consulting/Advising/Planning 
..l2- .uL 
'TOTALS ,51 ,61 
12. Do you bel ieve that the currently avai lable manpower has adequate 
experience and training in the following categories to start 
TOTAL 
28 
28 
28 
"28 
' , 
112 
Immediately on the development of an EDB in Jordan: (check one for each) 
Yes 
a. Pol Icy Making 14 
b. Managing 18 
c. Developing 9 " 
d. Consulting/Advising/Planning, .2_ 
TOTALS 46 
Once again, thank you very much for your co-operation. 
Please mai I the completed questionnaire to: 
) 
c/o Mr. Omar Widyan, 
Royal Scientific Society, 
P.O. Box 6945, 
Amman, Jordan. 
Sincerely yours, 
Borhan N. Shryc\eh, 
Department of ~1anagemcnt StudIes, 
University of Technology, 
Loughborough, Le I cestersh I re, Eng I and. 
No TOTAL 
13 27 
9 27 
18 27 
l.L '27 
62 108 
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Date: 
-----
I. Your duties: (check one) 
a. Po I i cy Ma ke r b. Manager 
c. Staff 
e. Educator/Researcher 
d. Consultant/Advisor/Planner 
32 f. Businessman (private sectoJj 
212 TOTAL 
2. Approximate number of employees under your supervision: (check one) 
17 a. 1-5 7 b. 6-10 6 c. 11-50 2 d. Over 50 
32 TOTAL 
3. Do you require or gather economic data· and information in peforming 
your duties or use in your decision making and planning: (check one) 
32 a. Yes 0 b. No 
32 TOTAL 
4. In vlhich of the following ways an EDB would be directly helpful to 
you if avai lable for your use in Jordan: (check al I applicable) 
25 a. Improved timel iness of economic data and information 
~ b •. Improved avai labi I ity of economic data and information 
.2l.. c. Improved accuracy of economic data and information 
.12. d. Reduced redundancy and waste in economic data gathering, 
storage and processing 
23 e. Improved economic information retrieval 
21 f. I mproved daTa ·ana I ys i S 
~ g. Improved economic planning 
23 h. Improved economic decision mal\ing 
2 I. Other (li st) ItnpI'Olll'>!. ~lar~etiug .!u:t<n"l!"jt:i.Gn .............. .. 
196 TOTAL 
In which of the following ways, in your opinion, and EDB would.be an 
asset to Jordan as a whole: (check al I appl icable) 
28 a. Improved timel iness of economic dat'" and information 
26 b. Improved avai labi I ity of economic data anc information 
28 c. Improved accuracy of economic data and information 
28 d. Reduced redundancy and Ivaste in economic data gathering, 
storage and process i ng " 
24 e. Improved economic information retrieval 
~ f. "Improved economic data analysis 
~ g. Improved economic planning 
28 h. I mp roved econom i c dec i s ion mak i ng 
• T, ' If· . 2 I. Othe r (L I st) Improve>!. U"hcn1n .. TL'IJ;I\l'l~\qq .................. . 
219 TOTAL 
" 
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6. Do you believe that an EDB should be developed In Jordan starting: 
(checl( onc) 
7. 
_1 a. In the long term (In more than 10 years) 
...Ji. b. In the short term (5-10 years) 
-bL c. Irnmed I ate Iy 
32 TOTAL 
Do you be I I eve that the sociolog I ca I (re I i g I on, customs, etc) 
pol i tica I impl ications play a dominant role in the following 
and 
activities 
related to the development of an EOB in Jordan: (check one under each 
category for each question) 
Sociological Pol i 1'1 ca I 
Yes No TOTAL Yes No TOTAL 
a. Setting pol icles and 
procedures 22 9 31 23 7 30 
b. Personnel selection and 
ass i gn,rnent 25, 5 30 21 9 30 
c. Personnel' training 18 12 30 9 18 27 
d. Project management 
and control 
.J.2. .J1. 31 15 14 29 
e. Computer selection . ...lA. 
....u. 31 .J..2.. .J.8... 30 
f. Security and audit 
features J8 J2 30 J4 15 29 
-' - --. 
• TOTALS J J 6 67 183 94 8J 175 
8. * Select five (5) economic sectors which, in your opinion, have the 
highest priority in developing an EOB in Jordan. Use numbers I to 
5 for those se I ected where I i nd i cates the highest pr i ori ty among 
the 5 selected, and so on: , 
J (J) ,dP-2r8drh8fN, 0 (5) 8 ~ 16~~~~~~g&:t1 b~~4), 1 (5) 9:~1 ~'~ah2dp'8r9JftJk) ,0 (5) 
7( I) ,!t.(2~gfIiJp,WJ,2(5) - 2~1~jb/;~1h~5&f.1,2(4) ,2(5) If \1 trtPa<t-lrI 2(3) , 1 (4), J (5) 
- - Construction --
4(1)'~.('Mr~;<~~,gMI),4(5), R51~o~&1~'8&~),2(4),0(5) 11(.I)l'JJfY!'1~qrid2(4),1(5) I 
- Industry -- . - Antiquities 
6(1),5(2),4(3)l3(4),4(5) 2(.J)~'nJ{2n)c ... 5(3),3(4),2(5) 4
1
(IL4(2),3(3),4(4),5(5) I J.~~npower anu R f. a ~ . ~rade and 
- Employment Services 
5 (I) '~P~dJJ~h5A4) ,2(5) R ~ 1 ~a%P' I (3) , 1 (4) ,4 (5) V.I) 1'~V<tJt~~~1s 0 (4) ,4 (5) , 
OT!),1 (2),.1 (3),1 (4) ,0(5) 
p. Pr! ces and __ q. Others (Li st)' ....................... . 
- Wages 
Should, in your opinion, and EOB cover: (check one) 
13 a. One economic sector at a time 
-UL b. More than one economic sector - indicate number:* 3(2),6(3),1(4),7(5), 
32 TOTAL 1(9),1(10) 
1< Counts are provided in the form x(y) where: x is the number of respondents, 
and,y is the priority or selection made 
10. 
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Who, In your opinion, should be responsible for selecting a group of 
,~ , peop I e at the nat i ona I I eve I with tho respons i b i I i ty of estab I ish i ng 
and control I ing pol icies and procedures requi red for the development 
of an EDB' in Jordan: (chcick one) , 
3 a. Government 
--
o b. Pari iament 
5 c. Private sector 
24 d. f~ixture from the above (a, b and c) 1 (No.b) 
32 TOTAL 
I I. Do you bel ieve that the currently avai lable national training faci I ities 
are adequate to train personnel, in the following categories for the 
development of an EDB in Jordan: (check one for each) 
Yes No TOTAL 
a. Pol icy making _,_7 1..?- 32 
b. Managing 10 1L 32 
c. Deyeloping 9 1l. 32 
d. Consulting/Advising/Planning 7 25 32 
TOTALS 33 95 128 
12. Do you bel ieve that the currently avai lab le manpower has adequate 
experience and training in tho fol towing categories to start 
Immediately on the development of an EDB in Jordan: (check one for each) 
Yes 
a. Policy Making 
..!Q.. 
b. Managing 
.J.fi... 
c. Developing -LL ' 
d. Consulting/Advising/Planning 
--EL 
TOTALS 49 
'Once again, thank you very much for your co-operation; 
Please mai I the completed questionnaire to: 
) 
clo Mr. Omar Widyan, 
Royal Scientific Society, 
P.O. Box 6945, 
Amman, Jordan. 
Sincere Iy yours, 
Borhan N. Shrydoh, 
Department of Munagemcnt Studies, 
University of Technology, 
Loughborougll, Lolcostorshi ro, England. 
No 
.!:.2.'!!!: 
.2.L 32 
.16..... 32 
.LL 32 
2l!- 32 
79 128 
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23 .1ullc 1977 
n.R.H. Crovn Prince llasaan Ilin Talal, 
The Royal Palace, 
Ar.l.tUal1 , 
J 0 i\M.:'1 • 
, 
Your Royal Highness. 
?f3y I first take this opportunity to e:<press my best wishes, alon~ 
\11 t'1 those of !~y eolleaf,ucs at the Univcrsi ty of Tcchnolof,Y. to 
His H.:tjcsty l~ing Husscin and to your Itoyal !lighness. 
This letter is in re';:Jrd to :Joctora1 research current1v bein~ conducted 
by Ht' .. JO!'!lan NHjrub 311rydeh at our University. His re~e"lrci1' focuses Oll 
Econo::lic Dn.t3. 3nn'k !-ian,l:-?enent Systens Dcvelop:.!ent in a. d""?v(!lo"?in?, nation. 
Jo-rdnn H3S chosen by hin as a I:1.oclel ~'ith our 3]rC'2:'1ent and fnll support. 
His research requi::-e,:lenc:s call ~or intervic\·Tin;-; a nU!:1bet of l::ey ofiicLlls, 
both in the public and private sectors of Jordan. This is iD addition to 
about one hundred responses to a prepared questioll!ulire fro!:!. other official!1 
in t.hese sec tors. 
\le are quite f"oliliar with the trCI1(!l1c)OUS efforts and substantial contri-
bu tion of your ;loyal Highness in the area of econo"ic and social planning 
for Jordan. 
Therefore, it ,{ouId be of the utmost importance if your Royn1 Hi(;hness 
«ould grant lIr. Shrydeh an interview. It \;'ou1d also he extremely helpful 
if your Royal Highness \i'oultl llssi8n SO[;lCOnc \-1ho can assist hIt; in his 
tusks. particulatly th'lt of m::ranginj\ lntervi""s ,"i th \~ey otfici'lls. 
Hr. Shrydeh cnn be "ade available for these intervie"g during the !tonths 
of October and !!ove,"!lbr 1977. Lnclosed, for rcviet·/ by your !toynl llir,hncas, 
in a rer,une of lIr. Shrydch's bacl'grollncl. As indicated, he has had fourteen 
ye.nra of business experience ill the United States of AmeLicn. This e"cel1ent 
experience ,''us in the area of cor.1pu·t(!t~ sciencj~, husinc~s adr:rinistrntion nncl 
tlU1l1<lgcl":lCnt science. He is currently on· leave of nhsen.ce. frOGl his position 
of N811nger, Econoelic Data Bar.k Section, ltoYill Scientific Soc.).cty, Ar.u·.'1an, 
JOLdna. and \le believe that hio rc.scm:ch will ba an asset and of p;rcat 
benefit to Jordan. 
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/2 
We oha11 look [or'-"1rd to hearinr; frol:l your Royal lIighnes!3 regarding 
11 conveni.ent intervi"", elate for the period mentioned. ,le should 
also be grateful if you could Dcnd IIR the none an,l address of Che 
pC1:son 'Iho may be assil;ncd to l1,ssist ar. Shrydch in his work. 
He ,;ish to e;(press our r,rlltituda to your Royal IIir,hness in lIdvlInce. 
Yours faithfully, 
G. Cregory 
Prcfessor of }lanagement Sciences 
.' 
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L,,~ __ Ro~Sal. 'f' 5 . ECONOMICSDEPARTMENT 
. . Gent! -re oGety f:;r,:.'I';~-r~'\iro£'~~"~im$."~1~~~~ P.O.BOXe945 - AMMAN/JORDAN - TEI.: 67111_4 
No. : (4) 264/16/1/4903 
Date:Z O /7/1977 
Professor G. Gregory, 
Department of Management Studies, 
University of Technology, 
oughborough, Leicestershire LEll 3TU, 
~ng1and. 
ear Professor Gregory, 
TELEX: ERP.AtAAH 1276 )0 
This is in acknowledgement of your letter of June 23, 1977,concerning 
r. Borhan N. Shrydeh, addressed to-H. R. H. Crown Prince Hassan and 
orwarded to the Economics Department of the Royal Scientific Society, of 
vhich Mr. Shrydeh is an employee on leave of absence. 
With regard to your request on behalf of Mr. Shrydeh for an interview 
Y him with H. R. H., this can be arranged after Mr. Shrydeh's arrival in 
. mman. The same would also apply to his proposed interviews with key 
fficials in Jordan. 
Concerning your request for assigning someone to assist Mr. Shrydeh 
n his work, such assistance will only extend to arranging his interviews. I 
vill be happy to coordinate this with our Public Relations staff and will try 
o be generally helpful to him in this regard, 
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We, at the nss, arc glad to have a staff member of our department 
studying at your university. 
With every good wish. 
• 
.' 
Yours faithfully, 
Dr. Bassam Saket 
Director, Economics Department 
9 August 1977 
Dr. Bassam Saket 
Director, Economics Department 
Royal Scientific Society 
P .0. Box 6945 
Amman 
JORDAN 
Dear Dr. Saket, 
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Thank you for your letter of 20 July concerning the arrangements 
for Hr. Borham Shrydeh during his forthcoming visit to Amman. 
He greatly appreciate the offer of this assistance and I will 
pass on the suggestions made to Hr. Shrydeh. 
Hith kind regards, 
Yours sincerely, 
G. Gregory 
c.c. Dr. P.J. Stratfold 
APPENDIX F 
FIELD SURVEY: TABLES AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
APPENDIX F 
FIELD SURVEY: TABLES AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this Appendix is to present the field survey results in 
a tabular form along with the associated statistical tests and analysis 
performed. They were excluded from Chapter V, Field Survey: Results 
and Analysis, in order to avoid ·confusion and much repetition. 
The Appendix is sectioned by issue, for each of the issues developed in 
the theoretical phase of the study, and appear in Chapter 11, Section 
2.3. For each issue, the related interviews and questionnaire raW 
tables are provided. In the questionnaire case, the results are provided 
at both the category and aggregate levels. The categories are in 
accordance 1,ith those listed in the first question appearing in the 
questionnaire regarding the duties of the respondents. The responses 
to this question appear in Table No. F ~ I. 
Table No. F ~ I 
Questionnaire·Response ·.c.Duties ·ofRespondents 
Total Response· 
Category ·No. % 
a. & b. Policy Maker/Manager 68 32 
c. Staff 31 15 
d. Consultant/Adviser/Planner 30 14 
e. Educator/Researcher 51 21, 
f. Businessman 32 15 
TOTALS 212 100 
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Only 'eight respondents checked the category of "Policy Maker". Several 
re.spondents, who checked the "Manager" category questioned if they could 
be considered as Policy Maker. This is due to being in highlY respons-
ible managerial positions and involved, to various extents, in policy 
making. Due to this situation, as well as that of interviewing all 
other policy makers contacted, it was.decided to combine the two categ-
ories into one, which is that of the "Manager" category, throughout the 
analysis of the questionnaire results. 
The statistical analysis include, where applicable: 
1. Percentage distributions for a quick visualisation of cCintributions 
made by each category and listed area of interest. The areas of 
interest are those alternatives or parts appearing under each 
question in the questionnaire. 
2. Comparisons of the expected and actual responses between categories 
and listed areas of interest. This is in order to determine whether 
the actual responses are significantly different between them. For 
every comparison, the hypothesis and a contingency table, which 
includes the statistical test result, are provided. If the test 
result indicates that the hypothesis is rej ected, then a 'table is 
provided showing the best estimate of the order of importance which 
is reflected by category or listed area of interest. 
3. The use of other statistical tQchniques (e.g. ranking) where necessary. 
The questionnaire inc1udQd Question numbe.r 2 ",hich does not relate 
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directly to any of the issues. It was included to obtain some 
information on the spread of responsibilities between the respondents 
to each category. The results are shown in Table No. F - 2. 
Table No. F-2 
Questionnaire Response .~ Supervision Level of Respondents 
MGR . STAFF ··CONSULT ED/RES BUS TOTAL 
·Response No; . % No. % No; % No. % No; .. % No. % 
None 0 0 31 100 3 10 0 0 0 0 34 16 
a. - 5 25 36 0 O· 10 33 22 43 ·17 53 74 35 
b. 6 - 10 10 15 0 0 0 0 2 7 22 18 8 
c. . 11 - 50 23 34 0 0 2 7 0 0 6 19 31 15 
d. Over 50 .. 10 . 15 . 0 0 .15 . 50 . .28 .55 2 6 55 26 
----
TOTALS 68. . 100 . 31 . 100 . .30 . .100 . 51. 100. 32. .100.212 100 
----
The responses of the categories of "Educator/Researcher" and "Consultant/ 
Adviser/Planner", indicating their supervision of more than 50 people, 
were exceptionally high (55% and 50%). Further inves tigation of this 
matter uncovered that many educators are teachers who teach in excess 
of 50 students. In addition, several consultants, advisers and planners 
are in the social and academic fields, with functional and field 
responsibilities (e. g. inspection) for more than 50 people. The response 
of the "Staff" category waS 100% for not having any employees under their 
supervision. This is consistent with the usual responsibilities and 
functions of staff personnel. 
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Several abbreviations were made for practical reasons. The underlined 
word(s) of each area of interest under each question is (are) used as 
an abbreviation for it. The categories (strata) were abbreviated as 
follows: 
Category 'Abbreviation 
Policy Maker/Manager Mgr 
Staff Staff 
Consultant/Adviser/Planner Consult 
Educator/Researcher Ed/Res 
Businessman Bus 
Other abbreviations used are: 
Word Abbreviation 
Abstained Abs 
Actual Act 
Expected Exp 
Number No. 
F.t. Issue Number! -'Tables and Statistical Analysis 
I. 'Interviews - Topic Number !Tables 
Table No. F-3 
Interviel's Response-Immediate Need for an EDB in Jordan 
'Response No. % 
Yes 39 100 
No o o 
TOTALS 39 100 
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Table No. F - 4 
Interviews Response ·~EDB Benefits 
Response (TOTAL~39) 
Benefit No. % 
a. Improved timeliness of economic data 21 54 
b. Improved availability of economic data 21 54 
c. Improved accuracy of economic data 16 41 
d. Reduced duplication and redundancy of economic data 13 33 
e. Improved economic planning 
f. Improved decision making 
g. Improved scientific research 
h. Improved measuring and monitoring the 
achievements of development plans 
i. Improved documentation and historial 
data availability 
32 
32 
12 
17 
7 
82 
82 
31 
44 
18 
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3. Questionnaire - Question number 3 Statistical Analysis: 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantly different between 
the various categories as to the need for economic data and 
information. 
Table No. F-6 
. Con tingertcy Table:· Need ·f6t Economic Data 
MGR STAFF CONSULT ED/RES BUS TOTAL 
Response Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp Act 
a. Yes 56 53.9 23 24.6 17 23.8 40 40.4 32 25.4 168 
b. No 12 If,. I 8 6.4 . . 13 6.2 11 10.6 0 6.6 44 
TOTALS 68 31 .. 30 .51 32 212 
Contingency coefficient: 0.28 
Chi-square statistic: 18.63 (,"ith 4 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: .(. 0.001 (0.001 level 18.46) 
Statistical Test Result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F - 7 
Order of Need for Economic Data as Reflected by the Categories 
Category 
I. "Businessman fl 
2. IIManager" 
3. "Educator/Researcher" 
4. "Staff" 
5. "Consultant/Adviser/Planner" 
positive Response 
% 
100 
82 
78 
74 
57 
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4. Questionnaire:' Question Nurnber '4 Tables 
Table No. F - 8 
. '''Manager'': . EDB Benefits to Respondent 
MGR . (TOTAL = 68)_ 
Response Yes % Abs % 
a. Time lines s 52 76 16 24 
b. Availability 47 69 21 31 
c. Accuracy 49 72 19 28 
d. Reduced redundancy 41 60 27 40 
e. Information retrieval 38 56 30 44 
f. Analysis 42 62 26 38 
g. Planning 43 63 25 37 
h. Decision making ... 44 .. 65 .24 35 
. TOTALS .. 356 .65 .. 188 35 
Table No. F - 9 
. "Staff": 'EDBBenefi ts to Respondents 
STAFF (TOTAL - 31) 
Response . 'Yes .. % Abs' % 
a. Timeliness 24 77 7 23 
b. Availability 20 65 I I 35 
c. Accuracy 19 61 12 39 
d. Reduced redundancy 13 42 18 58 
e. Information retrieval 10 32 21 68 
f. Analysis I I 35 20 65 
g. Planning 21 68 10 32 
h. Decision making 17 .55 14 1,5 
TOTALS 
.135 51, .. 113 . 1,6 
....... , ..... 
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Table No. F'-10 
"Consul tant/ Adviser /Planner": ' EDB 'Benefits tdRespondents 
CONSULT (TOTAL = 30) 
Table No. F -\\ 
'''Educator/Researcher'': 'EDB'Benefits 'tciRespondents 
'ED/RES (TOTAL" 51) 
'Response 'Yes' % Abs % 
a. Timeliness 33 65 18 35 
b. Availability 34 67 17 33 
c. Accuracy 28 55 13 45 
,d. Reduced redund~.ncy 29 57 22 43 
e. Information retrieval 25 l,9 26 51 
f. Analysis 25 49 26 51 
g. Planning 31 61 20 39 
h. Decision making ,27 53 24 47 
'TOTALS 232 57 176 /,3 
,-
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Table No • F:" 12 
. "Bus inc ssman ": EDIlIlcnefit8 to Respondents 
. BUS 
. (TOTAL '" 32) 
Response ·Yes % Abs % 
a. Timeliness 25 78 7 22 
b. Availabili ty 26 .81 6 19 
c. Accuracy 27 84 5 16 
d. Reduced redundancy 25 78 7 22 
e. Information retrieval 23 72 9 28 
f. Analysis 21 66 ·1 1 34 
g. Planning 24 75 8 25 
h. Decision making .23 .. 72 9 .. 28 
TOTALS 194 .. 76 .. 62 .. 24 
. . . . . . . . , . . , . 
Table No. F:" 13 
Total Response: EDB Ilenefitsto Respondents 
TOTAL ·RESPONSE (TOTAL = 212) 
Response ·Ye8· % Abs· % 
a. Timeliness 149 70 63 30 
b. Availability 140 66 72 34 
c. Accuracy 140 66 72 34 
d. Reduced redundancy 118 56 94 44 
e. Information retrieval 103 49 109 51 
f. Analysis 107 50 105 50 
g. Planning 130 61 82 39 
h. Decision making .126 .. 59 86 . .41 
TOTALS 1013 60 .683 40 
-
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5. Questionnaire: Question number· 4 Statistical Analysis: 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantly different between 
the various categories as to the EDB benefits to respondents. 
Table No. F - 14 
Contingency Tablc: ·EDB Benefits to Respondents 
TOTAL RESPONSE 
. ·Yes Abs TOTAL 
Category Act· ·Exp Act· Exp Act 
Mgr 356 325 188 219 544 
Staff 135 148 .. I 13 100 248 
Consult 96 143 144 97 240 
Ed/Res 232 244 176 164 408 
Bus .194 153 62 103 256 
TOTALS .1013 .. 683 1696 
. . . . . . , . 
Contingency coefficient: 0.21 
Chi-square statistic: 71.17 (with 4 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant: ~ .001 (0.001 level = 18.46) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F - 15 
Order of Importance for the EDB Benefits to Respondents as 
·Reflectedby Category 
Category 
1. "Businessman" 
2. "Hanager" 
3. "l\duca tor /Res c nrchcr" 
4. "S tnff" 
. ·Posi ti ve Response 
% 
72 
65 
57 
51, 
5. 11 Cons ul tant / Ac1vi ser /PLonner" 40 
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Hypothesis: The positive responses by category for the listed EDB 
benefits are not significantly different. 
Table No. F - 16 
C(mtingenc.y Table:' , 'P6si tive Response to EDB 
Benefits to Respondents 'by Category 
'MGR STAFF CONSULT ED/RES 'BUS 
'Response 'Act ' Exp ACt Exp 'Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp 
a. Timeliness 52 52.4 24 19.9 15 14. I 33 34. I 25 28.5 
b. Availabi li ty 47 49.2 20 18.7 13 13.3 34 32.0 26 26.8 
c. Accuracy 49 49.2 19 18.7 17 13.3 28 32.0 27 26.8 
d. Reduced reuund,lncy 41 4,1.5 13 15.7 10 11.2 29 27.0 25 22.6 
e. Inform. retrieval 38 36.2 ' 10 13,.7 7 ,9.8 25 23.6 23 19.7 
f. Analysis 42 37.6 11 14.2 8 10. J 25 24.6 21 20.5 
g. Planning 43 45.7 21 17. 3 I I 12.3 31 29.8 24 24.9 
h. Decision making , ,44 44.2 17 16.8 ,IS 11.9 27 28.9 23 24.2 
TOTALS 356 135 96 232 194 
Contingency coefficient: 0.10 
Chi-square statistic: 10.63 (with 28 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant: > 0.99 (0.99 level; 13.56) 
Statistical test result: Accept the hypothesis 
TOTAL 
Act 
149 
140 
140 
118 
103 
107 
130 
126 
1013 
6. Questionnaire - Question Number 5 Tables: 
Table No. F - 17 
tlManager" : EDB Bencfi ts to .Jordan 
MGR (TOTAL = 68) 
Response Yes % Abs % 
a. Timeliness 55 81 13 19 
b. Availabi li ty 54 79 14 21 
c. Accuracy 49 72 19 28 
d. Reduced redundancy 49 72 19 28 
e. Information retrieval 46 68 22 32 
f. Analysis 49 72 19 28 
g. Planning 51 75 17 25 
h. Decision making 48 71 20 29 
TOTALS 401 74 143 26 
Table No. F - 18 
"Staff": EDB Benefits to Jordan 
STAFF (TOTAL = 30) 
Response Yes % Abs % 
a. Timeliness 25 81 6 19 
b. Availability 25 81 6 19 
c. Accuracy 21 68 10 32 
d. Reduced redundancy 16 52 IS 48 
e. Information retrieval 14 45 17 55 
f. Analysis 18 58 13 42 
g. Plnnning 26 84 5 16 
h. Decision making 24 77 7 23 
TOTALS 169 68 79 32 
-
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Table No. F;' 19 
"Consultant/Adviser/Planner": 'EDll Benefi ts to Jcirdan 
CONSULT (TOTAL = 30) 
Reseonse Yes % Abs' % 
a. Timeliness 18 60 12 40 
b. Availability 18 60 12 40 
c. Accuracy 18 60 12 40 
d. Reduced redundancy 14 47 16 53 
e. Information retrieval 10 33 20 64 
f. Analysis 14 47 16 53 
g. Planning 25 83 5 17-
h. Decision making , , , 18 60 12 ,40 
TOTALS 135 56 105 44 
Table No. F - 20 
"Educator/Researcher": EDB Benefits to 'Jordan 
ED/RES '(TOTAL '" 5]) 
Response Yes' % Abs' ' % 
a. Timeliness 34 67 17 33 
b. Availability 39 76 12 24 
c. Accuracy 35 69 16 31 
d. Reduced redundancy 32 63 19 37 
e. Information retrieval. 29 57 22 43 
f. Analysis; 30 59 21 41 
g. Planning 36 71 15 29 
h. Decision making ,35 69 16 31 
TOTALS 270 66 ,138 ,34 
--------------------------------------------------- ---
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Table No. l' - .21 
-"Businessman": ·EDB Benefits to ·Jordan 
BUS (TOTAL = 32) 
. Response Yes % Abs % 
a. Timeliness 28 88 4 12 
b. Availability 26 81 6 19 
c. Accuracy 28 88 4 12 
d. Reduced redundancy 28 88 4 12 
e. Information retrieval 24 75 8 25 
f. Analysis 27 84 5 16 
g. Planning 28 88 4 12 
h. Decision making .. 28 88 4 .12 
TOTALS 217 85 39 15 
Table. No. F.- 22 
Total Response: . EDB Benefits to Jordan 
TOTAL RESPONSE (TOTAL" 212) 
Response Yes % Abs· % 
a. Timeliness 160 75 52 25 
b. Availability 162 76 50 24 
c. Accuracy 151 71 61 29 
d. Reduced redundancy 139 66 73 34 
e. Information retrieval 123 58 89 42 
f. Analysis 138 65 74 35 
g. Planning 166 78 46 22 
h. Decision uwking 153 72 59 .28 
TOTALS 1192 70 504 30 
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7. Questionnaire - Question Number 5 Statistical Analysis: 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantly different between 
the various categories as to the EDB benefits to Jordan·as a whole. 
Table No. F-23 
Contingency ·Table:EDB BeneH ts to Jordan 
. TOTAL RESPONSE 
. ·Yes Abs TOTAL 
Category . ·Act· ·Exp Act ·Exp Act 
Mgr 401 382 143 162 544 
Staff 169 174 79 74 248. 
Consult 135 169 105 .71 240 
Ed/Res 270 287 138 121 408 
Bus .217 180 ... 39 76. 256 
TOTALS .. !I 92 504 1696 
Contingency coefficient: 0.18 
Chi-square statistic: 55.79 (with 4 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant: ~ .001 (0.001 level = 18.46) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F-24 
Order of· Importance for the EDB Benefits to Jordan as 
Reflected by Category 
Category 
1. "Businessman" 
2. "Nanager" 
3. "Staff" 
4. "Educator/Researcher" 
5. "Consultant/Adviser/Planner" 
positive Response 
% 
85 
74 
68 
66 
56 
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Hypothesis: The positive responses by category for the listed EDB 
benefits to Jordan as a whole are not significantly different. 
Table No. F - 25 
Contingency Table: Positive Response to 
EDB Benefits to Jordan by Category 
MGR STAFF CONSULT ED/PJlS BUS 
Response Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp 
a. Timeliness 55 53.8 25 22.7 18 1 8. 1 34 36.3 28 29. I 
b. Availability 54 54.5 25 23.0 18 18.3 : 39 36.7 26 29.5 
c. Accuracy 49 50.8 21 21.4 18 1 7 • 1 35 34.2 28 27.5 
d. Reduced redundancy 49 46.8 16 19.7 14 15.8 32 31.4 28 25.3 
e. Inform.retrieval 46 41.4 14 17.4 10 14.0 29 27.9 24 22.3 
f. Analysis 49 46.4 18 19.6 \I, 15.6 30 31.3 27 25. I 
g. Planning 51 55.8 26 23.5 25 18.8 36 37.6 28 30.3 
h. Decision making 48 51.5 24 21.7 18 17.3 35 34.6 28 27.9 
TOTALS 401 169 135 270 217 
Contingency coefficient 0.03 
Chi-square statistic: 9.42 (with 28 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically singificant: :> 0.99 (0.99 level ; 13.56) 
TOTAL 
Act 
160 
162 
151 
139 
123 
138 
166 
153 
1192 
_J 
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8. Questionnaire - Question Number 6 Table: 
Table No. F-26 
Questionnaire Response - Time Frame for 
?tarting the EDB Development 
MGR STAFF CONSULT ED/RES BUS TOTAL 
---
Response No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
a. Long term 3 4 r 3 3 3 6 3 9 4 
b. Short term 28 41 12 39 11 37 10 20 8 25 69 33 
c. Immediately 37 55 18 58 18 60 38 74 23 72 134 63 
--- --- -- --- -------
TOTALS 68 100 31 100 30 100 51 100 32 100 212 100, 
--- --- --- --- -------
·9. Questionnaire - Question Number 6 Statistical Analysis: 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantly different between 
the various categories regarding the time frame for starting 
the EDB development in Jordan. 
Table No. F - 27 
Contingency Table: Time Frame for 
Starting the EDB Developmen~ 
MGR STAFF CONSULT ED/RES BUS TOTAL 
---
Response Act Exp Act· Exp Act Exp ·Act Exp Act Exp Act 
a. Long term 3 2.9 1.3 1 .3 3 2.2 1.3 9 
b. Short term 28 22.1 12 10.1 1 1 9.8 10 16.6 8 10.4 69 
c. Immediately 37 43.0 18 19.6 18 18.9 38 32.2 23 20.3 134 
TOTALS 68 31 30 51 32 212 
Contingency coefficient: 0.19 
Chi-square statistic: B.17 (with 8 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: 0.50 (0.30 level ~ 9.52) 
Statistical test result: Accept the l~pothesis 
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F.2. Issue Number 2 - Tables and Statistical Analysis 
I. Interviews - Topic Number 2 Table: 
Table No. F - 28 
Interviews Response - Location of an EDB in Jordan 
/ 
Location 
Primary 
No. % 
Response (TOTAL=39) 
Alternate 
No. 
Central Bank 2.6 
Decentralised EDB 2.6 
Department ·of Statistics 2.6 3 
Independent Agency 15 38.4 
Ministry of Finance 0 0 
Ministry of Industry and Commerce 2.6 • 
National Planning Council 8 20.5 3 
Private Sector 0 0 
Royal Scientific Society 11 28. I 4 
University of Jordan 2.6 
2. Interviews - Topic Number 3 Table: 
Table No. F - 29 
Interviews Response - the Need for New Laws Enactment, Code 
of Ethics, and Policies and Procedures for an EDB in Jordan 
Response No. % 
Yes 32 82 
No 2 5 
No mention 5 13 
TOTALS 39 100 
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3. Questionnaire - Question Number 10 Table: 
Table No. F - 30 
Questionnaire Response - The Responsibility for 
Selecting an EDB Board in Jordan 
MGR STAFF CONSULT ED/RES BUS TOTAL 
Response No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
a. Government 17 25 3 3 14 27 3 9 36 17 
b. Parliament 2 6 3 2 0 0 5 2 
c. Private 2 3 3 10 3 2 4 5 16 13 6 
d. Mixture 48 71 25 81 27 91 34 67 24 75 158 75 
----
TOTALS 68 100 31 100 30 100 51 100 32 100 212 100 
----
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4. Questionnaire - Question Number 10 Statistical Analysis: 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantly different between 
the various categories as to the responsibility for the selection 
of an EDll lloard in Jordan. 
Table No. F-31 
Contingency Table: Responsibility for the 
Selection of an EDB Board in Jordan 
MGR STAFF CONSULT ED/RES BUS TOTAL 
Response Act Exp Act Exp Act Ex~ Act Exp ActExp Act 
a. Government . 17 11.5 5.3 5. 1 14 8.7 3 5.4 36 
b. & c. Parliament/ 
Private 3 5.8 5 2.6 2 2.5 3 4.3 5 2.8 18 
c. Mixture 48 50.7 25 23.1 27 22.4 34 38.0 24 23.8 158 
TOTALS 68 31 30 51 32 212 
Contingency coefficient: 0.30 
Chi-square statistic: 21.17 (with 8 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at:· 0.01 (0.001 level = 26.12) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F - 32 
Order of Importance Reflected by Category for a 
"Mixture" type of an EDll.Board in Jordan 
Response 
Category % 
1. "Consul tant/ Adviser /Planner·" 91 
2. "Staff" 81 
3. "Businessmanl1 75 
4. lIHannger" 71 
5. "Educator/Researcher" 67 
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F.3. Issue Number 3 - Tables and Statistical Analysis: 
1. Interviews - Topic Number 4 Table: 
Table No. F - 33 
·Interviews Response - Economic Sectors Priority in Developing 
an EDB in Jordan 
Priority 
Economic Sector 
Electricity 
Commlmications 
Transportation 
Agriculture 
o 
o 
o 
14 
Housing & Cons truction 0 
Health 
Mining and Industry 
Population 
3 
4 
Tourism 0 
Manpower & Employment 10 
Finance 
Trade and Services 
Education 
Hater 
Investments 
Prices and Wages 
TOTALS 
2 
3 
o 
o 
39 
2 
o 
o 
o 
5 
o 
o 
10 
2 
o 
9 
5 
o 
2 
o 
35 
3 
o 
o 
4 
5 
o 
.2 
4 
o 
6 
·0 
o 
26 
4 
o 
o 
2 
o 
o 
2 
o 
4 
o 
5 
o 
o 
17 
5 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
4 
o 
o 
o 
o 
10 
6 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
2 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
3 
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2. Interviews - Topic Number 4 Statistical Analysis: 
Ranking Method: Inverted wcights of 6 to 1 are given to the 
priorities 1 to.6. 
Table No. F - 34 
Intervicws Response - Economic Sectors Ranks 
Economic Sector 
Electricity 
Communication 
Transportation 
Agriculture 
Housing and Contruction 
Health 
Mining and Industry 
Population 
Tourism 
Manpower and Employment 
Finance 
Trade and Services 
Education 
Hater 
Investments 
Prices and Hages 
Rank 
14 
16 
13 
12 
1 1 
3 
5 
6 
2 
7 
4 
9 
8 
10 
15 
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3. Questionnaire - Question Number 8 Tables: 
Table No. F - 35 
"Managerll: Assigned Priorities to Economic Sectors 
MGR (TOTAL = 68) 
Economic Sector Priority: 2 3 4 5 
a. Electricity 6 7 2 
b. Communications 2 3 0 
c. Transportation 0 6 2 2 2 
d. Agriculture 18 10 9 3 
e. Housing 2 4 2 
f. Health 0 4 2 
g. Industry 5 9 12 6 6 
h. Population 3 0 4 4 7 
i. Tourism 2 2 3 
j . Manpower 14 9 7 2 
k. Finance 6 3 5 3 8 
1- Trade 3 5 12 10 
m. Education 5 4 6 3 5 
n. Water 2 5 7 5 
o. Investments 4 2 0 3 6 
p. Prices and \\lages 2 10 5 7 8 
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Table No. F - 36 
"Staff": Assigned Priorities to Economic Sectors 
STAFF (TOTAL = 31) 
Economic Sector Priority: I 2 3 4 5 
a. Electricity 3 3 0 
b. Communications 2 
c. Transportation 0 2 
d. Agriculture c, 7 3 5 0 
e. Housing 0 0 0 3 2 
f. Health 0 3 0 2 2 
g. Industry 7 6 I 5 
h. Population 4 2 3 2 
i. Tourism 0 0 3 
j. Manpower 2 7 2 
k. Finance 2 2 
l. Trade 0 2 2 4 
m. Education 4 3 2 0 
n. \Vater 0 3 
o. Investments 4 0 2 3 3 
p. Prices and \Vages 3 3 3 3 
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Table No. F - 37 
"Consultant/Adviser/Planner": Assigned Priorities 
to Economic Sectors 
CONSULT (TOTAL = 30) 
Economic Sector Priori ty: 2 3 4 5 
a. Electricity 0 0 2 2 3 
b. Communication 0 2 0 
c. Transportation 0 0 
d. Agriculture 12 5 2 
e. Housing 2 0 I, 
f. Health 0 0 3 2 
g. Industry 5 6 5 0 
h. Population 0 2 2 0 3 
i. Tourism 0 2 0 3 0 
j . Manpower 4 5 3 4 0 
k. Finance 2 0 2 2 
l. Trade 2 2 3 
m. Education 4 6 4 5 
n. Water 2 1 0 4 
o. Investments 0 0 2 2 
p. Prices and Wages 0 3 2 
2&3 
Table No. F - 38 
"Educator/Researcher": Assigned Priorities 
to Economic Sectors 
ED/RES (TOTAL = 51) 
Economic Sector Priority: 2 3 4 5 
a. Electricity 2 3 0 
b. Communi ca tions 0 2 0 3 
c. Transportation 0 0 0 0 
d. Agriculture 16 8 5 4 2 
e. Housing 0 3 3 4 
f. Health 0 3 
g. Industry 6 9 4 4 2 
h. Population 7 2 4 3 
i. Tourism 0 0 2 3 3 
j . tJanpower JO 8 1 J 4 
k. Finance 0 2 4 6 2 
1. Trade 4 I, 9 6 
m. Education 2 2 4 4 JO 
n. Water 4 2 0 3 3 
o. Investments 0 2 7 6 
p. Prices and Wages 3 8 2 2 
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Table No. F - 39 
"Businessman" : Assigned Priorities to 
Economic Sectors 
BUS (TOTAL = 32) 
Economic Sector Priority: 2 3 4 5 
a. Electricity 0 0 0 
b. Communications 0 3 0 2 
c. Transportation 0 0 0 2 0 
d. Agriculture 7 4 2 4 2 
e. Housing 0 5 2 2 
f. Health 0 2 
g. Industry 4 6 6 3 4 
h. Population 0 3 0 2 0 
i. Tourism 2 2 
j. Manpower 6 5 4 3 4 
k. Finance 2 5 3 2 
1. Trade 4 4 3 4 5 
m. Education 5 2 2 
n. Hater 0 0 4 
o. Investments 0 0 4 
p. Prices and Hages 0 0 
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Table No. F - 40 
Total Response: Assigned Priorities 
to Economic Sectors 
TOTAL RESPONSE (TOTAL = 212) 
Economic Sector Priori ty: I 2 3 4 5 
a. Electricity I I 5 9 10 6 
b. Communications 3 7 7 6 6 
c. Transportation 0 8 3 8 4 
d. Agriculture 60 30 18 18 6 
e. Housing 3 3 14 13 I I 
f. Health 2 8 5 8 9 
g. Industry 21 37 33 14 18 
h. Population 14 8 12 12 13 
i. Tourism 3 7 4 10 10 
j. Manpower 36 28 32 12 10 
k. Finance 12 7 16 15 16 
1. Trade 7 15 15 28 28 
m. Education 17 14 19 14 22 
n. Water 6 9 8 12 17 
o. Investments 9 4 5 15 21 . 
p. Prices and Wages 7 22 12 16 14 
q. Other: 
(I) Social Infrastructure 0 0 0 0 
(2) Social Planning 0 0 0 0 
(3) Income Distribution 0 0 0 0 
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4. Questionnaire - Question Number 8 Statistical Analysis: 
Ranking Method: Inverted weights of 16 to 12 are given to the 
priorities 1 to 5. 
Table No. F - 41 
Questionnaire Response - Economic Sectors Ranks 
RANK 
Economic Sector MGR STAFF CONSULT ED/RES BUS TOTAL 
a. Electricity 9 8 11 13 15 12 
b. Communications 16 13 15 15 9 15 
c. Transportation 12 14 16 16 16 16 
d. Agriculture 2 4 
e. Housing 13 16 6 11 7 11 
f. Health 15 1 1 12 14 13 14 
g. Industry 2 3 3 2 
h. Population 10 5 9 6 12 8 
i. Tourism 14 15 13 12 8 13 
j . Manpower 3 3 4 2 2 3 
k. Finance 6 10 8 9 5 7 
l. Trade 5 9 5 4 3 4 
m. Education 7 7 2 5 6 5 
n. Water 8 12 7 10 1 1 10 
o. Investments 11 6 14 8 10 9 
p. Prices and Wages 4 4 10 7 14 6 
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Table No. F - 42 
Questionnaire Response - The Fivc .. lIighest 
Ranked Economic Sectors by Category 
RANK MGR STAFF CONSULT ED/RES BUS 
Agriculture Industry Agriculture Agriculture Industry 
2 Industry Agriculture Education Manpower Manpower 
3 Manpower Manpower Industry Industry Trade 
4 Prices & Hages Prices & Hages Manpower Trade Agriculture 
5 Trade Population Trade Education . Finance 
5. Questionnaire - Question Number 9 Tables 
Table No. F - 43 
Questionnaire Response - EDB Initial Coverage 
MGR STAFF CONSULT ED/RES BUS TOTAL 
Response No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
a. One sector 28 41 16 52 15 50 15 29 13 41 87 41 
b. More 36 53 15 48 15 50 36 71 19 59 121 57 
Abstained 4 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 
----
TOTALS 68 100 31 100 30 100 51 100 32 100 212 100 
----
No. of 
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Table No. F - 44 
Qucstionnai~c Response - EDB Initial Coverage for 
More Than One Economic Sector 
RESPONSE (TOTAL ~ 1 2 1 ) 
Economic Sectors No. % 
2 11 9 
3 33 27 
4 9 8 
5 53 44 
6 4 3 
7 3 2 
8 2 2 
9 3 2 
10 2 2 
13 
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5. Questionnaire - Question Number 9 Statistical Analysis: 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantly different between 
the various categories as to the EDB initial coverage of economic 
sectors. 
Table No. F - 45 
Contingency Table: EDB Initial Coverage 
MGR STAFF CONSULT ED/RES BUS TOTAL 
Response Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp Act 
a. One sector 28 27.9 16 12.7 15 12.3 15 20.9 13 13.2 87 
b. More 40 1,0. 1 15 I 8. 3 15 1 7 • 7 36 30. 1 I 9 18. 8 125 
TOTALS 68 31 30 51 32 212 
Contingency coefficient: 0.16 
Chi-square statistic: 5.29 (with 4 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: 0.30 (0.20 level = 5.99) 
Statistical test results: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F·- 46 
Order of Importance Reflected by Category for an EDB 
Initial Coverage of More Than One Economic Sector 
Response 
Category % 
1. "Educator/Researcher" 71 
2. ItBusinessman" 59 
3. "Nanager" 53 
4. "Consultant/Adviser/Planner" SO 
5. "Staff" 48 
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F.4. Issue Number 4 - Tables and Statistical Analysis: 
1. Interviews -. Topic Number 5 Table 
Table No. F-47 
Interviews Response - Current Availability and 
Adequacy of Manpower for Developing an EDB in Jordan 
Response 
Yes 
No 
TOTALS 
No. 
2 
37 
39 
2. Questionnaire - Question Number 12 Tables 
Table No. F - 48 
% 
5 
95 
100 
"Manager": Current Adequacy of Manpower for Developing 
an EDB in Jordan 
MGR (TOTAL = 68) 
Response Yes % No % Abs 
a. Policy Making 42 62 25 37 
b. Managing 44 65 24 35 0 
c. Developing 35 52 32 47 
d. Consulting 32 47 34 50 2 
TOTALS 153 56 11.5 42 4 
% 
0 
3 
2 
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Table No. F - 49 
"Staff": Current Adequacy of Manpower for Developing 
anEDll'in Jordan 
'STAFF (TOTAL Q31) 
Response Yes % No % Abs % 
a. Policy Making 22 71 9 29 0 0 
b. Managing 22 71 9 29 0 0 
c. Developing 14 45 17 55 0 0 
d. Consulting 13 42 18 58 0 0 
TOTALS 71 57 53 43 0 0 
Table No. F - ,50 
"Consultant/Adviser/Planner": ' 'Current Adequacy of Manpower 
for Developing an EDBin Jordan' 
CONSULT (TOTALQ 30) 
Response Yes' % No' % Abs % 
a. Policy Making 14 47 13 43 3 10 
b. Managing 18 60 9 30 3 10 
c. Developing 9 30 18 60 3 10 
d. Consulting 5 17 22 73 3 10 
TOTALS 46 38 62 52 12 10 
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Table No. F -_51 
"Educator/Researcher": - -Current Adequacy of Manpower 
for Developing-an EDD in Jordan 
-ED/RES (TOTAL = 51 ) 
Response Yes - % No % Abs % 
<l. Policy Making 23 45 24 47 4 8 
b. Managing 22 43 25 49 4 8 
c. Developing 21 41 26 51 4 8 
d. Consulting 18 35 29 57 4 8 
TOTALS 84 41 104 51 16 8 
Table No. F ...; 52 
·IIBusitiessmciri": . Current Adecjtiacy of-Manpower for 
Developing-art-EDD in-Jordan 
-DUS (TOTAL = 32) 
Respons~ Yes % No % Abs % 
a. Policy Making 10 31 22 69 0 0 
b. Managing 16 50 16 50 0 0 
c. Developing 15 47 17 53 0 0 
d. Consulting 8 25 24 75 0 0 
TOTALS 49 3B 79 62 0 0 
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Table No. F - 53 
Total Response: Current Adequacy of Manpower for 
Developing an EDB in Jordan 
TOTAL RESPONSE (TOTAL = 212) 
Response Yes % No % Abs 
a. Policy Making 111 52 93 44 8 
b. Managing 122 58 83 39 7 
c. Developing 94 44 110 52 8 
d. Consulting 76 36 127 60 9 
TOTALS 403 47 413 49 32 
% 
4 
3 
4 
4 
4 
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3. Questionnaire - Question Number 12 Statistical. Analysis: 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantly different between the 
various categories as to the current adequacy of "Policy Making" 
manpower for developing an EDB in Jordan. 
Table No. F - 54 
Contingency Table: Current Adequacy of "Policy Making" 
Hanpower for Developing an EDB in Jordan 
YES NO ABS TOTAL 
Category Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp Act 
Mgr 42 35.6 25 29.8 2.6 68 
Staff 22 16.2 9 13.6 0 1.2 31 
Consult 14 15.7 13 13.2 .3 1.1 30 
Ed/Res 23 26.7 24 22.4 4 1.9 51 
Bus IO 16.8 22 14.0 0 1.2 32 
TOTALS 11 I 93 8 212 
-------------~-----------------------------------Contingency coefficient: 0.31 
Chi-square statistic: 22.68 (with 8 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: 0.01 (0.001 level = 26.12) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F - 55 
Order of Importance Reflected by Category as to the Current 
Adequacy of "Policy Making" Manpower for Developing 
an EDB in Jordan 
Category 
I. "Staff" 
2. "Manager" 
3. "Consultant/Adviser/Planner" 
If. "Educator/Researcher" 
5. "Busineasmanll 
positive Response 
% 
71 
62 
47 
45 
31 
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Hypothesis:' Responses are not significantly different between the 
various categories as to the adequacy of "Managing" manpower for 
developing an EDB in Jordan. 
Table No. F - 56 
Contingency Table: Current Adequacy of "Managing" Manpower 
for Developing an EDB in Jordan 
YES NO ABS 
Category Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp 
Mgr 44 39.1 24 26.7 0 2.2 
Staff 22 17.9 9 12. I 0 1.0 
Consult 18 17.3 9 11. 7 3 1.0 
Ed/Res 22 29.3 25 20.0 4 1.7 
Bus 16 18.4 16 12.5 0 1.1 
TOTALS 122 83 7 
Contingency coefficient: 0.28 
Chi-square statistic: 18.69 (Hith 8 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: 0.02 (0.01 level = 20.09) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F - 57 
Order of Importance Reflected by Category as to the Current 
Adequacy of "Managing" ManpOHer for Developing 
an EDB in Jordan 
Category 
I. "Staff" 
2. "Manager" 
3. "Consultant/Adviser/Planner" 
4. "Businessmantl 
5. "Educator/Researc.hcr ll 
Positive Response 
% 
71 
65 
60 
50 
TOTAL 
Act 
68 
31 
30 
51 
32 
212 
276 
Hypothesis: Responses are not si.gnificantly different between the 
various categories as to the adequacy of "Developing" manpower for 
developing an EDB in Jordan. 
Table No. F - 58 
Contingency Table: Current Adequacy of "Devc!.££ing" 
Manpower for the Development of an BDB in Jordan 
YES NO AilS 
Cate~ory Act Exp Act Ex~ Act Exp 
Mgr 35 30.2 32 35.2 2.6 
Staff 14 13.7 17 16. 1 0 1.2 
Consult 9 13.3 18 15.6 3 1.1 
Ed/Res 21 22.6 26 26.5 4 1.9 
Bus 15 14.2 17 16.6 0 1.2 
TOTALS 94 110 8 
Contingency coefficient: 0'.23 
Chi-square statistic: 12.04 (with 8 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: 0.20 (0.10 level· 13.36) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F - 5'9 
Order of Importance Reflected by Catecory as to the Current 
Inadequacy of "Developing" Manpower for the Development 
of an EDB in Jordan 
1. "Consultant/Adviser/Planner" 
2. "Staff" 
3. "Businessmantt 
4. "Educator/Re,searcher" 
5. 1I}1.'lnagc.r" 
Negative Response 
% 
60 
ss 
53 
SI 
47 
TOTAL 
Act 
68 
31 
30 
51 
32 
212 
277 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantly different between the 
various categories as to the adequacy of "Consulting" manpower for 
developing an EDB in Jordan. 
Table No. F - 60 
Contingency Table: Current Adequacy of "Consulting" lfunpower 
for Developing an EDB in Jordan 
YES NO AilS TOTAL 
Category Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp A"t 
Mgr 32 24.4 3[, 40.7 2 2.9 68 
Staff 13 11. 1 18 18.6 0 1.3 31 
Consult 5 10.7 22 18.0 3 1.3 30 
Ed/Res 18 18.3 29 30.5 4 2.2 51 
Bus 8 11.5 24 19.2 0 1.3 32 
TOTALS 76 127 9 212 
Contingency coefficient: 0.27 
Chi-square statistic: 16.66 (with 8 degrees of freedom) 
StatisticallY significant at: 0.05 (0.02 level = 18.17) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F - 61 
Order of Importance Reflected by Category as to the Current 
Inadequcy of "Consulting" Hanpower for Developing an 
EDB in Jordan 
Categor:[ 
1. "Businessman" 
2. "Consultant/Adviser/Planner" 
3. "Staff" 
4. "Educator/Researcher" 
5. "Manag0r" 
Negative Response 
% 
75 
73 
58 
57 
50 
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Hypothesis: Responses are not significantly different bet"een the 
various categories as to the adequacy of manpower for developing an 
EDB in Jordan. 
Table No. F - 62 
contingency Table: Current Adequacy of Manpower 
for Developing an EDB in Jordan by Category 
·YES NO ABS TOTAL 
---
Category Aet Exp Aet EXI2 Act Exp Act 
Mgr 153 129.3 115 132.5 4 10.2 '272 
Staff 71 58.9 53 60.4 0 4.7 124 
Consult 46 57.1 62 58.4 12 4.5 120 
Ed/Res 84 96.9 104 99.4 16 7.7 204 
Bus 49 60.8 79 62.3 0 4.9 128 
TOTALS {,D3 413 32 848 
Contingency coefficient: 0.25 
Chi-square statistic: 55.94 (with 8 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: L. 0.001 (0.001 level = 26.12) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F - 63 
Order of Importance Reflected by Category as to the 
Current Inadequacy of Manpower for Develol2ing 
an EDB in Jordan 
Category 
Negative Response 
% 
1."Businessman" 62 
2. "Consultant/Adviser/Planner" 52 
3. "Educator/Researcher" 51 
4. "Staff" 43 
5. tlHanngerll 42 
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Hypothesis: Responses are not significantly different between the 
listed areas of interest as to the current adequacy of manpower for 
developing an EDB in Jordan. 
Table No. F - 64 
Contingency Table: Current Adequacy of Hanpower 
by Listed Area of Interest for Developing an EDB in Jordan 
YES NO ABS TOTAL 
Area of Interest Act Exp Act Ex? Act Exp Act 
a. Policy Making 1 1 1 100.8 93 103.2 8 8 212 
b. Hanaging 122 100.8 83 103.2 7 8 .212 
c. Developing 94 100.7 110 103.3 8 8 212 
d. Consulting 76 100.7 127 103.3 9 8 212 
TOTAlS 403 413 32 848 
Contingency coefficient: 0.16 
Chi-square statistic: 23.08 (with 6 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: L.. 0.001 (0.001 level = 22.46) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F - 65 
Order of Importance by Listed Area of Interest as to the 
Current Inadequacy of Hanpower for Developing 
an EDB in Jordan 
Area of In teres t 
Negative Response 
.% . . 
I. "Consul ting! Advis ing!Planning" 60 
2. "Developing" 52 
3. "Policy Haking" 44 
4. "Hanaging" 39 
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F .5. Issue Number 5 - Tables and Statistical Analysis: 
.. 
1. Interviews - Topic Number 6 Table: 
Table No. F - 66 
Interviews Response - ~urrent Availability and Adequacy 
of Training Facilities to Train the Personnel Required 
for the Development of an EDB in Jordan 
Response No. 
Yes 2 
No 37 
TOTALS 39 
2. Questionnaire - Question Number 11 Tables: 
Table No. F - 67 
"Manager": Adequacy of National Training Facilities for 
Training an EDB Personnel in Jordan 
MGR (TOTAL = 68) 
Response Yes % No % Abs 
a. Policy Making 33 48 31 46 4 
b. Managing 35 51 31 46 2 
c. Deve.loping 28 41 36 53 4 
d. Consulting 28 41 37 54 3 
TOTALS 124 45 135 50 13 
% 
5 
95 
100 
% 
6 
3 
6 
5 
5 
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Table No. F - 68 
"Staff It: Adequacy of National Training Facilities for 
Training an EDB Personnel in Jordan 
STAFF (TOTAL = 31 ) 
Response Yes % No % Abs % 
a. Policy Making 24 77 7 23 0 0 
b. Managing 21 68 10 32 0 0 
c. Developing 16 52 15 48 0 0 
d. Consulting 18 .58 13 42 0 0 
TOTALS .79 . .64 45 36 0 0 
Table No. F - 69 
"Consultant/Adviser /Planner": . Adequacy of Natiorial 
. Training Facilities·forTraining ·anEDB.Personnel in Jordan 
CONSULT (TOTAL = 30) 
Response Yes % No % Abs % 
a. Policy Making 12 40 16 53 2 7 
b. Managing 17 57 I I 36 2 7 
c. Developing 12 40 16 53 2 7 
d. Consulting .10 33 .18 60 2 7 
TOTALS 51 42 61 51 8 7 
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Table No. F - 70 
';1' 
"Educator/Researcher": Adequacy of National Training 
Facilities for Training 'an EDB Personnel in Jordan 
ED/RES (TOTAL = SI L 
Response 'Yes % No % Abs % 
a. Policy Making 21 41 28 55 2 4 
b. Managing 13 25 36 71 2 4 
c. Developing 15 29 34 67 2 4 
d. Consulting , , I 1 22 38 74 2 4 
",. ',," ,-~, 
TOTALS 60 29 136 67 8 4 
Table No. F- 71 
"Businessman": Adequacy of National Training Facilities 
for Training an 'EDB Personnel in Jordan 
BUS (TOTAL = 32) 
Response ' 'Yes % No % Abs % 
a. Policy Making 7 22 25 78 0 0 
b. Managing 10 31 '22 69 0 0 
c. Developing 9 28 23 72 0 0 
d. Consulting 7 22 25 78 0 0 
TOTALS 33 26 95 74 0 0 
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Table No. F - 72 
Total Response: Adequacy of National Traiping 
Facilities for Training an EDB Personnel in Jordan 
TOTAL RESPONSE ( TOTAL ~ 212) 
Response Yes % No % Abs % 
a.· Policy Making 97 46 107 50 8 4 
b. Mana.ging 96 45 110 52 6 3 
c. Developing 80 38 124 58 8 4 
d. Consulting 74 35 131 62 7 3 
TOTALS 347 41 472 56 29 3 
----
I 
3. Questionnaire - Question Number 11 Statistical Analysis: 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantlY different between the 
various categories as to the adequacy of the national training 
facilities for an EDB "Policy Making" personnel in Jordan. 
Table No. F - 73 
Contingency Table: Adequacy of National Training 
Facilities for an EDB "Policy Making" Personnel in Jordan 
YES. NO ABS TOTAL 
Category Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp Act 
Mgr 33 31.1 31 34.3 4 2.6 68 
Staff 24 14.2 7 15.6 0 1.2 31 
Consult 12 13.7 16 15. I 2 1.2 30 
Ed/Res 21 23.3 28 25.8 2 1.9 51 
Bus 7 14.7 25 16.2 0 \.1 31 
TOTALS 97 107 8 212 
Contingency coefficient: 0.32 
Chi-square statistic: 25.02 (with 8 desgrees of freedom) 
StatisticallY significant at: 0.01 (0.001 level = 26.12) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F-74 • 
Order of Importance Reflected by Category as to the Inadequacy 
of National Training Facilities for an EDS "Policy Making" 
Personnel in Jordan 
Category 
1. lIBusinc.ssman" 
2. "Educator/Researcher" 
3. "Consul tant! Adviser /Planncr" 
4. IINanagcrlf 
5. "Staff" 
Negative Response 
% 
78 
55 
53 
46 
23 
285 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantly different between the 
various categories as to the adequacy of the national training facil-
ities for an EDB "Managing" personnel in Jordan. 
Table No. F - 75 
Contingency Table: Adequacy of National Training 
Facilities for an EDB "Managir:g" Personnel in Jordan 
YES NO ARS TOTAL 
Category Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp Act 
Mgr 35 30.8 31 35.3 2 1.9 68 
Staff 21 14.0 10 16. I 0 .9 31 
Consult 17 13.6 I I 15.5 2 .9 30 
Ed/Res 13 23.1 36 26.5 2 1.4 51 
Bus 10 14.5 22 16.6 0 .9 32 
TOTALS 96 110 6 212 
Contingency coefficient: 0.32 
Chi-square statistic: 23.40 (with 8 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: 0.01 (0.001 level 26. 12) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F - 76 
Order of Importance Reflected by Category as to the Inadequacy of 
National Training Facilities for an EDR "Managing" 
Personnel in Jordan 
Category 
I. "Educator/Researcher" 
2. "Businessman" 
3. "Manager" 
4. "Consultant/Adviser/Planner" 
5. "Staff" 
Negative Response 
% 
71 
69 
46 
36 
32 
286 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantly different between the 
various categories as to the adequacy of the national training facil-
ities for an EDB "Development" personnel in Jordan. 
Table No. F - 77 
Contingency Table: Adequacy of National Training 
Facilities for an EDB "Development" Personnel in Jordan 
YES NO ABS 
Category Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp 
Mgr 28 25.7 36 39.8 4 2.5 
Staff 16 11.7 15 18. 1 0 1.2 
Consult 12 11. 3 16 17.5 2 1.2 
Ed/Res 15 19.2 34 29.9 2 1 ; 9 
Bus 9 12. 1 23 18.7 0 1.2 
TOTALS 80 124 8 
Contingency coefficient: 0.21 
Chi-square statistic:. 9.95 (with 8 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: 0.30 (0.20 level ~ 11.03) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F - 78 
Order of Importance Reflected by Category as to the 
Inadequacy of National Training Facilities for anEDB 
"Development" Personnel in Jordan 
Category 
1. "Businessrnanll 
2. "Educator/Researcher" 
3. "Consultant/Adviser/Planner" 
4. "Nanagcr ll 
5. "Staff" 
Negative Response 
% 
72 
67 
53 
53 
48 
TOTAL 
Act 
68 
31 
30 
51 
32 
212 
287 
Hypothesis: Responses arc not significantly different between the 
various categories as to the adequacy of the national training facil-
ides for an EDB "Consulting/Advising/Planning" personnel in Jordan. 
Table No. F - 79 
Contingency Table: Adequacy of National Training 
Facilities for an EDB "Consulting/Advising/Planning" 
Personnel in Jordan 
YES NO ABS 
Category Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp 
Mgr 28 23.7 37 42.0 3 2.3 
Staff 18 10.8 13 19.2 0 1.0 
Consult 10 10.5 18 18.5 2 1.0 
Ed/Res 1 1 17.8 38 31.5 2 1.7 
Bus l 7 11.2 25 19.8 0 1.0 
TOTALS 74 131 7 
Contingency coefficient: 0.28 
Chi-square statistic: 17.41 (with 8 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: 0.05 (0.02 level = 18.17) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F - 80 
Order of Importance Reflected by Category as to the Inadequacy 
of National Training Facilities for an EDB 
"Consulting/Advising/Planning" Personnel in Jordan 
Category 
1. "Businessman" 
2. "Educator/Researcher" 
3. "Consultant/Adviser/Planner" 
t •. "Hanngcr" 
If. "Staff" 
Negati vc Response 
% 
78 
74 
60 
54 
TOTAL 
Act 
68 
31 
30 
51 
32 
212 
288 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantly different between the 
various categories as to the adequacy of the national training facil-
ities for an EDB personnel in Jordan. 
Table No. F-81 
Contingency Tab le: Adequacy of the National Training 
Facilities by Category at the Aggregate Level for an 
EDB Personnel in Jordan 
YES NO ABS 
Category Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp 
Mgr 124 Ill. 3 135 151. 4 13 9.3 
Staff 79 50.7 45 69.0 0 4.3 
Consult 51 49. I 61 66.8 8 4. 1 
Ed/Res 60 83.5 136 113.5 8 7.0 
Bus 33 52.4 95 71.3 0 4.3 
TOTALS 347 472 29 
Contingency coefficient: 0.27 
Chi-square statistic: 68.01 (with 8 degrees of freedom) 
statisticallY significant at: <:. 0.001 (0.001 level,; 26.12) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F - 82 
Order of Importance Reflected by Category as to the 
Inadequacy of National Training Facilities for an EDB 
Personnel in Jordan 
Category 
1. tlBusinc.ssman" 
2. "Educator/Researcher" 
3. "Consultant/Adviser/Planner" 
4. I1Hnnagcr" 
5. "S ta ff tt 
Negative Response 
% 
74 
67 
51 
50 
36 
TOTAL 
Act 
272 
124 
120 
204 
128 
848 
289 
Hypothesis: Responses are not singnificantly different between the 
listed areas of interest as to the current adequacy of the national 
training facilities for training an EDB personnel in Jordan. 
Table No. F-83 
Contingency Table: Adequacy of National Training 
Facilities by Listed Area of Interest for an EDB 
Personnel in Jordan 
YES NO ABS 
Area of Interest Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp 
a. Policy Making 97 86.8 107 118.0 8 7.2 
b. Managing 96 86.8 110 111l.0 6 7.2 
c. Developing 80 86.7 124 118.0 8 7.3 
d. Consulting 74 86.7 131 118.0 7 7.3 
TOTALS 347 472 29 
Contingency coefficient: 0.10 
Chi-square statistic: 8.22 (with 6 degrees of freedom) 
StatisticallY significant at: 0.30 (0.20 level = 8.56) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F - 84 
Order of Importance by Listed Area of Interest as to the 
. Inadequacy of National Training Facilities for an EDB 
Personnel in Jordan 
Area of Interest 
I. "Consulting/Advising/Planning" 
2. "Developing" 
3. IfHanagine" 
4. "Policy Making" 
Negative Response 
% 
62 
58 
52 
50 
TOTAL 
Act 
212 
212 
212 
212 
848 
290 
F.6 Issue Number 6 - Tables and Statistical Analysis: 
I. Interviews: Topic Number 7 Tables: 
Table No. F-85 
Interviews Response: The Sociological Implication 
Dominant Role in the Developmental Activities 
Response 
Yes 
No 
No Mention 
TOTALS 
of an EDB in Jordan 
No. 
Table No. F - 86 
34 
4 
39 
Interviews Response: The Political Implication 
Dominant Role in the Developmental Acti vi ties 
of an EDB in Jordan 
Response 
Yes 
No 
No Mention 
TOTALS 
No. 
31 
7 
39 
% 
79 
3 
18 
100 
% 
87 
3 
10 
100 
----------
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2. Questionnaire - Question Number 7 Tables: 
Table No. P - 87 
"Manager": Sociological Im~cation 
MGR (TOTAL = 68) 
Response Yes % No % Abs % 
a. Setting Policies 40 59 21 31 7 10 
b. Personnel Selection 48 71 15 22 5 7 
c. Personnel Training 38 56 22 32 8 12 
d. Project Management 42 62 21 31 5 7 
e. Computer Selection 31 46 30 44 7 ID 
f. Security and Audit 34 50 26 38 8 12 
---
TOTALS 233 57 135 33 40 ID 
---
Table No. P - 88 
"Manager": Political Implication 
MGR (TOTAL = 68) 
Response Yes % No % Abs % 
a. Setting Policies 46 68 17 25 5 7 
h. Personnel Selection 40 59 22 32 6 9 
c. Personnel Training 27 40 26 38 IS 22 
d. Project Management 36 53 22 32 10 IS 
e. Computer Selection 22 12 30 44 16 2.4 
f. Securi ty and Audit 36 53 21 31 I I 16 
TOTALS 207 51 138 34 63 15 
--
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Table No. F - 89 
"Staff": Sociological Implication 
.. STAFF (TOTAL ~ 31) 
Response Yes % No % Abs % 
a. Setting Policies 19 61 9 29 3 10 
b. Personnel Selection 17 55 9 29 5 16 
c. Personnel Training 17 55 8 26 6 19 
d. Project Management 13 42 10 32 8 26 
e. Computer Selection 10 32 10 32 11 36 
f. Security and Audit 10 32 11 36 10 32 
TOTALS 86 46 57 31 43 23 
Table No. F - 90 
"Staff" : political Implication 
STAFF (TOTAL ~ 31) 
Response Yes % Nb % Abs % 
a. Setting Policies 22 71 7 23 2 6 
b. Personnel Selection 15 49 10 32 6 19 
c. Personnel Training 13 42 8 26 10 32 
d. Project Management 12 39 10 32 9 29 
e. Computer Selection 8 26 10 32 13 42 
f. Security and Audit 15 48 7 23 9 29 
TOTALS 85 46 52 28 49 26 
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Table No. F - 91 
"Consultant/Adviser/Planner"; Sociological Implication 
CONSULT . (TOTAL = 30) 
Response Yes . % No % Abs % 
a. Setting Policies 20 67 6 20 4 13 
h. Personnel Selection 20 67 4 13 6 20 
c. Personnel Training 12 40 9 30 9 30 
d. Project Management 13 43 8 27 9 30 
e. Computer Selection 8 27 14 46 8 27 
f. Security and Audit 11 37 9 30 10 33 
TOTALS 84 47 SO 28 46 25 
-
Table No. F - 92 
"Consul tant/ Adviser/Planner" ;P6litical . Implication 
CONSULT (TOTAL ,; 30) 
Response Yes % No % Abs· % 
a. Setting Policies 16 53 4 13 10 34 
b. Personnel Selection 13 43 6 20 1 1 37 
c. Personnel Training 7 23 6 20 17 57 
d. Project Management 8 27 8 27 14 46 
e. Computer Selection 4 13 J 1 37 15 50 
f. Security and Audi t 7 23 7 23 16 54 
TOTALS 55 31 42 23 83 46 
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Table No. F - 93 
"Educator/Researcher": socioloeical Implication 
ED/RES (TOTAL = 51 ) 
Response Yes % No % Abs· % 
a. Setting Policies 26 51 14 27 .·1 1 22 
b. Personnel Selection 29 57 13 25 9 18 
c. Personnel Training 19 37 21 41 1 1 ·22 
d. Project Management 23 45 17 33 .. 11 22 
e. Computer Selection 13 25 
. . 
27 53 I 1 22 
f. Security and Audit 23 45 15 29 13 26 
TOTALS 133 43 107 35 66 22 
Table No. F - 91, 
"Educator /Reseatcher": . Political . Implication 
ED/RES (TOTAL·'" 51) 
·Response Yes % ·No % Abs· % 
a. Setting Policies 30 59 10 20 . 11 21 
b. Personnel Selection 29 57 8 16 14 27 
c. Personnel Trainin!! 20 39 16 31 15 30 
d. Proiect Management 21 42 15 29 15 29 
e. Computer Selection I I 22 21 41 19 37 
f. Security and Audit 26 51 9 18 16 31 
TOTALS 137 45 79 26 90 29 
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Table No. F - 95 
"Businessman": Soc~?logical 'Implication 
BUS (TOTAL = 32) 
Response Yes % No % Abs % 
a. Setting Policies 22 69 9 28 3 
b. Personnel Selection 25 78 5 16 2 6 
c. Personnel Training 18 56 12 38 2 6 
d. Project Management 19 59 12 38 3 
e. Computer Selection 14 44 17 53 .I 3 
f. Security and Audit 18 56 12 38 2 6 
TOTALS 116 60 67 35 9 5 
Table No. F - 96 
"Businessman 11: Political Implication 
BUS (TOTAL = 32) 
Response Yes % No % 'Ab,;' ' % 
a. Setting Policies 23 72 7 22 2 6 
b. Personnel Selection 21 66 9 28 2 6 
c. Personnel Training 9 28 18 56 5 16 
d. Proiect Hanagcmcnt 15 47 14 44 3 9 
e. Comnutcr Selection 12 38 18 56 2 6 
f. Security and Audit 14 44 15 47 3 9 
'roTALS 94 1,9 81 42 17 9 
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Table No. F - 97 
Total Response: Sociological Implication 
TOTAL RESPONSE (TOTAL = 212) 
Response Yes· % No % Abs % 
a. Setting Policies 127 60 59 28 26 12 
b. Personnel Selection 139 65 46 22 27 13 
c. Personnel Training 104 49 72 34 36 17 
d. Project Management 110 52 68 32 34 16 
e. Computer Selection 76 36 98 46 38 18 
f. Security and Audit 96 45 73 35 43 20 
TOTALS 652 51 416 33 204 16 
Table No. F - 98 
·Total Response: Political Implication 
TOTAL RESPONSE . (TOTAL = 212) 
Response . ·Yes % . ·No % . ·Abs· % 
a. Setting Policies 137 65 45 21 30 14 
b. Personnel Selection 118 56 55 26 39 18 
c. Personnel Training 76 36 74 35 62 29 
d. Project Management 92 43 69 33 51 24 
e. Computer Selection 57 27 90 42 65 31 
f. Security and Audit 98 46 59 28 .55 26 
TOTAl.S 578 45 392 31 302 211 
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Table No. F-99 
Abstention: Sociological and Political 
SOCIOLOGICAL Al3S POLITICAL Al3S 
Category No. % No. % 
Mgr 41 20 63 2.1 
Staff 43 21 49 16 
Consult 46 23 83 27 
Ed/Res 66 32 90 30 
Bus 9 4 17 6 
TOTALS 204 100 302 100 
3. Questionnaire - Question Number 7 Statistical Analysis: 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantly different between 
the various categories as to the sociological implication in 
setting policies and procedures for an EDB in Jordan. 
Table No. F - 100 
Contingencz Table: Sociological ImElication for Setting 
Policies and Procedures for an EDB in Jordan 
YES NO ABS TOTAL 
Category Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp Act 
Mgr 40 40.7 21 18.9 7 8.4 68 
Staff 19 18.6 9 8.6 3 3.8 31 
Consult 20 18.0 6 8.3 4 3.7 30 
Ed/Res 26 30.5 14 14.3 11 6.2 51 
Bus 22 19.2 9 8.9 3.9 32 
TOTALS 127 59 26 212 
Contingency coefficient: 0.20 
Chi-square statistic: 8.51 ("ith B degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: 0.50 (0.30 level ~ 9.52) 
Statistical test: result: Accept the hypothesis 
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Hypothesis: Responses are not' significantly different betl,ecn the 
. various categories as to the political implication in setting policies 
and procedures for an EDB in Jordan. 
Table No. F- 101 
Contingency Table: Political Impli'cation in Setting 
Policies and Procedures for an EDB in Jordan 
YES NO ABS 
Category Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp 
Mgr 46 43.9 17 14.4 5 9.7 
Staff 22 20.0 7 6.6 2 4.4 
Consult 16 19.4 4 6.4 10 4.2 
Ed/Res 30 33.0 10 10.8 11 7.2 
Bus 23 20.7 7 6.8 2 4.5 
TOTALS 137 45 30 
Contingency coefficient: 0.28 
Chi-square statistic: 17.87 (with 8 degrees of freedom) 
StatisticallY significant at: 0.05 (0.02 level = 18.17) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F - 102 
Order of Importance Reflected by Category on the 
Political Implication in Setting Policies and Procedures 
Category 
1. "Businessman" 
2. "Staff" 
3. "Hanager" 
4. "Educator/RQsearcher" 
5. "Consultant/Adviser/Planner" 
Positive Response 
% 
72 
71 
68 
59 
53 
TOTAL 
Act 
68 
31 
30 
51 
32 
212 
299 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantly different between the 
various categories as to the sociological implication in personnel 
se lection for an EDB in Jordan. 
Table No. F- 103 
Contingency Table: Sociological Implicat ion in 
Personnel Selection for an EDB in Jordan 
YES NO ABS 
Category Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp 
Mgr 48 44.6 15 14.8 5 8.6 
Staff 17 20.3 9 6.7 5 i,.O 
Consult 20 19.7 4 6.5 6 3.8 
Ed/Res 29 33.4 13 I l. I 9 6.5 
Bus 25 21.0 5 6.9 2 4. I 
TOTALS 139 46 27 
Contingency coefficient: 0.21 
Chi-square statistic: 9.81 (with 8 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: 0.30 (0.20 level = 11.03) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F- 104 
Order of Importance Reflected by Category on the 
Sociological Implication in Personnel Selection 
Category 
1. "Businessman" 
2. IIManager" 
3. "Consultant/Adviser/Planner" 
4. "Educator/Re Se archer" 
5. "Staff" 
Positive Response 
% 
78 
71 
67 
57 
55 
TOTAL 
Act 
68 
31 
30 
51 
32 
212 
300 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantly different between the 
various categories as to the political implication in personnel 
selection for an EDB in Jordan. 
Table No. F - 105 
Contingency Table: Political Implication in Personnel 
Selection for an EDB in Jordan 
YES NO ABS 
Category Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp 
Mgr 40 37.8 22 17.7 6 12.5 
Staff 15 17.3 10 8.0 6 5.7 
Consult 13 16.7 6 7.8 I I 5.5 
Ed/Res 29 28.4 8 13.2 14 9.4 
Bus 21 17.8 9 8.3 2 5.9 
TOTALS 118 55 39 
Contingency coefficient: 0.30 
Chi-square statistic: 19.63 (with 8 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: 0.02 (0.01 level = 20.9) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F - 106 
Order of Importance Reflected by category on the 
Political Implication in Personnel Selection 
Category 
Positive Response 
% 
I. "Businessman" 66 
2. "Hanager" 59 
3. "Educator/Researcher" 57 
4. "Staff" 49 
5. "Consultnnt/Adviser/Planncr" 43 
TOTAL 
Ac!. 
68 
31 
30 
51 
32 
212 
301 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantlY different between the 
various categories as to the sociological implication in personnel 
training for an EDB in Jordan. 
Table No. F - 107 
Contingency Table: Sociological Implication in 
Personnel Training for an EDB in Jordan 
YllS NO ABS 
Category Act llxp Act Exp Act Exp 
Mgr 38 33.4 22 23.1 8 11.5 
Staff 17 15.2 8 10.5 6 5.3 
Consult 12 14.7 9 10.2 9 5. 1 
Ed/Res 19 25.0 21 17.3 11 8.7 
Bus 18 15.7 12 10.9 2 5.4 
TOTALS 104 72 36 
Contingency coefficient: 0.23 
Chi-square statistic: 11.70 (with 8 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: 0.20 (0.10 level = 13.36) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F - 108 
Order of Importance Reflected by Category on the 
Sociological Implication in Personnel Training 
Category 
I. "Businessman" 
3. "Staff" 
4. "Consultant/Adviser/Planner" 
5. "llducator/Researcher" 
Positive Response 
% 
56 
56 
55 
40 
37 
TOTAL 
Act 
68 
31 
30 
51 
32 
212 
302 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantlY different between the 
various categories as to the political implication in personnel 
training for an EDB in Jordan. 
Table No. F - 109 
Contingency Table: Political Implication in Personnel 
Training for an EDB in Jordan 
YES NO ABS 
Category Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp 
Mgr 27 24.4 26 23.7 15 19.9 
Staff 13 11. I 8 10.8 10 9. I 
Consult 7 10.7 6 10.5 17 8.8 
Ed/Res 20 18.3 16 17.8 15 14.9 
Bus 9 11.5 18 11.2 5 9.3 
TOTALS 76 74 62 
Contingency coefficient: 0.30 
Chi-square statistic: 20.70 (with 8 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: 0.10 (0.001 level = 26.12) 
Statistical test resIt: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F - 110 
Order of Importance Reflected by Category on the 
Political Implication in Personnel Training 
I. "Staff" 
2. "Manager" 
3. "Educator/Researcher" 
4. "Businessman" 
5. "Consu I tan t/ Advis er /P l:mner" 
Positive Response 
% 
42 
40 
39 
28 
23 
TOTAL 
Act 
68 
31 
30 
51 
32 
212 
303 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantly different between the 
various categories as to the sociological implication in project 
management and control of an EDB in Jordan. 
Table No. ],'-111 
Contingency Table: Sociological Implication in Project 
Management and Control of an EDB in Jordan 
YES NO ABS TOTAL 
Category Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp Act 
Mgr 42 35.3 21 21.8 5 10.9 68 
Staff 13 16. I 10 9.9 8 5.0 31 
Consult 13 15.5 8 9.6 9 4.9 30 
Ed/Res 23 26.5 17 16.4 I I 8. I 51 
Bus 19 16.6 12 10.3 5. I 32 
TOTALS 110 68 34 212 
Contingency coefficient: 0.27 
Chi-square statistic: 16.44 (with 8 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: 0.05 (0.02 level = 18.17) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F - 112 
Order of Importance Reflected by Category on the Sociological 
Implication in Project Management and Control 
Category 
1. "Manager" 
2. ltBusincssman" 
3. "Educator/Researcher" 
4. "Consul Umt I Advis er/Planner" 
5. "Staff" 
Positive Response 
% 
62 
59 
4S 
43 
42 
304 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantly different between the 
various categories as to the political implication in project manage-
ment and control of an EDB in Jordan. 
Table No. F - I 13 
Contingency Table: Political Implication in Project 
Management and Control of an EDB in Jordan 
YES NO ABS 
Category Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp 
Mgr 36 29.5 22 22. I 10 16.4 
Staff 12 13.5 10 10. I 9 7.4 
Consult 8 13.0 8 9.8 14 7.2 
Ed/Res 21 22. I 15 16.6 15 12.3 
Bus 15 13.9 14 10.4 3 7.7 
TOTALS 92 69 51 
Contingency coefficient: 0.28 
Chi-square statistic: 17.80 (with 8 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: 0.05 (0.02 level = 18.17) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F - 114 
Order of Importance Reflected by Category on the Political 
Implication in Project Management and .Control 
Category 
1. "Hanagcr lt 
2. "Businessman" 
3. "Educator/Researcher" 
4. "Staff" 
5. "Consultant/Adviser/Planner" 
Positive Response 
% 
53 
47 
42 
39 
27 
TOTAL 
Act 
68 
31 
30 
51 
32 
212 
305 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantly different benleen the 
various categories as to the sociological implication in computer 
selection for an EDB in Jordan. 
Table No. Y - 115 
Contingency Table: Sociological Implication in Computer 
Selection for an EDB in Jordan 
YES NO ABS 
Category Act Exp_ Act Exp Act Exp 
Mgr 31 24.4 30 31.4 7 12.2 
Staff 10 11. 1 10 14.3 11 5.6 
Consult 8 10.8 14 13.9 8 5.3 
Ed/Res 13 18.3 27 23.6 11 9. 1 
Bus 14 11 • 4 17 14.8 5.8 
TOTALS 76 98 38 
Contingency coefficient: 0.29 
Chi -square statistic: 20 .09 (,~i th 8 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: 0.01 (0.01 level = 20.09) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F-116 
Order of Importance Reflected by Category on the Sociological 
Implication in Computer Selection 
Category 
I. "Bus incs sman 11 
2. "Educator/Researcher" 
3. "Consultant/Adviser/Planner" 
4. "Hanager" 
5. "Staff" 
Negative Response 
% 
53 
53 
44 
32 
TOTAL 
Act 
68 
31 
30 
51 
32 
212 
306 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantly different bet"cen the 
various categories as to the political implication in computer 
selection for an EDB in Jordan. 
Table No. F-117 
Contingency Table: Political lraplication in Computer 
Selection for an EDB in Jordan 
YES NO ABS 
Category Act' Exp Act Exp Act Exp 
Mgr 22 18.3 30 28.9 16 20.8 
Staff 8 8.3 10 13.2 13 9.5 
Consult 4 8.1 I I 12.7 15 9.2 
Ed/Res I I 13.7 21 21.6 19 15.7 
Bus 12 8.6 18 13.6 2 9.8 
TOTALS 57 90 65 
Contingency coefficient: 0.29 
Chi-square statistic: 20.16 ("ith 8 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: 0.01 (0.001 level = 26.12) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F- 118 
Order of Importance Reflected by Category on the 
Political Implication in Computer Selection 
Category 
1. I1Businessman" 
2. "Hannger" 
3. "Educator/Researcher" 
I,. "Cons ul tant/ Adviser /Planner" 
5. "Staff" 
Negative Response 
% 
56 
44 
41 
37 
32 
TOTAL 
Act 
68 
31 
30 
5 I 
32 
212 
307 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantly different between the 
various categories as to the sociological implication in security 
and audit of an EDB in Jordan. 
Table No. F - 119 
Continl2ency Table: Sociological Iml:lication in 
Securit~nd Audit of an EDB in Jordan 
YES NO ABS 
Category . Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp 
Mgr 34 30.8 26 23.4 8 13.8 
Staff 10 14.0 I 1 10.7 10 6.3 
Consult 1 1 13.6 9 10.3 10 6.1 
Ed/Res 23 23. 1 15 17.6 13 10.3 
Bus 18 14.5 12 11.0 2 6.5 
TOTALS 96 73 43 
Contingency coefficient: 0.25 
Chi-square statistic: 14.68 (with 8 degrees of freedom) 
Statis dcally significant at: 0.10 (0.05 level - 15.51) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F- 120 
Order of Importance Reflected by Category on the 
Sociological Implication in Security and Audit 
Category 
1. "Businessman" 
2. "Hanagce' 
3. "Educator/Researcher" 
4. "Consl1ltant/Adviser/Planner" 
5. "Staff" 
Positive Response 
% 
56 
50 
45 _ 
37 
32 
TOTAL 
Act 
68 
31 
30 
51 
32 
212. 
308 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantly different between the 
various categories as to the political implication in securi ty and 
audit of an EDB in Jordan. 
Table No. F - 12 I 
Contingenc;L Table: Poli.tical Implication in 
Security and Audit of an EDB in Jordan 
YES NO ABS TOTAL 
Category Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp Act 
Mgr 36 31.4 21 18.9 I I 17.7 68 
Staff 15 14.3 7 8.6 9 8. I 31 
Consult 7 13.9 7 8.4 16 7.7 30 
Ed/Res 26 23.6 9 14.2 16 13.2 51 
Bus 14 !If. 8 15 8.9 3 8.3 32 
TOTALS 98 59 55 212 
Contingency coefficient: 0.34 
Chi-square statistic: 26.83 (with 8 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: <:::. 0.001 (0.001 level = 26.12) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis. 
Table No. F - 122 
Order of Importance Reflected by Category on the 
Political Implication in Security and Audit 
CategorI 
I. "Manager" 
2. "Educator/Researcher" 
3. "Staff" 
h. HBusinessmnn" 
5. "Consultant/Adviser/Planner" 
positive Reasponse 
.% 
53 
51 
48 
23 
309 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantly different between the 
various categories as to the sociological implication in developing 
an EDB in Jordan. 
Table No. F - 123 
Con_tingency Table: Sociological Implication by 
Category at the Aggregate Level 
YES NO ABS TOTAL 
Category Act E~ Act Exp Act Exp Act 
Mgr 233 209.2 135 133.1, 40 65.4 408 
Staff 86 95.3 57 60.8 43 29.9 186 
Consult 84 92.3 50 58.9 46 28.8 180 
Ed/Res 133 156.8 107 100. I 66 49. I 306 
Bus 116 98.4 67 62.8 9 30.8 192 
TOTALS 652 416 204 1272 
Contingency coefficient: 0.21 
Chi-square statistic: 60.61 (with 10 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: ~ 0.001 (0.001 level = 29.59) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F - 124 
Order of Importance Reflecting the Sociological 
Implication by Category at the Aggregate Level 
Category 
J. "Businessman" 
2. "J.lanager" 
3. "Consultant/Adviser/Planner" 
4. "Staff" 
5. "Educator/Researcher" 
positive Response 
% 
60 
57 
47 
43 
310 
llypothC!sis: Responses are not significantly different between the 
various categories as to the political implication of developing 
an EDB in Jordan. 
Table No. F - 125 
Contingency Table: Political Implication by 
Category at the Aggregate Level 
YES NO ABS TOTAL 
Category Act Exp Act E"." Act Exp Act 
Mgr 207 185.4 138 125.7 63 96.9 408 
Staff 85 84.5 52 57.3 49 44.2 186 
Consult 55 81.8 42 55.5 83 42.7 180 
Ed/Res 137 139.0 79 94.3 90 72.7 306 
Bus 94 87.3 81 59.2 17 45.5 192 
TOTALS 578 392 302 1272 
Contingency coefficient: 0.27 
Chi-square statistic: 99.72 (with 10 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: <. 0.001 (0.001 level = 29.59) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
-------------------------------------------------------
Table No. F - 126 
Order of Importance Reflecting the Political 
Implication by Category at the Aggregate Level 
Category 
1. l1!-fanage r" 
2. "Businessman" 
3. "Staff" 
4. "EducCltor/RescClrcher" 
5. "Consultant/Adviser/Planner" 
Positive Response 
% 
51 
49 
46 
45 
31 
311 
Hypothesis: Responses are not significantly different between the 
listed areas of interest as to the sociological implication of 
developing an EDB in Jordan. 
Table No. F- 127 
Contingency Table: Sociological Implication by 
Listed Areas of Interest 
YES NO ABS TOTAL 
Category ::.:A:::c~t,--::;:E.:.:xl:..p ::.:A:::c~t,-_::.:E.:.:x:!::.p Ac t __ Exp Act 
a. Setting Policies 127 108.7 59 69.3 26 34 212 
b. Personnel Selection 139 108.7 46 69.3 27 34 212 
c. Personnel Training 104 108.7 72 69.3 36 212 
d. Project Management 110 108.7 68 69.3 34 34 212 
. e. Computer Selection 76 108.6 98 69.l, 38 34 212 
f. Security and Audit 96 108.6 73 69.4 43 34 212 
TOTALS 652 416 204 1272 
Contingency coefficient: 0.18 
Chi-square stati·stic: l,3.08 (with 10 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: .,- 0.001 (0.001 level = 29.59) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F - 128 
Order of Importance Reflecting·the Sociological 
Implication by Listed Area of Interest 
Category 
I. Personnel Selection 
2. Setting Policies 
3. Project Management 
4. Personnel Training 
5. Security and Audit 
6. Computer Selection 
positive Response 
% 
65 
60 
52 
49 
45 
36 
312 
Hypothesis: Responses arc not significantly different between the 
listed areas of interest as to the political implication of 
developing an EDB in Jordan. 
Table No. F-129 
Contingency Table: Political Implication by 
Listed Area of Interest 
YES NO ABS TOTAL 
Areas of Interest Act Exp Act Exp Act Exp Act 
a. Setting Policies 137 96.3 45 65.4 30 50.3 212 
b. Personnel Selection 118 96.3 55 65.4 39 50.3 212 
c. Personnel Training 76 96.3 74 65.3 62 50.4 212 
d. Project Management 92 96.3 69 65.3 51 50.4 212 
e. Computer Selection 57 96.4 90 65.3 65 50.3 212 
f. Security and Audit 98 96.4 59 65.3 55 50.3 212 
TOTALS 578 392 302 1272 
Contingency coefficient: 0.24 
Chi-square statistic: 80.19 ("irh 10 degrees of freedom) 
Statistically significant at: <. 0.001 (0.001 leve.1 = 29.59) 
Statistical test result: Reject the hypothesis 
Table No. F - 130 
Order of Importance Reflecting the Political 
Implication by Listed Area of Interest 
Area of Interest 
I. Setting Policies 
2. Personnel Selection 
3. Security and Audit 
4. Project Nnnagement 
5. Personnel Training 
6. Computer Selection 
Positive Response 
% 
65 
56 
46 
36 
27 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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APPENDIX H 
DllMS SOFTWARE PACKAGES 
. INTRODUCTION 
This Appendix provides basic information regarding some selected DBMS 
software packages. 
There is a tremendous amount of research and development which is taking 
place in the computer hardware and software fields. Consequently, these 
fields are continuing to progress and advance at a rapid rate. Excellent 
knowledge and experience are being gained from further field applications 
and implementations. 
The DBMS software area is no exception. It is highly dynamic, and the 
list of DllMS packages is rapidly expanding. Furthermore, the currently 
available packages are being revised, refined, and expanded in order to 
provide improved facilities and performance, as well as additional 
features and capabilities. Consequently, a comprehensive coverage of 
current DBMS packages would not be of great value. 
A fe" popular DllHS packages were selected for coverage in this section. 
These packages are: 
1. ADABAS (Adaptable Data llase) 
2. DMS 1100 (Database Mnnagement System 1100) 
3. IDMS (Integrated Database Hanagement System) 
I., InS II (Integrated Data Store) 
5, U!S/VS (Information Hanagement System -. Virtual option) 
6. System 2000 
7. TOTAL 7 
315 
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Only basic information is provided on ceach packagce in order to avoid bias. 
It is recommended that more comprehensive and up-to-date information should 
be obtained from DBMS vendors, users, researchers, scholars, and other 
reliable sources at the time of need. The information provided on each 
package is: 
1. Introduction 
2. Supplier 
3. Environment 
4. Costs 
5. Data Structure 
6. Other Pertinent Information 
H.l. ADABAS 
1. Introduction 
ADABAS is a generalised data base management system which was 
developed by Software AG in Germany •. The initial development 
of the package was for the Siemens series of computers. 
The system is marketed extensively on the basis of comparative 
benchmarks. 
2. Supplier 
Software AG 
Reston International Cent er 
1180 Sunset Valley Drive 
Reston, VA 22901 
U. S. A. 
Telephone: (703) 620-9577 
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3. Environment 
a. Minimum configuration: J 56k bytes 
b. Hardware: Siemens 4001., IllM 360 and 370, and UNIVAC 9400 
c. Operating systems: . OS and DOS 
4. Costs 
OS version price $12.0,000 
DOS version price $ 80,000 
Lease plans are available from about ·$1 ,300/mo. to $4,SOO/mo. 
5. Data Structure 
ADABAS supports hierarchical data structures. It offers fully 
inverted file facilities and has mUltiple search capability. 
6. .other Pertinent Information 
The ADABAS package provides: 
a. Automatic facility for data compression 
b. Phonetic searching capability 
c. Variable names which are limited to two characters requiring 
the use of codes 
d. Security facilities to the field leveL 
e. Checkpoint tape for hack-up and recovery 
f. Automatic maintenance 0.£ a dictionary "'hich provides statistics 
for tuning and optimisation 
g. Data independence at the item level 
h. Facilities to Imrk with programmes Hritten in Cobol, Fortrnn, 
PL/!, and nssemhler languages 
i. ADASCRIPT query language 
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j. Report writer 
k. Teleprocessing interface and Software AG teleprocessing 
system "Com-plete". 
11.2. DMS 1100 
I. Introduction 
DBMS 1100 is a data oriented batch and on-line system. It was 
developed by UNIVAC for internal use initially. The package was 
released in 1971, and by 1975 it had gone through five major 
levels (releases). 
In their development of the package, UNIVAC have followed, to a 
great extent, the guidelines provided in the 1969 and 1971 
reports of the CODASYL DBTG. 
2. Supplier 
UN IVAC 
2276 Highcrest Drive 
Roseville, MN 55113 
U.S.A. 
3. Environment 
a. Ninimum configuration: 128 k words 
b. Hardware: UNIVAC 1100 
c. Operating system: UNIVAC 1100 Exec. 
4 •. ·Costs 
The cost of the DMS 1100 pnckage is bundled in the price of the 
hardware. 
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5. Data Structure 
DMS 1100 supports network data structures and index sequential 
access. The lat.ter is the main departure from the DBTG philosophy. 
6. Other Pertinenet Information 
The DMS package provides: 
a. Automatic roll-back and recovery facilities 
b. Data communications interface 
c. Password security to the field level through EXEC 8 only 
d. Data independence at the item level 
e. Capability for real-time, conversational, and batch programmes 
to concurrently access a shared data base 
f. One-line multi-access facility through CMS (CoMllunications 
Management System) and TIP (Transaction Interface Package). 
g. Terminal-oriented nonprogrammer report preparation facility 
through RPSIIOO (Remote Processing System) 
h. Terminal-oriented facility for ad hoc queries 'and update 
through QLP 1100 (Query Language Processor) 
i. Facilities to work on the CALL level with programmes written 
in Cobol, Fortran and Assembler languages 
j. Limited statistical monitoring for tuning and optimisation 
k. No subschemas facilities, privacy locks, and data compression. 
H.3.IDMS 
"I. "Irttroc!uction 
IDMS was originally developed by the B.I'. Goodrich Chemical 
Company in 1971-1972. The Cull inane Corporation acquired the 
rights to market, mnintain, and improve the package in 1973. 
IDNS is considered a full CODASYL DIlTG implementation. 
2. Supplier 
Cul.linane Corporation 
20 Williams Street 
Wellesley, MA 02181 
U. S. A. 
Telephone: (617) 237-6601 
3. Environment 
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a. Minimum configuration: 60 k bytes 
b. Hardware: IBM 360 and 370, UNIVAC 70 (ex-RCA Spectra), and 
UNIVAC 90 
c. Operating systems: DOS, OS, VS, and DEC PDP-11 
4. Costs 
IDMS Purchase price 
IDMS/CULPRIT price 
$40,000 
$20,000 
Generalised communication interface price 
5. ·Data Structure 
$10,000 
IDMS supports a network data structure. It includes most of the 
features specified in the April 1971 proposal of the CODASYL 
DBTG for a netlwrk sys tem. 
6. Other Perti.nent Information 
The IDNS package provides: 
a. Automatic on-line recovery 
b. Checkpoint restart facility 
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c. Generalised Connnunications Interface (GCI) 
d. CULPRIT as a generalised retrieval system and report writer 
e. Security facilities to the field level 
f. Data independence at the item level 
g. Facilities to work with programmes written in Cabal, PL/I, 
Fortran, and Assembler Languages (on the CALL level with 
Fortran and Assembler) 
h. RPG interface 
i. Facility to collect limited amount of statistics for tuning 
and optimisation 
H :4. IDS II 
1. Introduction 
IDS is the oldest data base management system. It was developed 
in 1962 by General Electric for its GE 225 computer. 
In 1970, IDS became a Honeywell product when the company took 
over the computer operations of General. Electric. The latest 
software version is called IDS 11. 
2. Supplier 
Honeywell Inform<ltion Systems 
200 Smith Street 
Haltham, HA 02154 
U. S .A. 
Telephone: (617) 890-8400 
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3. Environment 
a. Minimum configuration: 32 k words 
b. Hardware: Honeywell ~OO, 600, and 6000 computers 
c. Operating systems: RTE 11 or RTE III 
4. Costs 
Data base control 
Subschema 
Interactive IDS 11 
5. Data Structure 
$400/mo 
.$100/mo 
$ 75/mo 
IDS 11 supports a network data structure. It includes most of 
the features specified in the April 1971 proposal of the CODASYL 
DBTG for a network system. 
6. Other Pertinent Information 
The IDS II package provides: 
a. Checkpoint restart facility 
b. Data communication interface using Honeywell NPS or GRTS 
c. Passwork protection to the field level 
d. Facilities to \~ork with progrannl1es written in Cobol language 
e. Nonprogrammer query language "Interactive" 
f. Data independence at the item level 
g. Facility to collect limited amount of statistics for tuning 
and optimisation 
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11. 5.· IMS /VS 
1. Introduction 
IMS/VS is a data base management and data base/data communication 
(DB/DC) system. The VS version of IMS is the latest introduced 
by International Business Machines Corporation (IBM), and has 
been available since 1974. 
Originally, IMS was developed by North American Rockwell in 
association with IBM during the last decade and announced in 1969. 
2. Supplier 
IBM 
Data Processing Division 
.. 1133 Westchester Avenue 
White Plains, NY 10604 
U.S.A. 
Telephone: (914) 696-1900 
3. Environment 
a. Minimum configuration: 
Batch facility: 90 k bytes and about· 100 cylinders of an 
IBM 3336 disk bath and teleprocessing facilities: 400 k 
bytes and about 200 cylinders of an IBM 3336 disk 
b. lIard"arc: IBH 370 virtual computers only 
c. Operating system: OS/VS 
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4. Costs 
a. Dat'a bise batch facility $950/mo 
b. Data communications facility: $l,150/mo 
c. Interactive Query Facility (IQF): $325/mo 
5. Data Structure 
IMS/VS supports hierarchical data structures. It is oriented 
towards the processing of hierarchies which are linked with 
physical pointers. It facilitates the specification of logical 
and physical pointer relationships between segments. In addition, 
IMS facilitates the definition of logical relationships between 
separate hierarchies. These facilities provide the ability to 
define a networklike structure, but the interface is always 
hierarchical. 
6. Other Pertinent Information 
The IMS/VS package provides: 
a. Automatic roll-back and recovery procedures 
b. Security facilities to the segment level 
c. Variable length segments 
d. Data independence at the segment level 
e. Interactive query facility for nonprogrammers 
f. Facilities to Hork Hith programmes \nitten in Cobol, PL/I, 
and Assembler languages 
g. HQssage queueing and scheduling facilities 
h. Checkpoint restart and a system log report \,ritcr which 
produces statistical reports covering the operation of the 
system 
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i. Monitors and simulators for tuning and optimisation 
j. Unbundled training and manuals which have to be paid for in 
the U.S.A. 
H.6. System 2000 
1. Instroduction 
System 2000 is a generalised DBMS which was developed by Manage-
ment Research International (MRI). The first version of the 
package was released in 1970. 
2. Supplier 
MRI Systems 
127575 Research Boulevard 
Austin, TX 78766 
U.S.A. 
Telephone: (512) 258"':5171 
3 .. Environment 
a. Minimum configuration 
IBM computers: 40 k bytes 
CDC computers: 16 le \~ords 
UNIVAC computers: 28 k words 
b. Hardware: IBM 360 and 370 
CDC 6000 and CYBER 170 and 1700, and UNIVAC 1100 computers 
c. Operating Systems: 
mM: DOS, DOS/VSI, OS, VSI, HFT, HVT, and MVS 
CDC: SCOPE and KRONOS 
UN IVAC : EXEC 8 
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4. Costs 
Basic system purchase price $30,000 
Procedural Language price $10,000 
Multithreading price $20,000 
Sequential File Processor price: $15,000 
Teleprocessing Monitor price 
Data Dictionary price 
5. Data Structure 
$25,000 
$ 7,500 
System 2000 supports hierarchical data structures although the 
data is stored using an inverted file technique. This means 
that it will construct tables for all the desired key fields, 
and retrieval of the given criteria is achieved by Boolean 
search of these tables rather than by chaining through the 
files. 
6. Other Pertinent Information 
The System 2000 package provides: 
a. Checkpoint restart and recovery features 
b. Op timising and debugging aids 
c. Password security to the data field level 
d. Audit trail facilities 
e. Query language for nonprogrannners 
f. Data independence at the segment level 
g. Te leprocessing mod tor 
h. Facilities to I,ark with progranmlcs "riUen in Cabol, PL/I, 
l'ortran, and Assembler languages 
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H.7. TOTAL 7 
1. Introduction 
TOTAL 7 is a generalised data base management system which is 
a product of Cincom Systems Incorporated, an American software 
house. This version of the package was released in 1973. 
Honeywell markets TOTAL, Control Data Corporation (CDC) has a 
non-exclusive franchise, and National Cash Register Company 
officially recommends it to its users. 
2. Supplier 
cineom Systems Incorporated 
2300 Montana Avenue 
Cincinnatti, OH 45211 
U.S.A 
Telephone: (513) 662-2300 
3. Environment 
a. Minimum configuration: 8 to 24 k bytes depending on the system 
b. Hardware: IBM 360, 370 and System 3, HoneYl,rell 1200, UNIVAC 70 
and 9000, NCR Century, CDC 6000, 7000, and CYBER 70 and 170, 
and several other computers. 
c. Operating systems: 
IBH: DOS, DOS/VS, OS, HFT, HVT, VS/2, VS/2 Hultitasking/CENTRAL 
HoneY',ell: lIOD 1 HSR OS - 200 
UNIVAC: TDOS/DOS 
CDC: SCOPE and KRONOS 
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4. Costs 
Price: Varies from $26,000 to $45,000 
Rent: Varies from $825/mo. to $2,400/mo. 
5. Data Structures 
TOTAL supports network data structures. It offers linked file 
facility with one-ta-many relationship between each record in 
an owner file and records in one or more files. 
6. Other Pertinent Information 
a. Restart and re'covery facilities 
b. Password protection to the field level 
e. Automatic on-line recovery 
d. Several teleprocessing monitors and report generators 
e. Data independence at th" element level 
f. Facilities to work with programmes written in Cobol, Fortran, 
PL/I, and Assembler languages 
g. Limited statistics for tuning and optimisation 
h. Bundled manuals and introductory training 
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